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Section 1: Introduction
Nebraska has weathered the recession much stronger than other states, and has an opportunity to build
on that momentum going forward. As of July 2010, Nebraska’s unemployment rate stood at 4.7 percent
compared to the national average of 9.5 percent.
More importantly, as Governor Heineman explained in his 2010 State of the State Address: “During this
national economic slowdown, we have seized the opportunity to make Nebraska more competitive.
Many states have raised income or sales taxes—Nebraska has not. Many states spent beyond their
means—Nebraska did not. We controlled our spending. Because of the tough choices we have made,
Nebraska is receiving national attention. According to Forbes, Nebraska is one of the Top 10 “Best
States for Business.” Business Week rated Nebraska as one of the Top 10 states “Where Struggling
Americans Can Find a Fresh Start.” Mainstreet.com ranked Nebraska as the number one state for
financial prosperity in their “Happiness Index.” CNN Money just published a ranking of the Top 10 “Best
Places to Live” in America for jobs. Three of the Top 8 places for jobs in America are in one state—
Nebraska. They are Platte County, Sarpy County and Madison County. Nebraska is on the move in
typical Nebraska fashion—making deliberate, disciplined, steady, and responsible progress.”
Looking toward the next national and global business growth cycle, Nebraska is well‐positioned to
further advance at a time when most other states must dig out from serious job losses and deep fiscal
problems. So there is no better time to take stock of Nebraska’s competitive economic position and
continue to focus on fine‐tuning the state’s economic development efforts.
This study of Nebraska’s competitive advantages is designed to help the state assess its economic
building blocks and, in typical Nebraska style, address both gaps holding Nebraska back and specific
opportunities for growth with pragmatic, fiscally prudent choices and strategies.
The focus of this study must meet a new higher standard—addressing the terms of competition in
today’s global knowledge‐based economy. What
differentiates the 21st century from the past is that
The U.S. Council on Competitiveness, in its
international competitors are now competing on the
report, Innovate America, puts the issue
basis of technological innovation and talent—and
confronting Nebraska and the entire nation
succinctly: “We believe that the bar for
not simply on the basis of lower costs of production
innovation is rising. And, simply running in
for low‐end sectors of the economy.
place will not be enough to sustain America’s
leadership in the 21st century…Today the

This rising global competition in the knowledge‐
forces of global economic integration and
advances in technology are creating a
based economy calls for Nebraska to be more
different and more complex challenge.”
strategic and comprehensive in its economic
development approaches. Nebraska must recognize
that, while the global knowledge‐based economy offers a wide breadth of opportunities, not all states
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are built alike. It is critical, therefore, to understand one’s own strengths to define specific areas of
focus. The idea of driving economic growth through strategic areas of focus is not new, and Nebraska
has turned to targeted industry assessment in the past. But what is different for the 21st century is the
terms of international competition require Nebraska to give more focus in advancing its economic
development efforts on the building blocks of:


Technology‐based innovation to differentiate its leading industry drivers



High‐skilled talent to provide the know‐how and rising levels of productivity
and creativity to be globally competitive.

This assessment of Nebraska’s competitive advantage therefore focuses on three highly inter‐related
building blocks:


The underlying performance of specific industry clusters in Nebraska, based on employment
trends, economic output, and geographic patterns of development. This analysis also considers
expected national growth rates and identifies niche industry specializations that can inform
targeted industry development for the state’s economic development efforts.



The position of Nebraska in innovation and high growth potential entrepreneurial development
in the state, and how Nebraska is positioned in core competencies for future growth.



The talent position of Nebraska overall and within its leading industry clusters, and how to
establish more concrete strategies and linkages of talent within the state’s overall economic
development efforts.

The assessments inform how best to recalibrate existing economic development efforts that support
targeted industry development and the best ways to introduce a stronger focus on innovation and
entrepreneurial development along with talent generation as part of the state’s economic
development approaches.
The Nebraska Department of Economic Development (DED), in collaboration with the Nebraska
Department of Labor, selected the Battelle Technology Partnership Practice (TPP) to conduct the
competitive advantage assessments and to assist in crafting a strategic plan of action with concrete
action steps. Battelle TPP is the economic development consulting arm of the world’s largest
independent non‐profit research and development organization. Battelle TPP brings to this project a
position as the national leader in advanced, technology‐based and cluster‐driven economic
development practice with an established track record in developing and advising many of the most
successful modern development programs in the U.S. Battelle TPP also is the leading firm in advancing
modern agbioscience and biomass‐based economic development initiatives across multiple states,
working to leverage the natural resources and agricultural biomass of states to achieve rapid growth in
the bioeconomy and across both rural and urban economic environments.
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Section 2: Industry Perspectives on Gaps and
Challenges to Growing Nebraska’s Economy
To advance an overall state economic development strategy, it is critical that the detailed quantitative
assessment of Nebraska’s position in industry development, technology drivers and talent base is
grounded by the perspectives of industry, who are the customers of economic development services.
Necessary, too, is input from broader stakeholders, including local economic developers, chambers of
commerce, university officials, and service providers of state development programs, education, and
workforce, venture, and technology development.
Battelle conducted interviews with 62 industry executives, focusing on their perspectives of the business
advantages and disadvantages of Nebraska along with their views on specific business environment
factors in Nebraska. In addition, Battelle reviewed the results from the 2009 business visitation program
of the Nebraska Department of Economic Development, which involves structured interviews around
the issues of business growth and innovation, workforce, business climate, and business markets being
served. Battelle focused on the input from the 81 companies participating in the business visitation
program involved in economic base activities bringing new wealth into Nebraska.
Critical input was gathered from 32 stakeholders representing local economic development, chambers
of commerce, and education and workforce providers, as well as 30 university officials and leading
researchers, to learn of their perspectives on what’s working and what’s not working from an economic
development program perspective.
Battelle further benefited from the insights and reactions to the preliminary data analysis by three focus
group sessions (conducted in April 2010), focused on how best to advance business attraction,
retention, and expansion and innovation activities.
Finally, throughout the project, the Battelle team received input from an advisory committee organized
by the Department of Economic Development, in consultation with the Department of Labor. (See
Appendix A for a listing of the advisory committee members, attendees at the focus groups, and
completed interviews.)
In all, 124 interviews were conducted by the Battelle team, combining the 62 industry, 30 university, and
32 stakeholder interviews. Below we present both the industry perspectives on the state’s
competitiveness and key aspects of its business environment, along with a more integrated strategic
assessment of the economic development gaps and challenges facing Nebraska.
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2.1 Industry Perspectives on Nebraska’s Economic Environment
The Battelle team identified more than 100 industry executives in collaboration with the DED to
interview. Battelle reached out via email and follow‐up phone contacts, resulting in the 62 one‐on‐one
interviews it was able to conduct with leading industry executives. These industry executives broadly
represented Nebraska’s primary industry clusters with:
•
•
•

16 industry executives from the Biosciences
7 industry executives from Financial Services
7 industry executives from Transportation, Warehousing, & Distribution Logistics

•

6 industry executives from Hospitality & Tourism

•
•
•
•
•

6 industry executives from Research, Development, & Engineering Services
5 industry executives from Precision Metals Manufacturing
5 industry executives from Software & Computer Services
5 industry executives from Food Processing
Others (1 or 2 interviews): Agricultural Machinery; Business Management & Administrative
Services; Health Services.

Battelle’s questions focused on the perspectives of these industry executives regarding:
•

Business advantages of Nebraska

•

Business disadvantages of Nebraska

•

Industry ratings of key business climate issues for Nebraska.

Battelle also compared the responses with information received through DED’s Visitation Program in
2009 from 81 executives with primary industry companies.

2.1.1 Business Advantages of Nebraska
The leading advantages of conducting business in Nebraska noted by industry in Battelle’s interviews were:
•

Workforce quality

•

Business‐friendly environment

•

Central location with good transportation network

•

Proximity to raw materials and customers (Agriculture and Department of Defense)

•

Family friendly, low crime.
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The chart below shows the frequencies of these responses.
Key Advantage

# Cited (out of
62 Interviews)

Typical Comments

Workforce Quality

44

Strong work ethic; good quality (especially
compared to labor costs); strong education system

Business Climate

24

Low power costs; low taxes; good regulatory
environment (especially financial services)

Central Location

19

Access to markets; good highway/rail access

Quality of Life

16

Family friendly, low crime

Customer Base

8

Either agriculture‐related or DoD‐related

DED’s business visitation responses correlated very strongly with Battelle’s interview responses.
Executives of the 81 companies frequently commented on the exceptional employee work ethic and
high quality of life in Nebraska. The executives interviewed in the business visitation program also
commented favorably on the overall positive business climate attributed to a supportive, small‐town
atmosphere, and overall views of utility and local government services were above the national average.

2.1.2 Business Disadvantages of Nebraska
The leading disadvantages of conducting business in Nebraska noted in industry interviews by Battelle were:
•

High‐skilled workforce shortages

•

Isolation of businesses

•

Personal tax rates

•

Passenger travel

•

State’s reputation/brand, seen as a rural, agriculture‐dominated state

•

Weather

•

Infrastructure in rural areas, especially telecommunications.
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The chart below shows the frequencies of these responses.
Key Disadvantage

# Cited (out of
62 Interviews)

Typical Comments

Workforce Availability

25

Limited workforce pool; hard to attract from outside of
state; difficult to retain graduates

Isolation

19

Lack of critical mass both in geography and specific
industries statewide

Taxes

16

Especially individual taxes, but some mentioned
growing burden of business taxes—maybe more in
comparison to neighboring states

Passenger Travel

12

Air service; access between places

Weather/Amenities

10

Weather extremes noted

Reputation/Brand

8

Seen as a rural, agriculture state—no sense of urban
living or diversified industries

Infrastructure

5

Especially in rural areas—telecommunications most
frequently mentioned

Once again, these responses tracked closely with those gathered in the DED visitation program from 81
executives with primary industry companies in 2009. In particular, DED found that when asked to
describe their communities’ weaknesses, several businesses mentioned outward migration (particularly
in smaller communities), an inadequate labor supply, and a lack of necessary business services in the
area. Businesses were most critical about cellular and Internet services, which are lacking in rural areas
and unreliable in larger communities. Internet and cellular services were the only utility services that
Nebraska businesses rated below those for other businesses across the nation.
The DED visitation program also found low ratings in areas such as airline passenger services, public
transportation, and child care as well as low ratings of the colleges and universities in their areas.
When Battelle asked about key business factors and issues, three areas were identified as needing
improvements:
•

Access to financing, particularly for small businesses and start‐ups.

•

Upgrading information systems and communication systems (noted by more than one out of
every three companies interviewed).

•

Lack of awareness of, and access to, technology services. This is true for those companies
engaged in R&D, where 20 out of 62 companies interviewed were undertaking “in‐house” R&D
at their Nebraska location, but only four had an R&D relationship with Nebraska universities.
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Only 14 of 62 were working with Nebraska universities on broader activities such as workforce
development or technical assistance.

2.1.3 Business Climate Ratings by Industry Executives
Overall, industry executives are generally very satisfied with Nebraska from a business environment
perspective. The only areas not receiving high rankings of 1 or 2 (on a five point scale) were access to
financing and access to technology services. In the area of tax and regulations, a number of industry
executives expressed concerns about taxes on individuals in Nebraska. But even with lower rankings for
these areas, the overall business climates received a more mixed rating rather than suggesting any
deep‐rooted problems in Nebraska.
The chart below provides more of the details of these responses.
Business Factor

Rating of Nebraska’s Business Environment
1 (excellent) to 5 (needing improvement)

Key Comments Regarding Programs and
Meeting Needs

1

2

3

4

5

Workforce

10

15

17

7

2

Community colleges often cited as key
provider

Space

33

12

5

1

3

Use of NE Advantage, CDBG noted; many
accessed support through local development
agencies; a few concerned about ready sites
and specialized space (wet labs)

Access to Financing

4

7

5

4

6

Lack of small business and start‐up funding
major concerns

Technology Services

5

5

13

6

2

Most frequent comment was lack of
awareness of state efforts—some cited
community colleges as source of assistance

Business Services

7

17

6

2

1

Largely addressed by private sector
professional services

Tax & Regulatory

8

13

7

8

4

Many liked incentives of NE Advantage and
positive on regulatory approaches—but
concerned about taxes, especially personal;
some local permitting issues raised

Again, these industry perspectives are a critical lens through which to consider the detailed quantitative
analysis of Nebraska’s competitive position in industry development, innovation, and talent.
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Section 3: Assessment of Nebraska’s
Development Building Blocks – Industry Drivers,
Innovation, and Talent Generation
The Battelle Technology Partnership Practice conducted a detailed assessment of the building blocks of
Nebraska’s economy focused on the position of the state’s industry clusters, its innovation preparedness,
and its talent development. This assessment involved in‐depth quantitative analysis of a wide variety of
data sources on Nebraska’s industries, technology drivers, and talent base. Presented below are the key
findings of the assessment.

3.1 Assessment of Nebraska’s Primary Industry Clusters
From an economic development perspective, it is particularly important to focus on those industries
that address the “wealth‐creating” sectors of the state’s economy, or what are often referred to as
“economic base” or “primary” industries. These primary industries address needs beyond local
residents and businesses, and so either are involved in exports or substitute for importing goods and
services from outside of the state. Other non‐primary industries are often referred to as local or
sheltered economic activity. While they do not generate new economic wealth for the state, these non‐
primary industries are important for addressing local needs and ensuring a high quality of life in the
state. Typically, these non‐primary industries include most retail services, physician offices, state and
local government, and other services to local residents.
The most effective way to advance the economic development of primary industries is to focus on
industry clusters found within a state’s economic base industries. Industry clusters have become a
mainstay of regional economic analysis because of the recognition that individual industries do not
stand alone within state and regional economies, but are part of a broader complex of industries that
are inter‐related. As Michael Porter, one of the world’s leading experts in business and regional
competitiveness explains:
“Clusters are a striking feature of virtually every national, regional, state and even metropolitan
economy, especially in more economically advanced nations…Clusters are not unique; however, they are
highly typical—and herein lies a paradox: the enduring competitive advantages in a global economy lie
increasingly in local things—knowledge, relationships, motivation—that distant rivals cannot match.”1

1

Michael Porter, Harvard Business School Professor, “Clusters and the New Economics of Competition,” Harvard Business
Review, November‐December 1998.
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Two key perspectives are examined to provide an in‐depth understanding of the primary industry
clusters driving Nebraska’s economy and opportunities for growth.


The standard approach to analyzing state and regional economies considers the future growth
prospects based on an analysis of recent economic performance and projections for growth
from available economic forecasts. While considering recent economic performance offers
valuable insights, it suffers from being a “backwards” looking approach. Industry clusters are
dynamic and many advance in ways that break from past trends.



One way to gain a more “forward looking” assessment of how well positioned an industry
cluster is for future growth is to also consider the level of “know how” or core competencies
within different industry clusters found in Nebraska across industry and higher education.

Nebraska has a diverse economic base with 12 primary industry clusters identified as drivers of state
economic growth. These twelve primary industry clusters represent closely related industries that are
logically connected and have a substantial level of activity in Nebraska. Many industry clusters share a
common market that they serve, while others are based more on shared “know how” such as in the
biosciences or information technology. There is not a standard set of industry clusters defined for all
states. Instead, identifying industry clusters present in a state requires analyzing the detailed industries
found across the state that are focused on economic base activities and seeing where there are
appropriate fits. In consultation with DED and the advisory committee, Battelle identified more than
240 detailed primary industries involved in economic base
activities and organized them into 12 primary industry
Primary Industry Clusters Driving
clusters (see Appendices B and C for a detailed discussion of
Nebraska’s Economy
these industry clusters).
What stands out is the diversity of the industry cluster base
found in Nebraska, spanning its traditional agricultural and
location strengths, rising financial services and business
administrative services, and the more technology‐based
sectors of biosciences, renewable energy, R&D and
engineering services, and software and computer services.
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Agricultural Machinery
Agriculture & Food Processing
Biosciences
Business Management &
Administrative Services
Financial Services
Health Services
Hospitality & Tourism
Precision Metals Manufacturing
Renewable Energy
Research, Development, &
Engineering Services
Software & Computer Services
Transportation, Warehousing, &
Distribution Logistics
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One of the primary industry clusters, health services, might not be typically viewed as an economic base
activity. But because health services are widely considered a critical economic and workforce driver in
regional economies across Nebraska and serve to attract patients from neighboring states, this sector
was included as a primary industry driver.
Another of the industry clusters, renewable
energy, reflects an emerging economic activity
and so is not yet fully measured as a stand‐
alone sector in standard industry statistics.
For this industry analysis, only “ethanol
production” is presented as other forms of
renewable energy are not broken out
separately such as wind power, nor are the
firms supplying goods and services for
renewable energy. To supplement this lack of
available federal data in renewable energy as
an industry, Battelle has developed company‐
level information for Nebraska which is
summarized in a text box that follows.
Following is Battelle’s comprehensive
competitive analysis of the primary industry
clusters driving Nebraska’s economy from the
perspective of:


Employment trends



Economic output, as measured by
value added from production trends



Geographic presence across the state



Future growth projections.

Assessing the Performance of Industry Clusters
Three basic regional employment metrics used to assess
the position of an industry cluster for a specific jurisdiction,
region or state:
 Relative Concentration of industry cluster. This is a
measure of how specialized an industry cluster is in a
specific geographic area relative to the nation, and so
gauges “competitive advantage” for the cluster relative to
the nation. The specific measurement of relative concentration
is known as a location quotient (LQ). A location quotient is
the share of a local area’s private employment found in a
particular industry cluster divided by the share of total
industry employment in that industry cluster for the nation.
A location quotient greater than 1.0 indicates a higher
relative concentration, whereas a location quotient of less
than 1.0 signifies a relative underrepresentation. A location
quotient greater than or equal to 1.20 denotes an employment
concentration significantly above the national average, and
thus considered “specialized.”
 Employment Changes for industry cluster. This is a more
straightforward measure of whether an industry cluster is
gaining or losing jobs in the geographic area. It is best to
compare changes in employment over an entire national
business cycle (peak to peak) to ensure an “apples to
apples” comparison. The last business cycle occurred over
the 2001 to 2007 period. Also available are the more recent
employment changes from 2007 to 2008, but it is difficult to
give much weight to this one‐year change, since it
represents just the first year of the roughly two‐year
recession we have just experienced.
 Relative Growth of industry cluster. This third measure of
regional trends examines whether a local industry cluster is
gaining or losing competitive share compared with the
nation. It is measured as the difference between the
percent change in employment in an industry cluster at the
local geographic level and the percent change in
employment in that same industry cluster for the nation.
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3.1.1 Employment Trends of Nebraska’s Primary Base Industry Clusters
Nebraska’s primary industry clusters driving economic growth for the state have performed strongly
in employment measures. Based on a detailed economic analysis (see text box explaining the
methodology), Nebraska has performed exceptionally well across its twelve economic base industries
over the course of the last business cycle from 2001 through 2007:2


Five of the 12 primary industry clusters driving Nebraska’s economy can be classified as
current strengths since these industry clusters are specialized in their employment
concentration, generating additional jobs over the 2001 to 2007 period, and outgrowing the
nation in employment over the 2001 to 2007 period. These include:
o Financial Services
o Transportation, Warehousing, and Distribution Logistics
o Precision Metals Manufacturing
o Biosciences
o Renewable Energy



Three of the 12 primary industry clusters can be classified as emerging strengths or
opportunities, because they are growing in employment, but not yet specialized. Of these
three, R&D and engineering services stands out because it outpaced the national employment
growth rate, while the other two—health services and hospitality and tourism—grew but below
the national average.



Four of the 12 primary industry clusters stand as retention targets because they are
specialized, but not faring well in employment generation. Of these four industry clusters,
Nebraska declined in employment over the last business cycle (2001 to 2007) in three of the
four, only growing in business management and administrative services. The other key
retention industry clusters are all quite substantial in their employment base and include
agriculture and food processing, software and computer services, and agricultural machinery.

2

While detailed industry employment data are available through 2008, changes from 2001 through 2007 are emphasized here
as they control for the business cycle measuring growth in Nebraska and the U.S. from economic “peak to peak.” Current
employment metrics for 2008 are presented in this analysis.
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Nebraska Primary Industry Clusters, Target Assessment
Nebraska Industry Clusters

NE
Employment,
2008

Degree of
Specialization,
2008 (LQ)

NE Empl.
Change,
2001‐07

U.S. Empl.
Change,
2001–07

Competitive
Share Gain or
Loss, 2001–07
(% Pt. Change
vs. U.S.)

Target Assessment

Total Private Sector

766,883

1.00

3.6%

4.3%

‐0.7

N/A

Financial Services

54,660

1.38

9.5%

6.4%

3.1

Current Strength

Transportation, Warehousing, &
Distribution Logistics

52,379

1.98

27.4%

3.3%

24.1

Current Strength

Precision Metals Manufacturing

16,498

1.15

4.6%

‐10.2%

14.9

Current Strength

Biosciences

11,350

1.21

20.6%

15.3%

5.3

Current Strength

Renewable Energy (Biofuels)

1,770

28.45

547.2%

116.2%

431.0

Current Strength

Agriculture & Food Processing

61,961

2.26

‐4.8%

‐4.3%

‐0.5

Retention

Business Management &
Administrative Services

43,557

1.22

6.3%

9.1%

‐2.8

Retention

Software & Computer Services

15,239

1.14

‐16.2%

1.3%

‐17.5

Retention

Agricultural Machinery

10,058

7.43

‐4.4%

‐4.6%

0.1

Retention

Research, Development, &
Engineering Services

4,892

0.56

34.2%

5.5%

28.7

Emerging Strength

Health Services

57,804

1.01

8.0%

14.0%

‐6.0

Emerging Opportunity

Hospitality & Tourism

16,395

0.84

1.0%

1.6%

‐0.6

Emerging Opportunity

Source: Battelle analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics, QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: Competitive Share changes calculated on unrounded
numbers. LQ = Location Quotient.

The Renewable Energy Cluster in Nebraska
While the established and growing industry activity in Nebraska ethanol and biofuels is
captured in an existing industry NAICS code and presented in this report for Renewable
Energy, much of the cluster is not isolated under the existing Federal NAICS industry
structure, including wind turbines/components, geothermal, and other technologies.
To supplement the lack of industry detail, Battelle has built a State database of companies
currently engaged in the cluster in Nebraska. These companies span other industrial
activity and are likely included across several of the existing industry clusters, including
ethanol producers in the biosciences, wind turbine component manufacturers in precision
metals, or applied engineering services in R&D and engineering services.
Battelle has identified 28 individual companies in renewable energy that employ nearly
1,700 in Nebraska and span several subsectors:






Biofuels/Biomass (majority, more than 20 companies)
Geothermal Energy
Hydropower Energy
Solar PV Energy
Wind Energy
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3.1.2 Economic Output Trends of Nebraska’s Primary Industry Clusters
Another key measure of economic performance of Nebraska’s industries considers changes in the value‐
added component of their economic output.3 This is particularly important for examining those industry
clusters that did not grow or keep pace with the U.S. in employment growth. Rising economic output
with declining or lagging employment suggests not weakness, but underlying strength for that industry
cluster, since it points to the cluster’s rising competitiveness and productivity and the fact that it is
generating growing economic wealth to advance the state’s economy.
Examining the performance of the state’s primary industry clusters from an economic output
perspective further shows the strength of the state’s industry clusters—and suggests that some with
lagging employment are generating strong gains in economic output.
Overall, eight of the 12 Nebraska primary industry clusters outperformed the national average in growth in
value‐added output. Of particular importance is that agriculture and food processing, business management
and administrative services, and hospitality and tourism—three of the six industry clusters in which Nebraska
either declined in employment and/or didn’t keep pace with the U.S. average rate of employment growth—
were among those industry clusters in Nebraska that exceeded the U.S. average growth in value‐added
output. But among the retention targets from the employment analysis there are weaknesses in economic
output found for agricultural machinery and software and computer services—suggesting these sectors are
falling behind the U.S. not only in employment but also in economic output growth measures.
Growth in Total Value Added by Primary Industry Cluster, 2001–07
INDUSTRY CLUSTER

Change in
Value‐Added, NE

Change in
Value‐Added, U.S.

Total Private Sector

36%

36%

Agricultural Machinery

26%

56%

Agriculture & Food Processing

54%

17%

Biosciences

71%

61%

Business Management & Administrative Services

71%

50%

Financial Services

41%

40%

Health Services

39%

54%

Hospitality & Tourism

46%

42%

Precision Metals Manufacturing

34%

13%

Renewable Energy

n/a

n/a

Research, Development, & Engineering Services

38%

21%

Software & Computer Services

1%

4%

Transportation, Warehousing, & Distribution Logistics

60%

39%

Source: Battelle analysis of IMPLAN Input/Output Model for NE and US. Change is in nominal values (not adjusted for inflation).
Value‐Added estimates for Renewable Energy cluster are not available.
3

Value added represents the difference between an industry’s total output and the cost of its intermediate inputs; it is a
measure of the cluster’s contribution to Gross State Product. The measure of value added per employee is often used as a
measure of overall industry productivity.
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3.1.3 Geographic Pattern of Primary Industry Clusters Across Nebraska
Geographically, there is a distinct pattern of where industry clusters are concentrated and/or growing
within the state. To view the geographic patterns of the industry clusters, it is important to consider
both the local level of specialization, which gauges the importance for the local economy, and how
employment grew across the state, which tracks the momentum of how these industry clusters are
continuing to advance geographically.
Three distinct county‐based regions were defined by the Department of Economic Development for sub‐
state analysis of the industry clusters—metropolitan area counties, “First Class Cities” counties (a First
Class City is defined in Nebraska’s State law as having a population of 5,001 to 100,000), and all other
counties. These regions are shown in the state map below.
Nebraska Regions for Industry Cluster Analysis

The analysis suggests the following geographic patterns.


There are a number of statewide primary industry clusters:
o

While agricultural machinery and agriculture and food processing are truly statewide
employment specializations in Nebraska, the magnitude of their importance to First
Class Cities counties and rural counties in Nebraska is much more significant than in
metro Nebraska.

o

Transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics is well represented across the
state, though only highly specialized in metro Nebraska. Employment gains for this
industry cluster are found primarily in metro Nebraska, and also in the other counties
region in Nebraska, but not in First Class Cities counties.
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o

Precision metals manufacturing, on the basis of employment specialization, would be
viewed as primarily found in rural parts of Nebraska, since it is highly specialized in both
First Class Cities counties and other nonmetro counties in Nebraska. But, interestingly,
it is gaining very strongly in metro Nebraska along with the other counties region, but
actually declining in First Class Cities counties.

o

Biosciences also is well distributed across the state, though the one regional grouping
that it is specialized within, First Class Cities counties, also is a region that is losing
employment. The employment gains for metro Nebraska and the other counties region
have been strong.

o

Health services is another widely spread industry cluster, though not yet highly
specialized in any regional grouping of Nebraska; its employment gains are broadly
shared across the state.

o

Hospitality and tourism also is showing job gains across the state, and particularly in
First Class Cities counties, but is not yet specialized in any regional grouping for
Nebraska.

There are a number of primary industry clusters that are specialized in just metropolitan
Nebraska, namely financial services, business management and administrative services, and
software and computer services—these three industry clusters are highly inter‐related and so
offer a truly “metro” oriented complex of industry clusters.
o

Another primarily metro Nebraska focused industry cluster is research, development,
and engineering services—which is not surprising given the location of research colleges
and universities in Nebraska and the proximity to Offutt Air Force Base.
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Employment Metrics for Regional Industry Clusters in Nebraska

INDUSTRY CLUSTER

Degree of Specialization
(2008 Location Quotient)

Employment Change,
2001‐07

Metro
Areas
1.00

First Class
Cities
1.00

All Other
Counties
1.00

Metro
Areas
3.3%

First Class
Cities
4.1%

All Other
Counties
1.1%

Agricultural Machinery

2.48

14.45

17.70

‐37.5%

3.8%

‐23.8%

Agriculture & Food Processing

1.31

3.68

5.47

‐11.1%

‐4.9%

2.0%

Biosciences
Business Management &
Administrative Services
Financial Services

1.02

1.47

1.09

15.8%

‐8.2%

66.4%

1.49

0.70

0.56

‐6.8%

16.9%

25.5%

1.65

0.79

1.13

10.6%

9.8%

‐6.4%

Health Services

0.96

1.09

1.07

17.3%

26.5%

13.6%

Hospitality & Tourism

0.90

0.82

0.53

4.0%

19.4%

27.6%

Precision Metals Manufacturing
Research, Development, &
Engineering Services
Software & Computer Services
Transportation, Warehousing, &
Distribution Logistics

0.75

2.10

1.51

10.4%

‐8.2%

37.9%

0.74

0.27

0.14

42.6%

63.3%

322.2%

1.67

0.13

0.09

‐16.2%

21.9%

115.1%

1.69

1.01

1.19

65.1%

‐0.5%

16.0%

Total Private Sector

Source: Battelle analysis of Bureau of Labor Statistics, QCEW data from IMPLAN.

3.1.4 Future Growth Prospects of Primary Industry Clusters in Nebraska
The long‐term industry employment projections of national average annual employment growth
developed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) provide insights into which of the industry clusters
are best positioned for job growth through 2018.4 To prepare these long‐term employment projections,
BLS has developed a very detailed methodology, which has been studied for its reliability. In brief, BLS
uses the Macroeconomic Advisers econometric model of the U.S. economy to derive estimates of the
components of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). These estimates are then disaggregated into
commodity‐level demand, which is then applied to an input‐output model to derive output by industry.
Next, industry‐level employment is determined on the basis of projected industry output and
expectations of productivity growth, which incorporates expected technological changes.
Nebraska’s Labor Market Information Office in the State’s Department of Labor also generates a long‐
term industry employment forecast, adjusting the BLS national forecast for its assessment of local
conditions. Battelle reports on both the national and state level long‐term forecast.

4

See http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/ecopro.pdf for the news release by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics on its 2008–
2018 forecast. For a detailed article on the industry employment projections, see Kristina J. Bartsch, “The Employment
Projections for 2008–2018,” Monthly Labor Review, November 2009, http://www.bls.gov/opub/mlr/2009/11/art1full.pdf.
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The Battelle project team mapped the detailed industries defined within each industry cluster to the
corresponding industry forecast from BLS. This allows for projecting industry employment using
national growth forecasts, though based on the actual composition of each Nebraska industry cluster.
At the national level, only five of the primary industry clusters driving Nebraska’s economy are
expected to grow more than 1 percent in employment each year through 2018. The projections from
BLS suggests that only four industry clusters are expected to have robust average annual growth in
employment through 2018—software and computer services (3.8 percent average annual employment
growth); R&D and engineering services (2.0 percent); health services (1.6 percent); and business
management and administrative services (1.4 percent). The other industry clusters, on a national level,
are expected to grow at a much slower pace, below 1 percent each year, and employment in precision
metals manufacturing is expected to decline.
The one sector not covered by the BLS projections is renewable energy, again because it is not reflected
in standard industry statistics. However, projections suggest significant growth, and so this can be
considered a fifth high‐growth industry. For instance, Clean Edge in its report on “Clean Energy Trends
2010” states that among the leading green economic activities:


Biofuels (global production and wholesale pricing of ethanol and biodiesel) reached $44.9 billion
in 2009 and are projected to grow to $112.5 billion by 2019. In 2009, the biofuels market
consisted of more than 23.6 billion gallons of ethanol and biodiesel production worldwide.



Wind power (new installation capital costs) is projected to expand from $63.5 billion in 2009 to
$114.5 billion in 2019. Last year’s global wind power installations reached a record 37,500 MW.

The Nebraska Labor Market Information’s (LMI) state‐specific industry projections are generally more
bullish on job growth among the industry clusters, with seven clusters expected to add employment
at or more than 1 percent annually. The Nebraska Department of Labor recently released industry
employment projections through 2018 and, although they project job growth using a less detailed set of
industry NAICS codes compared with BLS (at the 3‐digit level of detail instead of 4‐digit codes), the
expectations are for somewhat higher annual job growth. In addition to the clusters projected to see
above‐average annual growth by BLS, the state forecast adds transportation, warehousing, and
distribution logistics; financial services; and the biosciences to the list of clusters expected to see growth
at or above average in Nebraska.
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Employment Projections by Industry Cluster, Average Annual Growth Rate 2008–18
Cluster AAGR 2008–18
INDUSTRY CLUSTER

NE LMI
Forecast

U.S. Forecast Based on NE
Industry Cluster Composition

Total Private Sector

1.1%

1.0%

Agricultural Machinery

0.0%

0.3%

Agriculture & Food Processing

0.4%

0.2%

Biosciences

1.0%

0.4%

Business Management & Administrative Services

2.2%

1.4%

Financial Services

1.3%

0.4%

Health Services

1.7%

1.6%

Hospitality & Tourism

0.9%

0.7%

Precision Metals Manufacturing

0.0%

‐0.7%

Research, Development, & Engineering Services

2.8%

2.0%

Software & Computer Services

2.1%

3.8%

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

1.6%

0.9%

Note: AAGR = Average Annual Growth Rate. LMI = Labor Market Information Office (NE Dept. of Labor).
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

3.2 Assessment of Innovation and Core Competency Drivers in Nebraska
While the industry cluster analysis provides the context for how economic development is advancing in
Nebraska, it does not provide a focus on where emerging sources of competitive advantage can be
found in Nebraska’s economy.
In today’s global knowledge‐based economy, competitive advantage is best identified by where
innovation and entrepreneurial development is being advanced and supported by the presence of core
competencies. As Michael Best, who is a leading scholar chronicling the growth and development of
industries across regions, states in The New Competitive Advantage: The Renewal of American Industry:
“Regions can be thought of as developing specialized and distinctive technology capabilities, which give
them unique global market opportunities. The successful pursuit of these market opportunities in turn
reinforces and advances their unique regional technological capabilities. Regional specialization results
from cumulative technological capability development and the unique combinations and patterns of
intra‐ and inter‐firm dynamics that underlie enterprise and regional specialization.”5
So a first question to ask is: How is Nebraska performing in measures of innovation and entrepreneurial
development? According to the National Governor’s Association, “Innovation is the process by which
5

Michael Best, The New Competitive Advantage: The Renewal of American Industry, Oxford University Press, 2001.
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new ideas enter the economy and change what is produced, how it is produced and the way production
itself is organized.” A robust set of measures needs to be examined to see if Nebraska has the presence
of innovation activities needed to support overall innovation and entrepreneurial development.
But it also is important to get beyond overall trends and examine the core competencies found within
Nebraska’s industry and university research bases. According to Hamel and Prahalad in their ground‐
breaking study, Competing for the Future, “a competence is a bundle of skills and technologies
representing the sum of learning across individual skill sets and organizational units.”
For a state, competencies are found across industries and higher education. It is from core
competencies that gaining a position in existing and emerging industries can best be realized, and so it is
important to consider which industry clusters have a “critical mass” in core competency drivers based
on an analysis of Nebraska’s industry and university research and entrepreneurial base of activities.
Technology competencies alone, however, do not drive an innovation or technology‐based economy. It
is critical to gain insights into the level of deployment of technology in the production of goods and
services. Many of the most successful companies are not those who invent new products, but rather
those who deploy state‐of‐the‐art technology in making the best products and services. Industry
performance in technology deployment is particularly important to more mature industries, such as
agriculture and food processing and precision metals manufacturing in improving how products are
produced.

3.2.1 Nebraska’s Standing in Innovation Measures
The assessment of Nebraska’s preparedness for an innovation‐driven economy focuses on a broad set of
measures involving:






Talent
Entrepreneurial Activity
Risk Capital
Research and Development
Intellectual Property Generation and Technology Transfer.

To provide more perspective on Nebraska’s competitive position in innovation, a group of benchmark
states were identified in consultation with DED to measure Nebraska against, along with making
comparisons with U.S. national averages. Benchmark states were selected to provide geographic
balance, including states seen as peers as well as more accomplished states in innovation. Also, the
Battelle team sought to avoid states with large populations and major cities, such as Texas and
California. Seven benchmark states were identified, including two that are neighboring states (Iowa and
Kansas), two that are outside of the Midwest but are peer states in moving toward a more innovation‐
driven economy (Oklahoma and Tennessee), and three that are generally considered more advanced in
innovation (Virginia, Utah, and Wisconsin).
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Nebraska has a mixed performance—generally slightly below the national average—in the type of
high‐skilled talent needed to fuel innovation in today’s knowledge‐based economy.


Nebraska is trailing the nation in science and engineering degrees as a share of all higher education
degrees. In fact, of the benchmark states, only Tennessee graduated a smaller proportion of science
and engineering students; Nebraska’s share was 26.1 percent, compared to a national average of
32.1 percent.



In 2008, 192 science and engineering doctorates were awarded in Nebraska, ranking 36th among all
50 states (which is similar to the state’s population ranking of 39th in 2008).



Nebraska is just below the nation in terms of the broad educational attainment of its workforce.
The share of the population aged 25 and over with a bachelor’s degree or higher is 27.1 percent in
Nebraska and 27.7 percent for the nation. But in Nebraska a higher share of these are at the
bachelor’s level than at the national level (18.5 percent vs. 17.5 percent). Nationwide, 10.2 percent
of those 25 and over hold graduate degrees versus 8.6 percent in Nebraska.



In 2008, 3.2 percent of Nebraska’s labor force was employed in science and engineering
occupations, ranking Nebraska 28th among all 50 states. Virginia led the comparison states with
6.3 percent of its occupational employment in science and engineering jobs. The national rate was
3.8 percent.

Key Indicators: Talent
Science & Engineering
Degrees as Share of
Higher Education
Degrees, 2007

Science &
Engineering
Doctorates
Awarded, 2008

Population Ages 25+
with Bachelor's Degree
or Higher, 2008

Share Employed in
Science & Engineering
Occupations, 2008

United States

32.1%

37,627

27.7%

3.8%

Nebraska

26.1%

192

27.1%

3.2%

Iowa

30.7%

607

24.3%

2.8%

Kansas

27.4%

300

29.6%

3.6%

Oklahoma

30.7%

232

22.2%

2.8%

Tennessee

25.3%

578

22.9%

2.4%

Utah

36.6%

418

29.1%

3.8%

Virginia

38.3%

955

33.7%

6.3%

Wisconsin

32.7%

627

25.7%

3.3%

State

Note: Higher education degrees include bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate levels.
Source: National Science Foundation, S&E Indicators, 2010; National Center for Education Statistics, Integrated Postsecondary Education Data
System database, 2008; U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey, 2008.
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In measures of entrepreneurial activity, Nebraska seems to be lagging the nation and benchmark states.


Based on the U.S. Census of Business Dynamics, over the 2001 to 2005 period (the latest years
available), Nebraska grew its new business establishments by 10.7 percent, on average, each year
compared with 12.2 percent for the nation. Nebraska’s rate of new business formation was
generally behind other benchmark states during this period.



The job creation rate from these new business establishments averaged 5.2 percent in Nebraska
from 2001 through 2005, compared with 6.2 percent for the nation. Among the benchmark states,
Nebraska outperformed Iowa and Wisconsin, but was well behind Utah, Virginia and Oklahoma.



Nebraska had three companies that were included in the Inc. 500 list for 2009. The list features 500
private U.S.‐based companies with the highest revenue growth during the previous three‐year
period. Virginia led the benchmark states with 35 Inc. 500 companies; Utah had 14, while the
remaining states each had fewer than 10.

Key Indicators: Entrepreneurial Activity
Avg. Annual Growth in
New Business
Establishments,
2001–05

Job Creation Rate from
New Business
Establishments,
2001–05

Inc. 500 Firms
2009

United States

12.2%

6.2%

n/a

Nebraska

10.7%

5.2%

3

Iowa

10.0%

4.7%

1

Kansas

11.1%

5.8%

3

Oklahoma

11.6%

6.1%

4

Tennessee

11.3%

5.8%

3

Utah

15.8%

7.4%

14

Virginia

12.1%

6.1%

35

Wisconsin

10.1%

4.9%

6

State

Notes: To qualify for the 2009 Inc. 500 list, companies were required to be U.S.‐based, privately held, for profit, independent and founded and
generating revenue in the first week of 2005. Companies were required to have minimum revenue of $200,000 in 2005 and $2 million in 2008.
Source: U.S. Census of Business Dynamics; Inc. 500.

In risk capital, Nebraska has little in the way of venture financing for emerging firms.


Not including the $2.2 billion buyout of ConAgra’s Trade Unit, now known as Gavilon Group, the
total amount of venture capital (VC) investments in Nebraska totaled $287 million since 2005 across
15 Nebraska companies. This level is below that for all of the benchmark states except Oklahoma.



Even of the non‐ConAgra funds invested, however, just 25 percent were in a traditional VC context
(startup, seed stage, expansion, etc.). The vast majority were funds invested in buyouts and
acquisitions.
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In the Federal Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program, which provides small businesses
with funding for proof‐of‐concept and then follow‐on prototype development leading to
commercialization, Nebraska lagged all of the other states with just 49 total awards from 2005
through 2009—well off the pace of the comparison states, with the next fewest in Kansas (72).

Key Indicators: Risk Capital
State
United States
Nebraska
Iowa
Kansas
Oklahoma
Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
Wisconsin

Total Cumulative Venture
Capital Invested,
2005–2009 ($ Millions)

SBIR Innovation Grants, Total
Funded Projects, FY 2005–09

$33,419
$2,476
($287 without ConAgra)
$479
$385
$269
$2,777
$1,196
$6,507
$943

25,373
49
79
72
97
167
224
1,542
296

Source: Thomson Reuters, VentureOne Database; U.S. Small Business Administration, TechNET database.

Nebraska performs well in academic R&D expenditures with respect to both size relative to the state’s
economy and growth rate, while the state’s smaller‐than‐average industrial R&D base made strong
gains during the 2001 through 2007 period.


Nebraska’s level of academic R&D expenditures relative to the state’s overall economic output is
well above the national level and one of the highest among the benchmark states.



Moreover, Nebraska has kept pace with the national growth rate in academic R&D, placing it among
the better performing benchmark states.



In industrial R&D, Nebraska has a small, but fast growing base. Relative to state economic output,
Nebraska is well below the national average and only fares better than Oklahoma and on par with
Tennessee among the benchmark states.



But Nebraska stands out in the growth of its industrial expenditures on R&D from 2001 to 2007,
which rose 60 percent compared with 33 percent for the nation, and stood second only to Virginia’s
64 percent growth rate among benchmark states.
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Key Indicators: R&D Expenditures and Intensity
ACADEMIC
State

United States

R&D
Expenditures,
2007
($ Thousands)
$49,430,767

3.60

51.1%

R&D
Expenditures,
2007
($ Thousands)
$269,267,000

R&D Expenditures
per
$1,000 GSP, 2007

Percent
Change
2001–07

INDUSTRY
R&D
Expenditures per
$1,000 GSP,
2007
19.63

Percent
Change
2001–07
33.3%

Nebraska

$364,842

4.54

51.0%

$489,000

6.09

59.6%

Iowa

$586,786

4.52

33.4%

$1,202,000

9.25

47.1%

Kansas

$375,960

3.21

39.9%

$1,304,000

11.15

0.4%

Oklahoma

$298,663

2.19

17.0%

$527,000

3.86

‐2.9%

Tennessee

$761,388

3.11

79.9%

$1,638,000

6.68

9.0%

Utah

$412,512

3.91

22.0%

$1,764,000

16.71

50.4%

Virginia

$971,905

2.53

59.1%

$4,840,000

12.60

63.7%

$1,066,688

4.57

46.4%

$3,411,000

14.61

38.1%

Wisconsin

Source: National Science Foundation Survey of R&D Expenditures at Universities and Colleges; U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; National
Science Foundation/Division of Science Resources Statistics, Survey of Industrial Research and Development.

In intellectual property, Nebraska has been well below average in terms of patent generation. It is
through patents that industry and higher education are able to protect their innovations in new
technologies and products from being replicated.


From 2005 through 2009, Nebraska inventors were successful in generating 1,347 total patents
which translates into just 0.3 percent of all U.S. patents issued during this period. Both of these
metrics were lower than in any of the seven comparison states.



Nebraska lags the U.S. and nearly all comparison states in patents issued per capita. In 2009,
Nebraska individuals and companies were awarded 154 patents per 1 million residents. This is less
than half of the national per capita average of 322 per 1 million residents. By comparison, Wisconsin
and Utah were well above average in this metric with 428 patents and 368 patents per 1 million
population, respectively.



Examining the endpoints of the 5‐year period finds Nebraska increased its total patents by
15 percent from 2005 to 2009, just below the average national growth rate of 16 percent. Kansas
and Utah led among the comparison states in recent patent growth.
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Key Indicators: Patents Granted
Region
United States

Total Patents,
2005–09

Patents per 1M
Population, 2009

Share of U.S.,
2005–09

Percent Change,
2005–09

478,728

322

100.0%

16%

Nebraska

1,347

154

0.3%

15%

Iowa

4,151

293

0.9%

13%

Kansas

1,523

124

0.3%

60%

Oklahoma

3,059

155

0.6%

7%

Tennessee

4,918

162

1.0%

12%

Utah

4,493

368

0.9%

34%

Virginia

8,106

221

1.7%

22%

Wisconsin

12,203

428

2.5%

8%

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis Database.

In 2008, the University of Nebraska showed modest technology transfer activity with 157 invention
disclosures and 78 new patent applications.


University technology transfer activities in Nebraska resulted in 3 startup firms in 2008. All but
two of the benchmark states had 5 or fewer startups; Utah led with 20 startups and Wisconsin
had 6.



Thirteen of the nation’s 5,767 University‐generated patents issued in 2008 went to Nebraska
inventors or companies. Among the benchmark states, Wisconsin had the most patents issued
with 98, while Kansas had the fewest with 9.



Nebraska earned $2.5 million in license income in 2008.

When viewed relative to research expenditures, the University of Nebraska’s technology transfer
activity is mixed, though generally below the U.S. averages on outcome measures of technology
transfer such as startups and licensing income.


Nebraska’s rate of invention disclosures exceeded that for the U.S. overall with 4.6 disclosures
per $10 million in research expenditures, compared with 3.9 for the nation.



Nebraska startups resulting from technology transfer activities in 2008 were below the national
average; the state had startups of 0.09 per $10 million in research expenditures, compared to
0.12 for the U.S. Utah led among the benchmark states with 0.47 startups per $10 million in
research expenditures.



Nebraska’s 2008 license income relative to research expenditures was well below the U.S.
average—$71,570 versus $533,030. Two benchmark states also had license income under
$100,000 (Kansas at $90,245 and Oklahoma at $51,640). Utah, Iowa, and Wisconsin all had
2008 license income exceeding $500,000 per $10 million in total research expenditures.
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Key Indicators: University Technology Transfer
Metrics per $10M in Research Expenditures
State

2008
Invention
Disclosures

2008
Startups

2008 New
Patent
Applications

2008 U.S.
Patents
Issued

2008 Licenses
& Options
Executed

2008 License
Income

United States

3.9

0.12

2.4

0.6

1.0

$533,030

Nebraska

4.6

0.09

2.3

0.4

0.8

$71,570

Iowa

2.8

0.04

2.1

0.9

1.4

$589,476

Kansas

3.5

0.17

3.2

0.3

0.7

$90,245

Oklahoma

3.9

0.10

1.6

0.7

0.4

$51,640

Tennessee

3.9

0.08

2.6

0.6

0.7

$157,348

Utah

6.5

0.47

3.3

0.9

2.1

$634,656

Virginia

8.2

0.11

7.4

0.8

1.9

$141,168

Wisconsin

4.0

0.06

1.5

1.0

0.8

$574,628

Notes: State technology transfer data here only include large state universities. (IA=Iowa State University, University of Iowa; KS=Kansas State
University, University of Kansas; NE=University of Nebraska; OK=Oklahoma State University, University of Oklahoma; TN= University of
Tennessee; UT=University of Utah, Utah State).
Source: Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM) U.S. Licensing Activity Survey.

3.2.2 Core Technology Competency Assessment of Industry and University
Research and Entrepreneurial Activities
Another question is: What are the core competencies found across the R&D base in Nebraska that can
drive industry development? Of particular importance is how the core technology competencies found
in Nebraska translate into the identified industry clusters.
There is no single measure of core competency. An important starting point for Battelle is using a
proprietary software tool to examine the relationships and key innovation themes found across the
abstracts of peer‐reviewed publications and patents issued or applied for by Nebraska inventors and
companies. This text analysis of the abstracts from publications and patents allows for a high‐level
understanding of the possible technology focus areas across higher education and industry in Nebraska
with no “a priori” bias, unlike standard analyses of publications, research trends, and reputational
rankings for which the research field categories are predetermined by the entities collecting the data.
Altogether, 12,262 publications and patents were analyzed by Battelle using its proprietary software
tool to identify seven “technology” cluster themes emerging in Nebraska based on the use of words and
phrases within the publication and patent abstracts, including:
•
•
•

Biomedical Research
Agriculture & Food Processing
Electronics/Material Sciences
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•
•
•
•

Instrumentation
Data Processing & Communication Networks
Eco‐systems
Transportation & Precision Metals.

The table below presents more details on these major cluster groupings.
Grouping

Clusters

Records

Agriculture & Food
Processing

9

2,376

36

5,475

Data Processing &
Communication Networks

3

205

Electronics & Material
Sciences

4

Instrumentation

4

601

10% Atomic force microscopy; Piezoelectronics;

Transportation Apparatus
& Precision Metals

2

120

83% Tow bars; Cabin frames; Road safety

Eco-systems

4

Biomedical

% Patents

Focus Areas

11.2% Wheat & Grains; Processing of Oils; Food

Processing of Flours, Starches & Feedstock;
Soil Sciences; Grass Breeding & Grazing;
Cattle Development; Food Safety; Water
Quality, Irrigation & Watershed Mgt.

3.4% Musculoskeletal; Nutrition & Dietary

Nutrients; Allergies; Obesity & Diabetes;
Cancer (Lymphoma, Pancreatic);
Psychiatric; Cardiovascular; Genomic &
Protein Analysis; Transplantation; Devices

27% Data processing; Image analysis;
Algorithms; Wireless networks; Mesh
networks

705

11.9% Magnetic and nano-based thin films;
Magnetic composites; Ferroelectric
polymers; Silicon-based materials
Spectroscopy
devices; Rail routing; Signaling systems

8.1% Habitat studies; Weather forecasting;
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Climate; Sediment modeling

Renewable Energy

1

62

14.5% Bioprocessing and characterization of
cellulose fibers

The Battelle team then examined several other technology‐related factors to shed light on those
primary industry clusters in Nebraska that have broader drivers than simply recent economic trends in
driving future economic growth. This work included:
•

A more detailed examination of industry‐generated and owned patents by their classification
code in order to more fully consider in which industry clusters patents were being advanced.

•

Similarly, for peer‐reviewed publications, which represent the focus of scholarly activity among
university faculty in Nebraska, Battelle cross‐walked key publication fields to the industry clusters.

•

Identification of the presence of innovative, emerging companies as reflected by awards in
Federal Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) and venture capital investments in Nebraska
companies and how they broke out among the key industry clusters.

•

Finally, Battelle also considered areas of specific research strengths identified from the
interviews with university officials and mapped those areas to the primary industry clusters.
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Six of the 12 industry clusters driving Nebraska’s economic growth stand out in the presence of core
competency drivers. The results of the core competency analysis are presented in the chart below (see
Appendix C for a more detailed discussion of these core competencies). Four industry clusters had a
substantial level of critical mass—agriculture and food processing; biosciences; R&D and engineering
services; and software and computer services. Two additional clusters had a significant level of critical
mass in core competencies—renewable energy and transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics.
Assessment of Core Competency Presence by Nebraska Industry Cluster

Core Competency Factors
Industry Clusters

Presence in
Cluster
Analysis

Patents by
Classification

Publications

SBIR,
VC

Agriculture & Food
Processing

XXX

XXX

XXX

Biosciences

XXX

XXX

XXX

XX

Research,
Development, &
Engineering Services

XXX

XXX

XXX

X

Software & Computer
Services

XX

XXX

XX

XXX

X

X

Renewable Energy

X

Transportation,
Warehousing &
Distribution Logistics

X

Agricultural Machinery

XX
X

X

Animal Health; Irrigation and Water
resources; Crop tolerances; Turf
grass; Food safety; Beef; Human
nutrition/gut initiative
Osteoporosis; Biomechanics; Cancer;
Nano‐drug delivery;
Neurodegenerative; Cardiovascular;
Antibiotics; Transplantation; Vaccine
production; Respiratory
Nanometrology; Material sciences;
Lasers; Collaboration Sciences;
Robotics; Biological systems
engineering
Raikes School/Cloud computing;
Middleware; Business process;
Information assurance & security;
Bioinformatics ; Telecom; Modeling &
simulations
Cellulosic development &
switchgrass; Corn stock biomass;
Sustainable infrastructures and
energy efficiency with Durham School
Transportation Center focus on
safety, physical systems (not
logistics); Industrial Distribution
Program at UN‐Kearney focused on
Mfg.‐based sales and distribution

Substantial

Substantial

Substantial

Substantial

Significant

Significant
Limited

Financial Services
Precision Metals Mfg.

Identified in Interviews

Battelle
Assessment of
Core Competency
Presence

X
X

XX

Limited
Limited

Business Management
& Admin. Services

n/a

Health Services

n/a

Hospitality & Tourism

n/a
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3.2.3 Deployment of Technology in Primary Nebraska Industry Clusters
Industry technology competencies are more than just advancing new products and processes. Just as
critical, if not as widely heralded, is the ability of industry to “put technology to work.” To assess
Nebraska’s position in technology deployment an analysis of industry productivity data—output per
employee—was undertaken to see how well Nebraska industries compare to the U.S. overall. Higher
productivity suggests more effective deployment of technologies as well as an ability to produce more
complex, higher‐value products.
In terms of technology deployment, just three of the industry clusters in Nebraska stand out, most
notably agriculture and food processing; transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics; and
agricultural machinery. The results in technology deployment show a real weakness across Nebraska’s
industry clusters. Only three industry clusters in Nebraska (not counting renewable energy for which
there are no data) outperform the national cluster in current productivity and many of Nebraska’s
industry clusters lag by extents of 15 or more percent lower productivity than the U.S. overall.
Productivity (Measured by Value Added per Employee), 2008

INDUSTRY CLUSTER
Total Private Sector
Agricultural Machinery
Agriculture & Food Processing
Biosciences
Business Management & Administrative Services
Financial Services
Health Services
Hospitality & Tourism
Precision Metals Manufacturing
Research, Development, & Engineering Services
Software & Computer Services
Transportation, Warehousing & Distribution Logistics

Nebraska
Productivity,
2008
$69,164
$117,828
$84,717
$103,968
$89,350
$95,825
$41,883
$41,045
$74,528
$70,977
$87,072
$95,035

U.S.
Productivity,
2008
$83,310
$103,135
$58,609
$136,500
$111,466
$134,949
$50,074
$62,875
$87,460
$76,656
$106,787
$79,198

NE/U.S.
83%
114%
145%
76%
80%
71%
84%
65%
85%
93%
82%
120%

Source: Battelle analysis of IMPLAN Input/Output Model for NE and US. Data represent value added per employee. Value‐added
estimates for renewable energy cluster are not available.

3.3 Assessment of Talent and Workforce Development
In today’s global, knowledge‐based economy, states are increasingly competing on their ability to
educate, train, and recruit a qualified workforce that meets the needs of industry. Talent generation,
attraction, and retention are increasingly becoming as critical to a state’s economic development
concern and focus as having development incentives and a positive business climate.
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Nebraska is no different. Battelle’s interviews with 62 industry executives point to the strong work ethic
and basic skill levels of Nebraska’s workforce as being the leading advantage of a Nebraska location,
while at the same time the lack of availability of highly‐skilled workers in science, engineering, and
computer occupations is the leading disadvantage cited.
This seemingly contradictory assessment by industry suggests just how important talent and workforce
issues are to industry. It also suggests the need for a closer look at whether the pipeline of talent in
Nebraska is keeping pace with rising skill requirements fueled by the fast pace of technological
advancements. This workforce demand and supply assessment is a key tool for states to identify gaps
and critical areas for future investments.
Battelle’s competitive assessment of Nebraska’s talent and workforce position focuses on:


The talent demand side by investigating occupational trends in Nebraska and the position of
primary industry clusters in utilizing individuals in high‐skilled occupations



The talent supply side of new graduates in fields of study related to specific occupations.

3.3.1 Demand Side Occupational Trends
Analysis of employment trends in specific occupational groupings from 2004 to 2008 finds that in
Nebraska many high‐skilled jobs are actually in decline or growing slowly, while nationally they have
been growing significantly.


Engineering and architectural employment fell in Nebraska by 2.1 percent from 2004 to 2008,
while growing by 6.3 percent nationally.



Scientist employment in Nebraska fell by 14.8 percent from 2004 to 2008, while increasing by
14.6 percent nationally.



Computer and math employment in Nebraska rose by 2.5 percent from 2004 to 2008, but well
off the pace of 13.5 percent growth across the nation.

The fastest growing occupations in Nebraska have been in much lower‐skilled occupations, such as sales
occupations and personal care occupations.
One key exception is in business and financial operations jobs, where employment grew a healthy
18.9 percent in Nebraska, though still below the national average of 19.6 percent.
The weakness in demand for high‐skilled workers also is revealed by the fact that currently only two
occupational groupings have a high degree of specialization in Nebraska—production workers and
transportation and material‐moving workers. The high‐skilled occupational groupings in Nebraska all
have a lower concentration in the work force compared with the national average, with some standing
as much as 35 percent (engineers and architects) and 20 percent (life, physical, social science) below.
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This low demand for high‐skill occupations is very consistent with the earlier finding that the value added per
employee in nearly every industry cluster driving Nebraska’s economy is well below the U.S. average. Low
value added per employee points to a mix of lower‐skilled workers within these industry clusters.
Occupational Employment and Recent Trends, Nebraska and U.S.

All Occupations

916,570

NE
Employment
% Change,
2004–08
3.7%

Office and Administrative Support

161,360

2.3%

2.6%

1.02

Sales and Related

102,150

11.2%

6.1%

1.05

Production

80,910

‐2.0%

‐2.1%

1.20

Transportation and Material Moving

78,100

5.7%

‐0.8%

1.21

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

76,070

5.6%

8.9%

0.98

Education, Training, and Library

55,180

4.3%

7.1%

0.96

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

51,290

6.6%

11.3%

1.07

Construction and Extraction

44,640

5.5%

6.1%

1.01

Business and financial operations

39,660

18.9%

19.6%

0.95

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

36,920

‐0.8%

3.1%

1.01

Management

31,870

‐9.8%

‐0.8%

0.76

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

29,210

‐2.3%

3.0%

0.97

Healthcare Support

26,310

6.2%

15.5%

1.03

Computer and Mathematical

20,730

2.5%

13.5%

0.92

Personal Care and Service

18,000

10.7%

10.9%

0.77

Protective Service

14,350

‐0.6%

4.1%

0.68

Community and Social Services

13,030

‐0.7%

11.2%

1.03

Architecture and Engineering

11,060

‐2.1%

6.3%

0.65

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

10,720

‐1.9%

13.1%

0.88

Life, Physical, and Social Science

7,060

‐14.8%

14.6%

0.80

Legal

4,450

4.2%

4.7%

0.65

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

3,480

25.6%

‐4.4%

1.17

Occupational Group

NE
Employment,
2008

U.S.
Employment
% Change,
2004–08
5.5%

NE Location
Quotient,
2008
1.00

Source: Battelle analysis of Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) data from NE Dept. of Labor and BLS.
Note: Figures in red font represent specialized occupations with a state LQ of 1.20 or greater; figures in blue font represent groups with positive
employment growth.
Note: Location quotient is a measure of relative concentration comparing the presence of an occupational group in Nebraska to its presence in
the nation. A value of 1.0 means that Nebraska has a concentration of that occupational group in its total workforce equal to that of the
nation; a value of more than 1.0 means that Nebraska has a higher concentration; and a value of less than 1.0 means it has a lower
concentration.
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3.3.2 Position of Primary Industry Clusters in HighSkilled Occupations
A closer examination of the occupational employment by primary industry clusters in Nebraska
reveals that the statewide finding of lower concentration of high‐skilled workers permeates across
nearly all of the primary industry clusters. Battelle examined how each primary industry cluster stands
in its employment and utilization of workers in high‐skilled occupations, considering:


The extent of high‐skilled workers employed in the industry nationally



Relative position of Nebraska in high‐skilled workers compared with the U.S., measured as the
share of high‐skilled workers in Nebraska divided by the share of high‐skilled workers nationally
for that primary industry cluster.

For high‐skilled occupations, Battelle included those that require high levels of postsecondary education
and training, including scientists, engineers and architects, management, financial operations staff,
computer and math specialists, legal staff, and healthcare practitioners.
Only the primary industry clusters of financial services, health services, and hospitality and tourism
in Nebraska had at or above the national average employment shares for high‐skilled occupations.
The remaining primary industry clusters in Nebraska ranged in their relative position in high‐skilled
occupations from 40 percent of the U.S. average share in transportation, warehousing, and distribution
logistics to 86 percent of the U.S. average for research, development, and engineering services.
Position of Primary Industry Clusters in Nebraska in High‐Skilled Occupations Compared to the Nation

High Skill Occupation
Level for U.S.

Nebraska’s Relative
Position in High Skills

Agricultural Machinery

18%

0.68

Agriculture & Food Processing

12%

0.56

Biosciences

38%

0.59

Business Management & Administrative Services

44%

0.79

Financial Services

33%

1.05

Health Services

47%

1.00

Hospitality & Tourism

6%

0.99

Precision Metals Manufacturing

17%

0.60

Renewable Energy

n/a

n/a

Research, Development, & Engineering Services

61%

0.86

Software & Computer Services

56%

0.65

Transportation, Warehousing, & Distribution Logistics

6%

0.40

Nebraska Industry Clusters

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.
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3.3.3 Supply Side Analysis of New Graduates in Fields Related to Key Occupations
A critical question that arises is whether the lower concentration and growth of high‐skilled occupations
in Nebraska reflects the lack of a supply of high‐skilled talent in Nebraska or reflects more on the
industry demand for it. One way to get a sense of the match of demand and supply is to compare and
contrast the postsecondary degree graduates in fields related to the occupational groupings with the
annual level of jobs in demand.
A substantial student pipeline in higher education institutions is a recognized critical component for
supplying a state’s knowledge workforce and talent base. While graduates of traditional 4‐year colleges
and universities are extremely critical, additional sets of graduates from community and technical
colleges and formal apprenticeship programs comprise the full complement of a high‐skilled, trained
workforce needed to contribute significantly to increases in innovation and gains in productivity.
To assess Nebraska’s workforce capacity, it is therefore important to study recent trends among
graduates of state postsecondary institutions. Not all graduates will remain in the state following
graduation or completion of a formal credential; however, they represent a primary source of talent to
fill both new and replacement jobs. Conversely, the “in‐migration” of skilled workers adds to the state’s
labor pool on the supply side, but is virtually impossible to calculate.
The analytical approach adopted for this study to address postsecondary institutions involves using a
crosswalk of educational degree programs defined by Federal Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP)
codes to the major sets of highly‐related occupations introduced in the previous section—computer‐related,
engineers, engineering technicians, and production. This framework builds in a useful workforce focus,
as it makes direct links to the major potential state labor supply for each broad set of occupations.
To measure the jobs in demand, two data sets are considered—the actual average increase in
occupations from 2004 to 2008, and the projections from the Nebraska Department of Labor of job
openings based on industry growth forecasts for the 2008 to 2018 period, including the need for
replacement workers due to those who retire or change occupations.
The analysis of the postsecondary degrees associated with the key occupational groupings reveals
that Nebraska is generating more graduates than there are job openings each year. The table below
shows that the level of graduates exceeding the annual job demand is generally quite high.
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Supply and Demand for Key, Skilled Occupational Groups

Occupational Group

All Occupations

NE Degrees in
Occupationally
Relevant
Fields, 2008*

NE 2004‐2008 Actual
Avg. Annual
Difference:
+ Means
Empl. Change

NE LMI 2008‐2018 Forecast
Avg. Annual
Difference:
+ Means
Openings

Supply>Demand;
— Means
Demand> Supply

Supply>Demand;
— Means
Demand> Supply

n/a

8,280

n/a

37,550

n/a

Management

8,366

‐865

9,231

1,582

6,784

Business & financial operations

4,650

1,575

3,075

1,932

2,718

Computer Specialists

1,026

993

33

887

139

Engineers

473

185

288

238

235

Engineering Technicians

292

48

244

68

224

1,028

‐5

1,033

89

939

321

‐408

729

2,321

‐2,000

Life Scientists
Production

*Occupation to degrees crosswalk developed by the National Crosswalk Service Center, Iowa; postsecondary degrees include associate’s,
bachelor’s, master’s, and doctorate.
Source: Battelle analysis of Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) and Occupational Projections data from NE Dept. of Labor and BLS;
Postsecondary Degree data from National Center for Education Statistics, IPEDS database.

One likely answer to the apparent paradox of Nebraska generating graduates in high‐skilled fields at a
healthy level relative to annual demand for jobs in high‐skilled occupations when, at the same time,
employers are concerned about finding high‐skilled workers, is that many of the best and brightest are
leaving Nebraska.


The latest Census report on migration of young (25–39 year old), single, and college‐educated is
a bit dated, reporting on the 1995 through 2000 period, but found that Nebraska lost 130 per
1,000 such workers, one of the highest rates in the nation.



More recent data just on net migration in and out of Nebraska, covering the period 2000 to
2006, found that Nebraska lost 17.8 per 1,000 population.

In comparison to the benchmark states used to assess Nebraska in innovation measures, it is evident
that Nebraska has suffered one of the largest net migrations, but in line with its neighboring states of
Iowa and Kansas.
Migration Metrics, Nebraska and Comparison States

Migration of Young (25–39 year old),
Single and College‐Educated, 1995–2000
State
Nebraska

(Per 1,000 Population of Young, Single, College‐
Educated)

Net Migration In and Out,
2000–2006
(Per 1,000 Population)

‐130

‐17.8

Iowa

‐220

‐13.9

Kansas

‐105

‐23.8

Oklahoma

‐126

‐1.3
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Tennessee

15

26.5

Utah

‐70

‐6.9

Virginia

38

16.3

‐108

1.7

Wisconsin

Source: Pew Center on the States Reporting of U.S. Bureau of the Census data.

A recent Gallup/Snitily Carr survey of 2,402 former Nebraskans found that 50 percent would move back
for a good job. This includes: 63 percent for computer professionals; 56 percent for other professionals;
and, most significantly, 80 percent for those under 30 years old.
So, if Nebraska can generate the jobs, then it can attract former residents back!
Another possible explanation for the concern by employers that higher‐level talent is difficult to find in
Nebraska is that the types of degrees generated by Nebraska’s colleges and universities tend to be lower
in graduate levels where top talent is generated. This is slightly the case in all degrees and somewhat
more evident for science and engineering fields.
In academic year 2008, 1.6 percent of all Nebraska postsecondary degrees were at the doctorate level,
compared with 2.0 percent nationally; master’s degrees similarly lagged slightly in Nebraska, with
18.3 percent compared with 20.3 percent for the overall U.S. These gaps widen with respect to
advanced degrees in science and engineering fields where the share of doctorate level was 3.6 percent
in Nebraska versus 5.1 percent for the nation. At the master’s level, the gap was 13.6 percent in
Nebraska versus 17.3 percent for the nation.
Higher Education Degrees, Share of Total by Type, AY 2008
All Degrees

Science & Engineering Degrees

5.1%
Doctorate degree

2.0%

US, Science & Eng. Fields

3.6%

Doctorate degree

1.6%

US, All Fields

NE, Science & Eng. Fields

NE, All Fields

17.3%
Master's degree

20.3%

13.6%

Master's degree

18.3%

63.3%
Bachelor's degree

53.0%

64.9%

Bachelor's degree

58.9%

14.2%
Associate's degree

24.7%

17.9%

Associate's degree

21.2%

0%
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%
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3.4 Advancing Cluster Development in Nebraska
The detailed assessment of Nebraska’s economic building blocks of industry development, technology
drivers, and talent base—all critical to success in the 21st century’s global, knowledge‐based economy—
suggests that Nebraska has a diverse and well‐performing primary industry base to drive future
economic development. The assessment also points to specific areas of concern for Nebraska in
achieving higher levels of economic performance, including:


A need to raise value added across the state’s industry clusters that will spur the ability to
support higher per capita incomes and generate more industry demand for higher‐skilled
workers



A need to better leverage Nebraska’s sizable and growing academic and industry R&D base for
innovation that leads to new product development and new firm generation



On the talent front, Nebraska needs to be in a stronger position to retain and attract back the
skilled talent being generated by the state’s colleges and universities, which can be
accomplished by addressing the first two needs above, along with creating stronger connections
between its college‐ and university‐generated talent base and its industries.

These strategic needs are examined further in the next section informed by industry and key
stakeholder perspectives.
Next we consider how the detailed assessment informs the state’s economic development focus for
industry clusters.

3.4.1 Implications of Assessment for Economic Development Approaches
for Each Primary Industry Cluster
Another implication of this detailed assessment is the importance of tailoring economic development
efforts to the specific dynamics of each of Nebraska’s industry clusters. While each of the 12 primary
industry clusters in Nebraska is an important economic driver for the state, they vary considerably in
how they are positioned for economic development. There is no single metric to assess the economic
development position or specific development approaches of these clusters—some offer stronger
growth prospects, others more opportunity for high‐quality jobs, and still others greater presence across
the state.
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From the competitive assessment analysis conducted by Battelle, there are several dimensions to be
considered for assessing how to address each of these industry clusters from an economic development
perspective, including:










The Economic performance of each industry cluster considering:
o

Industry employment trends based on level of specialization, growth in jobs, and changes in
competitive share compared with the U.S.

o

Relative growth in economic output compared with the U.S.

The geographic pattern and distribution across metropolitan counties, counties with First Class
Cities, and all other counties in the state based on:
o

Having a “specialized” industry concentration, measured as being 20 percent more
concentrated in cluster jobs than the nation

o

Having high‐growth trends as measured by both gains in jobs and in competitive share.

How each industry cluster stands in technology potential considering:
o

Presence of identified core competencies in technology development based on analysis of
patents and publications

o

Level of technology deployment as measured by productivity (value‐added output per
employee) levels compared with the U.S.

How each industry cluster stands in its use of high‐skilled workers considering:
o

Extent of high‐skilled workers employed in the industry nationally

o

Relative position of Nebraska in high‐skilled workers compared with the U.S.

Long‐term growth prospects for the industry cluster based on the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
and Nebraska Department of Labor industry forecasts.

On the following page is a summary of the position of each of the 12 primary industry clusters in their
performance on these assessment factors as well as two other important dimensions from an economic
development perspective:


Identification of potential industry niches based on analysis of detailed industry performance
within each cluster, presence of core technology competencies, high‐growth industries, and
intelligence gathered from Battelle’s review of market research studies



Recommended approaches for how to advance economic development activities in support of
these primary industry clusters.

Appendix C presents detailed profiles for each of the 12 primary industry clusters.
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Summary Assessment of Development Position, Growth Niches, and Path for Each of Nebraska’s Primary Industry Clusters
Level of
Specialization
INDUSTRY CLUSTER

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE
Job
Competitive
Relative
Gains
Position to
Economic
U.S.
Output Growth
to U.S.

Geographic
Pattern in
Nebraska

TECHNOLOGY POTENTIAL
Presence of Core
Productivity
Technology
Level Compared
Drivers
to U.S.

TALENT BASE
National Level
Nebraska
of High Skilled Position in High
Talent Base
Skilled Talent

Summary of
Development Paths

Agricultural
Machinery









Statewide

None Identified







Retention through
Modernization, Higher
Value Activities and Exports

Agriculture & Food
Processing









Statewide

Yes







Retention and Innovation

Biosciences









Statewide

Yes







Innovation and Expansion
through Higher Value
Activities

Business
Management &
Administrative
Services









Metro

None Identified







Attraction and Expansion
through Higher Value
Activities

Financial Services









Metro

None Identified







Attraction and Expansion
through Higher Value
Activities

Health Services









Statewide

None Identified







Expansion

Hospitality & Tourism









Emerging
Statewide

None Identified







Expansion through
improved venues

Precision Metals
Manufacturing









Rural

None Identified







Retention and Expansion
through Supply Chain
Connections

Research,
Development, &
Engineering Services









Emerging
Metro

Yes







Innovation

Software & Computer
Services
Transportation,
Warehousing, &
Distribution Logistics









Metro

Yes







Attraction & Innovation









Statewide

Yes







Expansion & Attraction

Renewable Energy
(Biofuels)







n/a

Rural

Yes

n/a

n/a

n/a

Innovation & Deployment

Higher than National Average: 

Lower than National Average: 

On Par with Nation: 
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3.4.2 Further Suggestions on How Best to Integrate the State’s Economic
Development Efforts Across the Primary Industry Clusters
One concern in the implementation of economic development efforts to support industry cluster
development in Nebraska is that it would be difficult to work independently to support 12 primary
industry clusters. After careful review of the broad assessment factors of each of Nebraska’s primary
industry clusters, Battelle suggests a possible integration from an economic development focus among
the primary industry clusters based on market drivers, supply chains, geography, skill sets, and niches.
Specifically, Battelle recommends the following integration of primary industry clusters to guide how
the Nebraska Department of Economic Development integrates its work on advancing the state’s
primary industry clusters.
o

Combine Agriculture, Food Processing, and Agricultural Machinery. While they can stand alone, the
high‐level of supply chain integration is obvious. The clusters share a large statewide economic footprint,
a similar employment assessment with “retention” status, and above‐average productivity levels.

o

Combine Business Management and Administrative, Financial, Software and Computer Services.
They are three highly inter‐related clusters that form a truly cohesive metro Nebraska complex.
Both business management and administrative services and financial services are leading, heavy
users of software and computer services, and all face similar market drivers and technology
challenges including data security, storage, mining, and infrastructure and energy use. The clusters
compete for talent, requiring similar skill sets in the same metropolitan region of Nebraska.

o

Combine Transportation, Warehousing, and Distribution Logistics and Precision Metals. Precision
metals in the Nebraska context represent a supply chain directly related to transportation and
logistics. The cluster produces truck trailers and parts for trucks, rail, and warehousing. Both
clusters are current strengths for the state and reside primarily in the metro Nebraska region but
also in the other counties region.

o

Consider Biosciences as both a cluster and a “cross‐cutting” competency. While Battelle regards
the biosciences as a key, unique industry cluster, the diverse applications across the major
subsectors of the industry are unique to Nebraska and competencies transcend several of the state’s
other industry clusters including agriculture and food processing in the agbiosciences; renewable
energy with respect to biofuels; and biomedical applications in health services. The implications are
for the state to target this industry in this respect, as it targets its related clusters.
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The integrated industry clusters adjust the Nebraska total from twelve to a more refined eight:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Agriculture, Food Processing, & Agricultural Machinery
Biosciences
Business Management, Software, & Administrative, Financial & Computer Services
Health Services
Hospitality & Tourism
Renewable Energy
Research, Development, & Engineering Services
Transportation, Warehousing, Distribution Logistics & Precision Metals.
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Section 4: Strategic Needs Assessment and
Implications for Nebraska’s Ongoing Economic
Development Efforts
A key goal of the Nebraska Competitive Advantage Assessment is to inform future directions of the
state’s economic development programs. To accomplish this, it is important to first understand the
strategic needs identified from the assessments and then to consider how Nebraska’s current economic
development programs align with the key gaps and opportunities identified from this overall strategic
needs assessment.

4.1 Strategic Needs Assessment
The intelligence gathered from the quantitative analysis and industry interviews, along with input from
the focus group meetings and the advisory committee, led to the identification of the following specific
economic development program gaps:


Addressing the challenges related to the demand and availability of a high‐skilled workforce is
perhaps the most cross‐cutting issue facing Nebraska’s economic development efforts. This is the
number one issue of Nebraska’s existing industry, and it is also of concern to economic developers
who point to losing opportunities for attracting companies into the state due to workforce talent
and workforce shortages. The fact that industry in Nebraska is not oriented towards creating more
high‐skilled engineering, computer science, or scientist positions, as indicated by the analysis of
occupational trends, may reflect a self‐fulfilling prophecy. Industry may not want to create high‐
skilled jobs because they are uncertain whether they can find workers within the state or recruit
workers to Nebraska. But the data on university graduates shows that the talent pipeline for high‐
skilled workers is in place in Nebraska. This suggests a significant disconnect between industry and
the students coming out of colleges and universities, which can and must be addressed. It is
particularly critical to address these high‐skilled workforce issues if the state is going to see its
lagging economic output per employee rise closer to national levels and be able to generate higher
quality jobs in the state.



The lack of technology‐based development programs oriented towards entrepreneurial
development, risk capital, and the translation of promising research discoveries into new
companies and products is a glaring gap in Nebraska. Again, the issue is not whether there is
sufficient university or industry orientation towards research. There is simply a lack of resources
dedicated towards technology development along with a major disconnect between industry and
universities in Nebraska. Very few of the companies interviewed by Battelle are working with
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universities in Nebraska collaboratively on R&D, and the level of interaction on workforce and
technical assistance is also low. And this lack of connection was occurring despite the fact that
Nebraska industry is growing its R&D activities and also is active in new product development.
(The Nebraska DED business visitation program found that 79 percent of 81 economic base
companies had introduced new products during the last five years, and 69 percent will introduce
new products during the next two years.)


There also is a strong imperative to address modernization and technology deployment to raise
the productivity and value added found across Nebraska’s industry clusters. Given the low levels
of economic output per worker across nearly all of the state’s primary industry clusters, the
emphasis on modernization and higher value added is a critical economic development issue for
Nebraska. From industry interviews, Battelle learned that there is a significant recognition for the
need to upgrade technology and the value of products being generated in Nebraska by industry, but
far too often they are working in isolation from expertise found across the state.

Discussions of preliminary results of Battelle’s analysis in focus group meetings of industry, university,
and economic development stakeholders in late April of 2010 and with the ongoing input from the
advisory committee organized by the Department of Economic Development, in consultation with the
Department of Labor, pointed to two other strategic concerns6:


On the business attraction front, economic developers point to the need to be more competitive
with other states by having ready sites as well as being able to make financial assistance available
upfront. Existing industry in Nebraska did not express problems with improving space because they
are committed to being in the state and are able to access Nebraska Advantage performance‐based
incentives. However, in out‐of‐state recruitment, having ready sites and being able to provide direct
financial assistance are viewed as important by many in the economic development community.
This is particularly the case because of neighboring state efforts such as Grow Iowa Values Financial
Assistance Program (GIVFAP), under which the Iowa Department of Economic Development (IDED)
has awarded 579 job creation or retention projects that have helped create or retain almost 34,000
jobs since July 1, 2003. These include projects for Wells Fargo, Google, IBM, Clipper Windpower,
and Green Plains Renewable Energy. Similarly, Kansas through its Biosciences Authority is able to
provide more upfront assistance, such as a $500,000 loan to Megastarter to finance a portion of the
cost for the company to acquire and improve a facility in Wamego, KS to which the company will
relocate from Colorado; $350,000 to PRA International of Lenexa to expand with a new facility
providing bioanalytical laboratory services for clinical trials in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology
industries, and $1.5 million to AGCO in Hesston as a partial match of a $5 million renewable energy
R&D grant from the U.S. Department of Energy.



There is a lack of an organized approach to tailoring economic development outreach and
engagement through the industry clusters found in Nebraska. Industry interviews identified a
concern about the isolation in the business community across both industry sectors and geographic

6

See Appendix A for a listing of the Advisory Committee members, attendees at the Focus Groups and interviews completed.
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areas of the state. The focus group discussions pointed out that Nebraska does not have a strong
infrastructure of industry‐driven associations related to targeted industry segments outside of the
broad chambers of commerce found in the state, with a few exceptions, such as the biosciences,
represented statewide by Bio Nebraska, and the transportation and logistics cluster, represented by
the Nebraska Logistics Council.


Nebraska needs to ensure that it can stay abreast of ever‐changing requirements for broadband
internet services. Broadband internet access is an essential link to how we live, work, and play in
the 21st century. The ability to access high‐speed internet services defines not only services that can
be delivered to homes and businesses, but the types of work functions that can be carried out. For
rural communities, next‐generation broadband internet has important implications for enabling
residents to have access to broader job opportunities which in turn has implications for population
stability and growth as well as choice and flexibility in where to live. While recent studies have
found that Nebraskans make extensive use of broadband services, the state falls short in its
connection speeds.

4.2 Overview of Nebraska’s Ongoing Economic Development Efforts
Central to Nebraska’s economic development efforts is its signature program, Nebraska Advantage,
which is a comprehensive economic incentives program that addresses attraction of out‐of‐state
businesses to Nebraska, existing business expansion, and new business start‐ups. Nebraska Advantage’s
strength is its comprehensiveness as well as its ability to be tailored to meet specific economic
development opportunities. Under Nebraska Advantage, rural areas have their own tailored level of
incentives, as do microenterprises. Most importantly, a new Nebraska Super Advantage was added in
recent years to provide a new tier to Nebraska Advantage for larger, capital‐intensive projects that will
generate high‐quality jobs. Nebraska also has one of the most favorable tax incentives for research and
development.
From the many industry and stakeholder interviews, Nebraska Advantage is well regarded and viewed as
the foundation upon which to continue to advance Nebraska’s future economic development efforts.
Many of the industry executives noted the importance of Nebraska Advantage in enabling them to
expand or to construct new facilities and undertake capital‐intensive projects in Nebraska.
Complementing the Nebraska Advantage economic incentives is a customized job training program in
the Department of Economic Development, which provides grants from $500 to $4,000 per qualified
new job. From July 2005 through September 2010, this program had 103 projects under contracts
totaling $15.3 million for 8,071 jobs. There were also preliminary commitments and offers for 28 projects
totaling $12.42 million for 5,044 jobs. This is a discretionary program, typically used to support in‐state
businesses making a capital investment to create new high‐quality jobs for which there is a need for skill
training. The Nebraska Department of Labor makes use of a smaller pool of funds from interest earnings
of the Unemployment Insurance Trust Fund targeted to upgrading the skills of incumbent workers.
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The Nebraska Department of Economic Development also has specialized efforts in:


International Development, which is involved in organizing trade missions overseas and
recruiting foreign companies to Nebraska. The foreign business development includes a
Nebraska office in Japan that also reaches out to China, and Brazil is another target nation for
foreign business attraction to Nebraska. Importantly, the International Development Office
works closely with the private sector in Nebraska, helping to get a Logistics Council in place
which can support foreign companies coming to Nebraska with setting up their trade and
distribution activities. International Development also closely coordinates with the U.S.
Department of Commerce’s Export Promotion efforts in Nebraska.



Travel and Tourism, which focuses on staffing visitor centers, hosting an annual tourism
conference, developing travel guides and other materials (especially targeting kid‐friendly trips),
and maintaining a marketing website. The Travel and Tourism group also is involved in technical
assistance to local communities seeking to start‐up or upgrade their tourism programs. These
travel and tourism efforts are supported through a 1 percent state lodging tax.



Microenterprise Development, which focuses on distributing resources to local microenterprise
development organizations that provide technical assistance as well as manage microenterprise
loan funds, particularly in rural areas across Nebraska.

Nebraska is very active in making use of key economic development tools provided through the federal
government.


The Federal Community Development Block Grant program (CDBG) is used extensively by the
Department of Economic Development to advance economic development projects outside of
Lincoln and Omaha. One important constraint is the use of CDBG funds for projects that meet a
low‐income and economic distress threshold.



The Federal Manufacturing Extension Program (MEP) targets modernization consulting services
to small manufacturers. In Nebraska, it is administered by the Department of Economic
Development in collaboration with various entities of post‐secondary institutions, including the
University of Nebraska’s Nebraska Business Development Center, which also operates the
state’s federal small business development centers.



The Federal Export Promotion program conducts outreach to businesses to promote export
activities and provides technical assistance to those businesses in Nebraska seeking to export.

From the state level, Nebraska also is very engaged in supporting and enhancing local economic
development efforts. Each city and village in Nebraska has the ability to enact a local sales or property
tax option to support economic development tied to a local economic development plan that it
develops. Nebraska also permits local jurisdictions to make use of tax increment financing for
redeveloping substandard and blighted areas within a community. Finally, the Department of Economic
Development supports a certified cities program that provides very critical capacity‐building and
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leadership development for communities across Nebraska in economic development. To date, 30
communities have completed or have become certified in economic development readiness.

4.3 Assessing the Alignment of Ongoing Economic Development
Programs with Specific Economic Development Gaps
The following table below assesses how Nebraska’s existing economic development efforts align with
the strategic needs assessment set out in Section 4.1 based on intelligence gathered from the
quantitative analysis of Nebraska’s position in its primary industry clusters, its innovation preparedness,
and its talent development, along with the input from industry executives. While some efforts can be
made to adjust existing programs, there is a definite need for comprehensive approaches to:


Technology Advancement focusing on both development and deployment of technology for
commercialization for new and existing businesses in Nebraska



Talent Connection Initiative



Integrated Industry Cluster Strategy that advances business attraction, retention, and expansion
and new company formation on a tailored basis for each industry cluster or groupings of
industry clusters.
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Strategic Need

Existing Nebraska
Programs that Align with
the Strategic Need

Nebraska Gaps

Addressing the challenges related to the
demand and availability of a high‐skilled
workforce is perhaps the most cross‐cutting
issue facing Nebraska’s economic
development efforts.

Customized Job Training

Brain drain, difficult finding skilled workers

State UI Training Fund

Little connection between students and
employers

The lack of technology‐based development
programs oriented towards entrepreneurial
development, risk capital, and the
translation of promising research
discoveries into new companies and
products is a glaring gap in Nebraska.

Microenterprise Fund

Higher education connections to industry not
strong—except for community colleges
Lack of risk capital and entrepreneurial
development services for potential high‐
growth companies
Limited assistance to link industry and
universities for R&D
New product development assistance limited

There also is a strong imperative to address
modernization and technology deployment
to raise the productivity and value added
found across Nebraska’s industry clusters.

MEP

No economic incentives for modernization
that grows sales and raises wages through
Nebraska Advantage
Limited services beyond lean manufacturing

On the business attraction front, economic
developers point to the need to be more
competitive with other states by having
ready sites as well as being able to make
financial assistance available upfront.

Nebraska Advantage
CDBG

Being “outgunned” given the lack of upfront
assistance and no state‐funded direct
financing mechanisms

International Trade &
Investment
NBDC

There is a lack of an organized approach to
tailoring economic development outreach
and engagement through the industry
clusters found in Nebraska.

DED Field Staff

Limited industry cluster organizations
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Section 5: Strategies and Actions
The competitive advantage assessment of Nebraska’s industry clusters, innovation drivers, and talent
position has focused on the state’s position to advance economic development in the 21st century’s
global knowledge‐based economy. Together with the input from industry executives and key economic
development stakeholders, this competitive advantage assessment identified a set of strategic needs to
position the state’s economic development efforts in the years ahead and offered an examination of
how the state’s current economic development efforts align. Based on this comprehensive assessment
and extensive outreach, this section of the report lays out the overall economic development position of
Nebraska, a vision for meeting the strategic needs identified, and specific initiatives to meet that vision.

5.1 Nebraska’s Overall Economic Development Position
The competitive advantage assessment found that Nebraska is well positioned in the fundamentals
driving economic development in today’s global knowledge‐based economy.


First, Nebraska has a diverse and well‐performing set of twelve industry clusters that are
driving the state’s economic base. Industry clusters are the means by which states and
regions compete in a global economy. These twelve industry clusters represent closely
related industries that are logically connected and have a substantial level of activity in
Nebraska. They are diverse in the markets they serve as well as in the geographic areas of
the state in which they are found. In terms of markets, these industry clusters range from
traditional agricultural industries, distribution industries, financial services, and business
administrative services to more technology‐based sectors of biosciences, renewable energy,
engineering services, and software and computer services.
Most importantly, these industry clusters are all showing economic strength in either being
specialized, growing in jobs, and/or gaining competitive share across the U.S. These 12
industry clusters provide a balanced portfolio of growth opportunities. Five of them are
current strengths, i.e., they are highly specialized and concentrated in Nebraska, and they
are adding jobs more rapidly than at the national level. Three others are emerging strengths
and opportunities, growing in Nebraska but not yet specialized. The remaining four industry
clusters fall into a retention category, which are highly specialized but not faring as well in
employment growth. A closer examination finds that these retention‐focused industry
clusters, however, are either growing strongly in output and are so growing generators of
economic wealth for Nebraska; have a high level of productivity and value added, which
means they are highly competitive; or are in market areas with strong growth potential
nationally.
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Nebraska is reaching critical mass in having a research and development base across
industry and universities. This R&D base has been growing strongly over the last decade.
Now, with nearly $900 million in annual total research and development activity, there is a
substantial base upon which to build. An in‐depth analysis found many areas of defined
core competencies in broad areas such as agriculture and food processing, biomedical
research, data processing and communication networks, transportation and precision
metals, and renewable energy that translate back into the specific industry clusters found
within the state.



Nebraska also has a solid talent pipeline and highly‐regarded incumbent worker base. In
the generation of science and engineering graduates, Nebraska is on par with the nation.
Moreover, its generation of degree graduates in the fields of engineering, computer science,
life sciences, and business and financial operations is well above the annual level of job
openings forecast in Nebraska. Nebraska is well‐regarded by its industries for the strong
work ethic of its labor force.

To join the ranks of the top‐tier economies, however, Nebraska needs to address shortfalls in its level
of value added, which result in the lower demand for skills and lower wages paid by industries in
Nebraska. Nearly all of Nebraska’s industry clusters—outside of agriculture and food processing;
agricultural machinery; and transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics—are behind the U.S.
average in value‐added per employee. This measure represents the productivity and mix of products
being produced in Nebraska. Lower value‐added per employee translates into the lower demand for
skills and lower overall wages paid by industries in Nebraska.
Over the last few years, Nebraska industry demands for workers in many science and engineering fields
have declined or fallen well off the pace of the nation due in part to the work being performed. There is
a need for more modernization and higher‐value products being produced in Nebraska by its industries.
Closely related to the relatively low value‐added economy found in Nebraska is the shortfall in
translating Nebraska’s growing research and development base into new products and new
companies. In particular, Nebraska is lagging behind in its entrepreneurial activity and risk capital
associated with translating research and development into new, potential high‐growth companies.
Moreover, Nebraska’s level of industry patent activity—the indicator of intellectual property supporting
new product development—is not keeping pace with the strong growth in industry and university R&D
expenditures found in the state.
A result of this lower value added and gaps in research and development translation is that
Nebraska’s most significant export is its brainpower. Many of those highly‐skilled graduates from
Nebraska in science, engineering, technology, and business fields continue to leave the state because
the opportunities for them are not recognized. Nebraska employers see this migration of talent out of
Nebraska and, when they need to hire more skilled workers, are finding it difficult.
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But Nebraska has an opportunity to reverse this outmigration as it grows the demand for high‐quality jobs.
A Gallup survey of former Nebraskans points to many professionals interested in returning if there are
employment opportunities for them, and interest is especially high among those under 30 years of age.
The demands for Nebraska’s economic development efforts going forward to raise its levels of value‐
added, modernization of its industry base, and entrepreneurial activities are further complicated by
what has emerged as a “world of silos” in the state, particularly between industry and university
research and talent generation, but across the industry clusters as well. A key insight from Battelle’s
interviews with industry and university leaders, and substantiated from discussions in the focus groups
as well as from the Department of Economic Development’s Business Visitation Program, is that much
more can be done to create systematic and synergistic relationships between industry and university
research and talent generation. Currently, most Nebraska companies undertaking R&D or hiring skilled
workers do not engage with higher education in Nebraska to address those needs, and most indicated
that they did not know what expertise and resources are available from higher education.
What is needed in Nebraska are not just new economic development tools focused on advancing
value‐added activities, the translation of research and development into new products and
companies, and talent development, but rather a concerted effort to deepen connections between
industry, university, and talent in the state. Economic development is not easy to achieve in general,
while economic development focused around technology development and deployment is an even
greater challenge. For economic development to occur an entire interconnected sequence of positive
factors have to be in place. For development of technology‐based business sectors, the chain of factors
is particularly complex and challenging to develop, manage, and sustain. If any link in the chain is
missing, a sustainable technology cluster is unlikely to develop.
Establishing the linkages across industry, university, and talent requires leveraging many of the ongoing
activities in Nebraska to support economic development in new ways. A new culture of
“connectedness” is needed for the further development of Nebraska’s industry clusters that promotes
tailored solutions to the specific needs of each industry, while also offering meaningful avenues in which
individual companies can tap into the resources at the university and community college level for R&D
collaborations, technical assistance, and talent.
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5.2 Strategic Vision for Advancing Nebraska’s Economic
Development Efforts
The following vision for advancing Nebraska’s Competitive Growth Initiatives emphasizes on the
importance of building upon Nebraska’s strong economic fundamentals with a focused effort to move
up the value‐added curve across its leading industry clusters.

By 2020, Nebraska is nationally recognized for its top‐tier employment and wealth‐generating
economy, built on strong industry clusters, a growing skilled workforce, and engaged education
and research institutions.

5.3 Action Plan for Nebraska’s Competitive Growth Initiatives
Nebraska’s Competitive Growth Initiative development program will feature three critical initiatives that
address specific needs of Nebraska to ensure the state’s economy is globally competitive in the 21st
century:


A Nebraska Industry Cluster Initiative that includes tailored, industry‐driven initiatives for
workforce development, retention, expansion, and business attraction targeted to Nebraska’s
industry clusters.



A Nebraska Talent Advantage Initiative to establish connections and incentives for high‐skilled
talent to remain, return, or be attracted to Nebraska.



A Nebraska Innovation Initiative to assist and enable growth‐oriented emerging and existing
companies in Nebraska to succeed.

For each of these initiatives, specific actions are identified to address the key objectives for Nebraska for
advancing industry clusters, promoting the growth and deployment of Nebraska’s talent base, and
ensuring that Nebraska is able to translate its R&D strengths into new products and processes. These
actions represent a mix of immediate, near‐term, and long‐term activities to be undertaken.
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The full action plan is listed below:
INITIATIVE:
ACTION:

NEBRASKA INDUSTRY CLUSTER INITIATIVE
Enhance functionality of Nebraska Advantage Incentives for high‐impact projects.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Establish state agency cluster resource teams, each with a lead DED staff person, with initial focus
on “bio solutions.”
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

ACTION:

Resources Required: $500,000

Create targeted skill centers at postsecondary institutions for documented skill shortage areas.
Timeline: Near‐Term

ACTION:

Resources Required: $1 million annually

Enhance entrepreneurial opportunities by providing mentoring, training, and increased capital
access, particularly for high‐growth businesses.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: $1 million annually

Revamp Career & Technical Education in K‐12 targeted to high‐demand, high‐shortage occupations,
including through virtual high school enabled by expanded broadband.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: $1 million annually

Develop and market a Nebraska Jobs Search Site (NEworks) in collaboration with the Department of
Labor, to serve as a portal and networking vehicle with specific emphasis on connecting students
and graduates with employer needs in targeted, high‐skill occupations.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: TBD

NEBRASKA TALENT ADVANTAGE INITIATIVE
Promote on‐site and distance‐related postsecondary student internships across the state with
businesses in economic base industries.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: $2 million annually

Establish a major tourism destination (Mahoney‐type) in the Sandhills that capitalizes on the
region’s unique scenic, ecological, and recreational advantages.
Timeline: Long‐Term

INITIATIVE:

Resources Required: $10–$20 million annually

Provide competitive, matching funds for project‐based “cluster activities,” including formation of
industry‐led cluster organizations and industry‐higher education collaboration centers.
Timeline: Near‐Term

ACTION:

Resources Required: ‐0‐

Establish a Nebraska Strategic Opportunity Fund for site and facility development.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: ‐0‐

Resources Required: $500,000

Provide for incentives in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) occupations
for graduates in high‐wage, high‐skilled fields to work in Nebraska in target industry clusters for
which there is a critical skill shortage (similar to Rural Health Opportunities Program—RHOP).
Timeline: Near‐Term

Resources Required: TBD
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INITIATIVE:
ACTION:

NEBRASKA INNOVATION INITIATIVE
Expand Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) outreach efforts.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Timeline: Immediate
ACTION:

Resources Required: $500,000 annually

Establish a private sector‐driven Nebraska Innovation and Technology Development Organization.
Timeline: Near‐Term

ACTION:

Resources Required: TBD

Establish a statewide commercialization service to mentor and advise technology‐oriented
entrepreneurs and early‐stage companies.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: $400,000

Adopt and support minimum standards for broadband Internet service that continually exceed any
Federal standards to help grow the mobile and entrepreneurial economy.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: ‐0‐

Update efforts in modernization and technology advancement for manufacturing companies to also
include a matching fund for product design, prototyping, and testing activities.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: ‐0‐

Revise Nebraska Advantage Tiers to provide incentives for manufacturing firms to modernize their
business operations in a manner that generates increases in sales and raises wage levels.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: $15 million

Develop applied industry‐university research matching grants for next‐generation product and
process innovations.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: ‐0‐

Provide a financing mechanism for modernization and expansion to manufacturing companies tied
to investments in improved productivity and higher wages—modernization fund.
Timeline: Immediate

ACTION:

Resources Required: $300,000 annually

Enact an angel investment tax credit.

Resources Required: $750,000 annually for operation

Create a private sector‐driven venture financing entity for equity, near‐equity, modernization, and
working capital.
Timeline: Long‐Term

Resources Required: One‐time funding—up to $50 million

Note: Timeline = Immediate, within 1 year; Near‐Term, 1–2 years; Long‐Term, over 2 years.
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Nebraska Industry Cluster Initiative
Strategic Need for Nebraska
Industry clusters have become a mainstay for state economic development efforts across the nation,
because it is increasingly recognized that individual industries do not stand alone within state and
regional economies, but compete and grow as part of a broader complex of industries that are inter‐
related. Many state industry clusters share a common market that they serve, while others are based
more on shared “know how,” such as in the biosciences or information technology. As the National
Governors Association explains, it is critical that each state identify and focus on its specific industry
clusters that can drive its broader economic growth in the global economy: “U.S. economic strength
depends on the ability of each state to “compete” successfully in the world marketplace. Each state
must exploit the unique advantages it has relative to other states and build on the strengths found in its
local “clusters of innovation”—distinct groups of competing and cooperating companies, suppliers,
service providers, and research institutions.”7
The Battelle analysis found that Nebraska lacks an organized approach to tailoring economic
development outreach and engagement through its industry clusters.
Objectives and Proposed Actions for the Nebraska Industry Cluster Initiative:
Among the specific objectives being advanced under the Nebraska Industry Cluster Initiative are:


Address common needs of firms in a cluster from workforce development to technical
assistance to market access.



Better organize and focus state economic development services to advance competitive
industries.



Enable more broad‐based initiatives to engage colleges and universities to address industry
needs and opportunities.

Five specific actions are being proposed to advance this Industry Cluster Initiative:

7



Enhance functionality of Nebraska Advantage incentives for high‐impact projects.



Establish state agency cluster resource teams, each with a lead DED staff person, with initial
focus on “bio solutions.”



Establish a Nebraska Strategic Opportunity Fund for site and facility development.



Provide competitive, matching funds for project‐based “cluster activities,” including formation
of industry‐led cluster organizations and industry‐higher education collaboration centers.



Establish a major tourism destination (Mahoney‐type) in the Sandhills that capitalizes on the
region’s unique scenic, ecological, and recreational advantages.

National Governors Association, “A Governor’s Guide to Trade and Global Competitiveness,” 2002
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Details on Proposed Actions:
Enhance functionality of Nebraska Advantage Incentives for highimpact projects.
Rationale: The Nebraska Advantage and Nebraska Super Advantage performance‐based incentives have
produced far‐ranging benefits in stimulating job and investment growth geographically and in many
industries. From January 2006 through September 2010, there have been 227 applications for the
incentives tied to creating $5.56 billion in total investment and 17,987 jobs. But even with those
important successes, there is room for improvement in making the incentives more immediately
stimulative. Particularly for large, high‐impact projects, aspects of the Nebraska Advantage incentives
could be enhanced to make the state more competitive.
Proposed Activities: Some neighboring and nearby states offer up‐front financial assistance to go along
with shovel‐ready sites for major projects. As mentioned previously, Iowa and Kansas both have
provided forgivable loans to help leverage other sources of bank and private investment. For Nebraska,
it is proposed that for a major existing industry expansion or recruitment of a large out‐of‐state
operation, the sale and/or better utilization of Nebraska Advantage tax credits as an advance funding
mechanism be allowed. Key criteria for converting the credits into up‐front financial assistance would
include whether the project was in a targeted industry cluster, its strategic value, and its total
investment size and job impact, with lower thresholds for rural parts of the state.
Resources Required: The up‐front direct assistance from the conversion of Nebraska Advantage tax
credits should be undertaken in a revenue‐neutral manner, so there is no additional cost to the state
beyond the original credits.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: The Department of Economic Development will be the lead organization, with
assistance from the Department of Revenue.

Establish state agency cluster resource teams, each with a lead DED staff person, with an
initial focus on “bio solutions.”
Rationale: Along with promoting industry‐led cluster projects and initiatives, it is critical that Nebraska’s
economic development services be organized to support industry clusters. As raised in a case study of
Arizona’s industry cluster activities in the 1990s: “During the early years of strategy implementation,
the focus was on keeping the cluster organizations together, connected to each other, and visible to
economic development organizations and the broader community…Arizona economic development
leaders soon learned, however, that such intelligence might be moot without the ability to modify
services accordingly, provide them in a timely holistic manner, and reach enough firms to make an
impact. In other words, the full formula to help firms compete in global markets is the identification of
their needs plus development of an effective system for meeting their needs.”
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Nebraska’s state and local economic development efforts need to be organized to most effectively
engage and focus on the needs and opportunities of specific industry clusters across the state.
Particularly important is advancing an integrated state economic development approach for each
industry cluster that focuses broadly on retention and expansion, business attraction, and new company
formation within an industry cluster.
To advance a statewide industry cluster development approach, the state’s economic development
agency needs to be able to learn about, interact with, and target services to specific industry clusters.
It also is important to bring all of state government services into the discussion, involving key regulatory,
workforce, and education providers. Depending on the specific needs and opportunities of each
industry cluster, a tailored approach to strengthening a state’s economic development efforts in support
of an industry cluster can be undertaken from a state agency perspective, such as:






Addressing common technical assistance, workforce, and training needs in collaboration with
postsecondary institutions and the state’s modernization services
Targeting out‐of‐state supply‐chain and strategic partners of existing Nebraska firms who are
seeking to expand or make business location decisions and therefore would be targets for
business recruitment efforts
Aggregating an industry cluster’s education and skill needs to impact curriculum and program
development with higher‐education institutions
Promoting joint marketing and sales opportunities, where a set of small firms and supply chain
members can more competitively bid for new work.

Proposed Activities: For the target industry clusters, it is proposed that a state agency cluster resource
team be formed, led by a dedicated DED employee. The state agency cluster resource team would be
responsible for developing strategies for pro‐active in‐state outreach, problem solving, and business
recruitment marketing for each cluster. These cluster resource teams would involve appropriate state
agency and higher‐education staff depending on the cluster. The only full‐time person dedicated to the
state cluster resource team would be the lead DED employee.
The cluster resource team would focus on identifying common needs through dialogue with companies
in the cluster, and then focus on shaping ways to provide more common services to the industry cluster,
such as addressing skill‐shortage areas, technical assistance for modernization, and more applied
research efforts. The current business visitation program of DED could be geared towards targeted
industry clusters to focus on needs and services.
DED should be allowed to establish new discretionary employment positions to attract the needed high
level, experienced professionals with the necessary connections and skills to lead the state‐wide cluster
resource teams and interact with corporate level executives. The DED lead staff person would be
responsible for developing strategies focused on pro‐active outreach marketing for each of the industry
networks, where companies and higher education are key collaborators in identifying potential industry
targets and are ambassadors for recruitment. The DED cluster lead would also be charged with staying
abreast of emerging business issues impacting the cluster, including federal regulatory changes,
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legislative issues, foreign trade issues, etc. Each DED cluster lead would be responsible for generating
leads based on specific monthly actions focused on business attraction and recruitment. This business
attraction function would be one of the responsibilities of the DED cluster lead along with a focus on
expansion and retention activities.
Contemporaneously with work on this report, Battelle Technology Partnership Practice has developed a
statewide strategic plan for biotechnology in Nebraska under contract with Bio Nebraska. That provides
a basis for one of the first cluster resource teams focusing on bio solutions.
Resources Required: No new resources are anticipated beyond enabling DED to create new
discretionary employment positions.
Time Frame: Immediate. The state agency cluster resource teams should be formed within six months,
given how integral they are to advancing the industry cluster initiative.
Lead Organization: The Department of Economic Development.

Establish a Nebraska Strategic Opportunity Fund for site and facility development.
Rationale: The logic of industry cluster development is particularly compelling for targeting a state’s
business attraction efforts. By definition, the presence of a well‐established or emerging industry
cluster suggests that a state has the competitive advantages of industry agglomeration, talent and
workforce, support services, and often an R&D base needed to be globally competitive. Therefore,
focusing business attraction efforts in high growth potential areas across a state’s targeted industry
clusters ensures that a state is not simply chasing a field of dreams, but has in place the assets and
development momentum to be successful.
It is very important to have ready sites as well as financial assistance available up front. Ready sites are
increasingly important drivers of economic development in a global economy where there are so many
choices available to a company seeking to expand or relocate. While DED is directly working with data
centers and rail sites through CDBG funding, this is not necessarily the best fit. Outside of a few
communities, Nebraska’s economic development toolbox does not involve much in the way of land
banking or speculative site development.
Proposed Activities: Establish a Nebraska Strategic Opportunity Fund that would enable DED to develop
sites and facilities for select projects. One key component of the Fund would be a pool of $10 to
$20 million available annually to provide a flexible source of funding for strategic infrastructure and
major business development support, including land acquisition, infrastructure improvements, shell
building construction, and specialized tenant improvements for ready sites. The needs for such strategic
infrastructure and major business development support can be expected to vary by primary industry
cluster. For instance:
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Bioscience companies might require wet lab and scale‐up facilities, particularly in
multi‐tenant and incubator‐type facilities.
Transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics might require intermodal
transportation facilities.
Hospitality and tourism might require large‐scale tourist attractions involving multiple
features (lake shore development, all‐terrain vehicle trails as well as hiking/biking trails,
preservation of unique ecosystems, etc.).
Software and computer services, along with closely associated clusters, such as financial
services and business management and administrative services, might require data centers.

DED’s recent request for proposals across communities for data center parks is a good example of how
the Strategic Opportunity Fund might work to generate collaboration and co‐investment from local
communities and other key stakeholders in Nebraska.
It is recommended that all projects being considered under the Fund be reviewed by the DED
Commission and require final approval by the Governor. This higher level of due diligence will ensure
that only the most strategic and impactful projects go forward.
Resources Required: A dedicated revenue source is needed to advance the Nebraska Strategic
Opportunity Fund, with a target of $10 to $20 million annually.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: The Department of Economic Development will be the lead organization, with
assistance from the Department of Revenue.

Provide competitive, matching funds for projectbased “cluster activities,” including formation
of industryled cluster organizations and industryhigher education collaboration centers.
Rationale: The promise of pursuing economic development through an active industry cluster
strategy—including greater competitiveness, innovation, high‐wage jobs, and economic activity—must
begin by fostering greater linkages among the varied industry, support service, and university players in
a cluster. A critical first step in nearly all state cluster strategies is engaging industry and other key
stakeholders within a cluster to work collectively to identify shared needs and opportunities and pursue
common services. As the National Governors Association in its 2007 report on “Cluster‐based Strategies
for Growing State Economies” points out: “almost every cluster program begins with a mobilization
strategy.”8
Often, states will convene industry leaders to consider opportunities for cluster development. For
example, the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative was initiated by state government to bring
8

“Cluster‐based Strategies for Growing State Economies”, National Governors Association, 2007, p. 11.
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together industry leaders to brainstorm ways to leverage one another's productivity. The collaborative
has since created the Massachusetts Medical Device Industry Council so producers of medical devices
can avail themselves of the cluster effect. Similarly, the Rhode Island Economic Policy Council,
composed of representatives from government, business, labor, and higher education, works to develop
new initiatives that seize economic opportunities and mobilize the efforts of public and private ventures
to ensure the initiatives succeed. It brought together leaders from the state's software companies to
form the Rhode Island Technology Council. The Technology Council is an example of how a state
facilitates cooperation among competing firms by encouraging industry leaders to discuss shared goals
and determine how the state can best assist them.
In the 1990s many states, such as Arizona, Connecticut, and Maryland, advanced their industry cluster
strategies around the formation of industry cluster groups. But the formation of these types of
organizations is not always the best approach for addressing the needs of an industry cluster. As the
National Governors Association cluster strategies report explains, “cluster organizations are easy to
start… [and] have proven difficult to sustain.”9
A new approach being undertaken is to allow industry clusters within a state to identify their own needs
and to focus on more shared services, especially to promote competitive growth initiatives within a
cluster. This new approach focuses on “willing” industry partners to come together in appropriate ways
rather than on imposing organizational structures on the industry cluster. The recent efforts of Maine
and Oregon provide examples of this new approach to organizing state support for cluster initiatives.
The State of Maine since 2002 has focused its Cluster Initiative Program on seven targeted sectors:
forest products and agriculture; precision manufacturing; composites and advanced materials;
biotechnology; environmental technologies; information technology; and marine technology and
aquaculture. Through the Maine Technology Institute, a publicly financed, private nonprofit organization
created by the legislature in 1999 to stimulate R&D activity leading to the commercialization of new
products, processes, and services, matching grants are available to support the seven targeted sectors.
The grants are for facilitating collaborative efforts to spread knowledge and skills, build connections
among businesses, connect them to research and service partners, and address common opportunities
and challenges. The program is funded at $2 million annually. Competitions are held three times a year
for grants of up to $500,000, with smaller awards of up to $50,000 offered on a rolling basis. The awards
require a 1:1 match, but this may be in the form of equipment or in‐kind services in addition to cash match.
Examples of projects funded by Maine’s Cluster Initiative Program include:

9



Composites: Maine’s Advanced Engineered Wood Composites project involving a broad
collaboration of Maine companies, researchers, and industry organizations to develop and
commercialize biopolymers from potatoes and forest biomass.



IT: TechMaine, the Technology Association of Maine, received funding for its Online Education
Program. TechMaine seeks to address skills/knowledge gaps in Maine’s IT cluster workforce by

Ibid., p. 12.
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building a Learning Management System providing Maine technologists with just‐in‐time
technical training not readily available from existing Maine educational infrastructures. This
program strengthens connections among formal and informal training, mentorship, and
communities of practice in IT. Award: $49,500, Match: $78,740


Advanced Technologies for Forestry and Agriculture: The Bangor‐based Heart of Maine
Resource Conservation and Development Area received funding for its Farm Fresh for METM
agricultural cluster enhancement project. The award will be used to conduct a quantitative and
qualitative evaluation of a new online ordering software system for selling farm produced foods
grown in Penobscot, Piscataquis, and Somerset counties. The project will test the ability of this
system to further enhance the evolving consumer buying club market system in Maine. Farm
Fresh for METM will also determine the feasibility of taking the virtual marketplace statewide,
expanding to other consumers/markets which are not currently using this technology or
accessing local agricultural products. Award: $50,000, Match: $99,000



Precision Manufacturing Technology: The University of Southern Maine School of Applied
Science, Engineering, and Technology received funding to expand its Manufacturing Applications
Center in order to better serve Maine companies in their efforts to improve and commercialize
new technologies, products, and processes. The goal is to strengthen Maine industry and build
Maine’s capacity for producing science, technology, engineering, and math professionals.
Award: $40,500, Match $49,579.

Similarly, in Oregon, the Oregon Innovation Council (OIC), which is now part of the Department of
Business Development but guided by its own Board, has targeted six industry cluster platforms: nano
and micro technology; drug development; environmental and sustainable technology; wave energy;
food processing; and seafood processing. OIC works closely with key industry cluster organizations, such
as Oregon’s Manufacturing 21 Coalition, Wave Energy Trust, and Northwest Food Processors
Association, but only funds projects; it does not provide operating support.
Proposed Activities: It is proposed that a cluster initiatives grant program be established in the
Department of Economic Development to support project‐based funding. It should be a competitive
grant program with one or two rounds each year, and require matching funding.
The cluster initiatives should focus on specific target sectors and should be open to a broad range of
activities that would foster collaborative approaches to addressing industry needs and furthering
industry partnering opportunities.
In assessing proposed projects, among the key criteria should be the breadth of industry engagement,
potential impact on high‐quality job creation and growing industry sales, and the establishment of
collaborations with higher education focused on talent generation and the commercialization of new
products and processes.
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For funding that is more oriented toward operational cluster services such as networking, information
access, and ongoing technical assistance, it is important that there be a specific model identified for
sustaining the activities beyond the grant funding period.
Resources Required: It is proposed that $2 million per year be available for the cluster initiative projects.
Time Frame: Near‐Term.
Lead Organization: The Department of Economic Development should administer this program.

Establish a major tourism destination (Mahoneytype) in the Sandhills that capitalizes on the
region’s unique scenic, ecological, and recreational advantages.
Rationale: The Sandhills are a unique geological land formation with a number of rare ecosystems.
Preserving and at the same time compatibly developing a large area of this land in the manner of a state
park would significantly increase tourism traffic and enhance the destination appeal of the area. This
has occurred in the region of the Niobrara River near Valentine after it was designated a National Scenic
River. In eastern Nebraska, the development of Mahoney State Park along the Platte River by the Game
and Parks Commission was an impetus for others to develop attractions in the area, including the
Strategic Air and Space Museum, Wildlife Safari Park, and Quarry Oaks Golf Course.
Proposed Activities: Specialized recreation development with significant tourism benefits is already
occurring in the Sandhills region with such activities as river canoeing, hunting and fishing, and golf at
highly acclaimed privately developed courses in Hooker County, Cherry County, and elsewhere. These
activities are widely spread over the region. Offering multiple and varied recreation opportunities in a
single area, as is done in the Mahoney State Park area, would create the basis for a destination
attraction in the Sandhills if, at the same time, the unique environmental sensitivity of the region is
recognized, maintained, and developed upon. When attractions are successful, they typically lead to
economic development opportunities through the sale of lodging, food, and other retail goods and
services to travelers who visit the attractions. A public‐private partnership focused on the development
of the attraction and stimulated by a State government initiative would be a good approach in this case.
Multiple funding resources would likely be needed to develop many varied facilities at the attraction,
and those should be guided by a detailed, widely accepted development plan implemented in phases.
Resources Required: To be determined.
Time Frame: Long‐Term.
Lead Organization: Department of Economic Development in concert with the Game and Parks
Commission.
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Nebraska Talent Advantage Initiative
Strategic Need for Nebraska:
As stated previously, addressing the availability of a high skilled workforce is perhaps the most cross‐
cutting issue facing Nebraska’s economic development efforts. The lack of workers with high skills is
among the leading business concerns of Nebraska’s existing industry base across the state’s industry
clusters.
Objectives and Proposed Actions for the Nebraska Talent Advantage Initiative:
Among the specific objectives being advanced under the Nebraska Talent Advantage Initiative are:


Improve sharing of information on current and developing career opportunities in Nebraska
with web‐based tools.



Strengthen connections between students and companies.



Address high‐demand, skill‐shortage areas.



Provide incentives to recruit high‐skilled workers, especially targeting former Nebraskans to
enable growth of the state’s industry base.

Specific actions recommended include:


Promote on‐site and distance‐related postsecondary student internships across the state with
businesses in economic base industries.



Develop and market a Nebraska Jobs Search Site (NEworks) in collaboration with the
Department of Labor, to serve as a portal and networking vehicle with specific emphasis on
connecting students and graduates with employer needs in targeted, high‐skilled occupations.



Revamp Career & Technical Education in K‐12 targeted to high‐demand, high‐shortage
occupations, including through virtual high school enabled by expanded broadband.



Enhance entrepreneurial opportunities by providing mentoring, training and increased capital
access, particularly for high growth businesses.



Create targeted skill centers at post‐secondary institutions for documented skill shortage areas.



Provide for incentives in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
occupations for graduates in high‐wage, high‐skilled fields to work in Nebraska in target industry
clusters for which there is a critical skill shortage (similar to Rural Health Opportunities
Program—RHOP).
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Details on Proposed Actions:
Promote onsite and distancerelated postsecondary student internships across the state with
businesses in economic base industries.
Rationale: Student internships with employers across Nebraska can serve to establish relationships to
benefit both employers and students. For students, the internships can provide the opportunity for
enriched, real‐world problem‐solving. Companies can benefit by
not only raising their profiles on college campuses, but also by
receiving new ideas and energy from students through various
Internhere.com
mechanisms.
The Hartford‐Springfield Economic
A 2010 survey of the 884 industry members of the National
Association of Colleges and Employers revealed that 82.5 percent
of employers surveyed have an internship or co‐op program.
Furthermore, more than 50 percent of interns accept full‐time
employment with the company for which they interned.
Internships come in a variety of forms from one‐on‐one summer
arrangements, in which a student works at the site of a specific
employer, to more group‐oriented experiences during the course
of a school year or during a break in which teams of students,
often supported by faculty mentors and coaches, work on a project
for a specific company.

Partnership, in conjunction with the
Connecticut Office of Workforce
Competitiveness and the State of
Massachusetts, launched a new
website, InternHere.com, which
connects local college students with
internships at businesses throughout
the region. As of January 2007 the
site had over 4,500 student profiles,
620 employer profiles, and several
internship opportunities.

Educational institutions increasingly recognize the value of these experiences. For example, the
University of New Haven now requires all of its undergraduates to have a substantial experiential
learning activity in order to graduate.
To conserve resources and provide both firms and students with a broader range of opportunities,
www.internhere.com provides a place for Massachusetts and Connecticut employers to post internship
and student employment opportunities as well as for students to post resumes and connect with
opportunities. Such a program requires dedicated staffing to reach out to firms in order to sustain a
flow of opportunities for students. On the higher‐education side, relationships are maintained with the
various career services offices who work with students to help them develop plans and resumes that fit
their situations.
Proposed Activities:
To promote student internship efforts as a more broadly utilized connecting mechanism for students
and employers, several steps are proposed for Nebraska:
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1. Establish an internship website associated with the Nebraska jobs search site, NEworks (more
on this in the next action item), to connect students with internship opportunities across the
state.
2. Provide Nebraska employers with incentives for hiring postsecondary student interns in STEM
fields, such as rebating payroll taxes on wages paid, or providing a flat dollar subsidy for each
paid internship with more than $1,000 in wages.
3. Provide annual grant support for university degree programs that offer co‐op education
programming. These annual grants should be based on students participating in the co‐op
program.
Resources Required: Up to $1 million each year should be targeted to support student internship and
co‐op initiatives.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: Department of Labor in collaboration with the University of Nebraska system.

Develop and market a Nebraska Jobs Search Site (NEworks) in collaboration with the
Department of Labor, to serve as a portal and networking vehicle with specific emphasis on
connecting students and graduates with employer needs in targeted, highskill occupations.
Rationale: Nebraska needs to create mechanisms that raise the awareness of high‐skilled job
opportunities in the state in order to overcome the high out‐migration of recent college graduates as
well as to attract back former Nebraskans who are interested in returning to the state. In the Gallup
survey of “expatriates” from Nebraska living and working in other states mentioned previously, interest
in returning to Nebraska was found for 63 percent of computer professionals, 56 percent of other
professionals and, most significantly, 80 percent of those under 30 years old.
Other states that face slow to no population growth and the export of newly graduated talent to larger
out‐of‐state metropolitan areas have identified and developed initiatives to attract former residents
back, recognizing that those who know the state and its quality of life are more likely to seek and accept
employment opportunities there. Examples of these programs include: Oklahoma Project Boomerang,
Iowa Life Changing’s “smartcareermove.com” and, for a sub‐state area, “Come Home to Syracuse!” in
New York.
Project Boomerang is a broad‐based workforce initiative sponsored by the Oklahoma Department of
Commerce designed to attract out‐of‐state, highly‐skilled professionals with Oklahoma ties back to the
state to fill high‐quality, knowledge‐based jobs. This effort is based on the finding that in‐state
employers had higher success rates with their out‐of‐state recruitment in targeting former residents.
The project utilizes a web portal, email marketing, social media, and other methods to identify and
reach out to former Oklahomans. The project targets and partners with knowledge‐based firms that are
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seeking to fill in‐state positions requiring a bachelor's degree or higher, pay annual wages of at least
$50,000, and are willing to report back to Boomerang their success stories. Also, in recognition that
university alumni networks can be fruitful means of reaching out to skilled graduates, the project is
currently partnering with Oklahoma State University, the University of Oklahoma, the University of
Tulsa, and Oklahoma City University to help identify “elsewhere Oklahomans” who may be interested in
coming back. This effort includes direct mail campaigns, event marketing, and other tactics.
Similar to Project Boomerang, Iowa Life Changing’s smartcareermove.com targets out of school
professionals while serving as a portal that provides “live, work, play” information to visitors. A key
partner with the Iowa Department of Economic Development in this effort is The Iowa Careers
Consortium (ICC), a public‐private partnership created to meet Iowa’s need for highly‐skilled employees.
The Consortium includes Iowa businesses, communities, educational institutions, professional
associations, the Iowa DED, and Iowa Workforce Development. The Consortium’s efforts are designed
to reach as many qualified individuals as possible in information technology, engineering, manufacturing,
research/scientific, financial/insurance, and professional/managerial career fields. The ICC incorporates
several marketing strategies to help achieve its mission. Some of these include Generation Iowa
[www.generationiowa.com], recruitment trips to areas with a high concentration of Iowa alumni and
targeted skilled workers, national and in‐state public relations, participation in special events and career
fairs, and development of collateral materials.
Notwithstanding these examples, it is apparent that no single state has cornered the market on best
practices in this area, which is itself a relatively new practice. Websites provide cost‐effective means of
reaching prospects on a global basis, but they also must be maintained and kept current to maintain
traffic and interest, should be accompanied by complementary methods and links with other media, and
promotional activity that draw visitors on an ongoing basis. They also need to be tied to larger business
processes that include responding and handling inquiries, sending fulfillment information and tracking
results, and linking the portal to sources of demand (career and job opportunities) and the supply of
graduating students, out‐of‐state alumni, and other demographic targets aligned with industry needs.
Proposed Activities: Develop a Nebraska talent bank or Jobs Search Site (NEworks), which would
maintain a “live” database of high‐skilled job openings in targeted fields of business, engineering,
information technology, and other sciences, as well as maintain relationships with Nebraska graduates
from specific STEM‐related degree fields, and focus on addressing high‐demand technical occupations,
such as welding or biomedical regulatory affairs.
Nebraska’s Jobs Search Site would involve a partnership with the state’s one‐stop employment offices
and Department of Labor, as well as with local chambers of commerce and educational career service
offices, to ensure a broad statewide focus and outreach effort.
Among the specific activities of the Nebraska Jobs Search Site would be:


Managing a talent portal and website for employers to post qualified positions and job seekers
to network and connect
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Maintaining a unique database of current job openings in targeted occupational groups, either
involved in STEM or high‐skill shortage areas, that is updated regularly from employer web sites
Marketing through an ongoing campaign and branding strategy that would involve targeted
mailings, ads, and event marketing as appropriate
Sponsoring networking events and workshops involving students, recent graduates, and industry
in targeted high‐demand occupations
Providing information products and services to career counseling and service offices across
postsecondary institutions in Nebraska
Facilitating outreach to targeted talent pools of current students and out‐of‐state former
Nebraskans for businesses seeking workers.

Resources Required: We expect it would cost the state approximately $1 million annually to support
the base operations of the Nebraska Talent Bank, with new enhancements supported by industry
contributions, once its value and track record are established. This would include staffing and resources
needed to develop and maintain the talent portal, as well as resources to promote it though a
combination of email and direct mail promotion, event marketing, and other activity.
Time Frame: Immediate. The base operations of a Nebraska Jobs Search Site can be implemented
immediately in the current fiscal year, including first generation of database of live job openings,
marketing and branding efforts, and development of networking events and services to education
career counseling offices.
Lead Organization: The Department of Economic Development would take the lead for the
development with coordinated support from the Department of Labor; DED would oversee the
marketing and implementation of the Nebraska Jobs Search Site, with support from the Department of
Labor and with close relationships with the State Agency Cluster Resource teams for employer outreach
and engagement of postsecondary institutions.

Revamp Career & Technical Education in K12 targeted to highdemand, highshortage
occupations, including through virtual high school enabled by expanded broadband.
Rationale: Under Governor Heineman’s leadership as chair of the Nebraska P‐16 Initiative, Nebraska has
been moving aggressively to upgrade its high school education requirements to ensure that all students are
career‐ready and college‐ready. For the first time since 1984, Nebraska strengthened its high school
graduation requirements by supporting a core curriculum of four years of English and three years of math,
science, and social studies. As Governor Heineman stated in his 2010 State of the State Address:
“The world is changing. Our task is to prepare our sons and daughters to compete in a
knowledge‐based, technology‐driven, global, free‐market economy. Today’s jobs require higher
reading and math skills than was true 20 years ago. In order to prepare our students for the
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21st Century workplace, we need to transform our education system from pre‐school all the
way through college.”
An important ingredient in ensuring that high school graduates are both career‐ready and college‐ready
is to incorporate career and technical education (CTE) into the P‐16 reform efforts. As the National
Governors Association (NGA) Center for Best Practices points out: “Despite CTE’s past reputation as a
less‐demanding track, research proves that career technical education engages and motivates students
by offering them real‐world learning opportunities, leading to lower dropout rates and greater earnings
for high school graduates. When CTE courses also incorporate more academic rigor, research shows
that student achievement significantly increases.”10
With the 2006 changes in the federal Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Improvement Act,
which provides federal funding for career technical education to states for high school programs,
Nebraska has an unprecedented opportunity to connect CTE efforts with broader school reform. For the
first time, federal legislation requires that career‐oriented courses teach essential academic skills, while
also requiring greater collaboration between high schools and postsecondary education and an
increased focus on the needs of business and industry in identifying specific career clusters for CTE to
emphasize.
Many states have stepped up to use career and technical education for high school reform. Among
those noted by NGA’s Center for Best Practices are:




Pennsylvania, which developed new academic standards for career education and work that
begin in 3rd grade and extend through 11th grade.
Kentucky, which developed ten interdisciplinary courses that merge CTE content into state
academic standards.
Texas, which added a career/technical component to its requirements for increasing academic
rigor focused on college readiness, emphasizing that ninth graders have a career emphasis in
their required four‐year plan and authorizing award of academic credit for advanced
career/technical courses that meet rigorous academic content.

The question is how to deliver upon the promise of CTE for high school reform. One method is to
advance high school academies. Florida, for instance, has implemented more than 400 career
academies to better engage students in high school. The overall evidence on the value of such career
academies is positive. The Manpower Development Research Corporation has been rigorously
evaluating career academies across the nation since 1993. They have found that:



10

Career academies produce sustained earnings gains that averaged 11 percent more per year for
academy group members compared to non‐academy members.
Career academies serve as viable pathways to postsecondary education, in line with other types
of efforts.

“Retooling Career Technical Education,” Issue Brief, NGA Center for Best Practices, June 11, 2007.
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Another approach used across many high schools in nearly all states is to offer a standardized program
that typically provides pre‐developed curriculum and teacher training. One of the best known and
regarded of these standardized programs is Project Lead the Way (PLTW), a pre‐engineering program
that tightly aligns curricula, professional development and assessments, and creates project and
problem‐based learning experiences. However, these programs can be very costly, time intensive, and
highly dependent upon motivated teachers. For this reason, while PLTW is found in high schools across
47 states, only a few states have made a strong commitment to have even a majority of their high
schools offering these courses.
One alternative model to career academies and to national standardized CTE programs is what
Connecticut has put in place through Connecticut Career Choices. Connecticut Career Choices (CCC) is
an initiative of the Connecticut Office for Workforce Competitiveness to engage P‐20 students in
technology‐related career development. The focus of CCC is to build on the basic courses in STEM (such
as biology, math, and other sciences) and demonstrate their relevancy to students. The curricula for
CCC is built to master critical thinking and other skills, while engaging students in active problem solving
that involves project‐based, experiential learning.
Proposed Activities: It is recommended that Nebraska establish a statewide STEM‐oriented CTE
program targeting high‐skill, high‐demand career pathways that can be delivered in an online approach
similar to Connecticut Career Choices, so that students based across the state, especially in rural high
schools, can be active participants.
The key approaches recommended include:









Development of innovative curriculum in strategic technology fields for Nebraska that engage
students in problem‐solving, team‐building, and project‐focused activities.
Use of online content and applications to provide an accessible, affordable blended learning
approach with all curriculum hosted online, broad use of electronic student portfolios, and
access to facilitated web‐based collaboration and communication tools.
Professional development for teachers in use of web‐based tools, training in curriculum, and
understanding of industry education and training needs and requirements through teacher
externships.
Applied and experiential learning activities involving industry speakers tied to specific aspects of
the curriculum, teacher externships in support of professional development, and industry
mentoring of student teams for developing business concepts for the Innovation Challenge.
Holding a statewide student Innovation Challenge competition in which student teams compete
within each technology field around a key theme, such as sustainability or globalization.

It is important that the STEM‐oriented CTE programs be developed to be articulated into postsecondary
education programs. This calls for the active participation of Nebraska’s community colleges and
universities.
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Among the specialized courses that Nebraska might advance include:






Biomass development
Cloud computing
Wind energy
Financial services
Transportation and logistics.

This effort could also build on the groundwork set by Future Force Nebraska, which recognized the need
for providing young people and adults with concrete information on how to seek and prepare for
careers with a dynamic future, and included the identification of career pathways tied to the state’s
leading clusters.
Resources Required: Funding of approximately $1 million annually can support the STEM‐oriented CTE
programs that emphasize problem‐based project learning tied to real‐world programs, experiential
learning, and use of online curriculum, student portfolios, and teacher professional development.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: The Nebraska Department of Labor would work collaboratively with the State
Department of Education to identify an education organization that can deliver the STEM‐oriented CTE
programs in a manner similar to Connecticut Career Choices.

Enhance entrepreneurial opportunities by providing mentoring, training, and increased
capital access, particularly for highgrowth businesses.
Rationale: Entrepreneurial education is rising in importance in postsecondary institutions and even in
high schools. Among youth, entrepreneurial education is a key motivator for students to pursue career‐
based higher education efforts. Ongoing research commissioned by the National Foundation for
Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE) to evaluate the effectiveness and impact of its programs found that
when youth participated in entrepreneurship programs:





Interest in attending college increased 32 percent
Occupational aspirations increased 44 percent
Independent reading increased 4 percent
Leadership behavior increased 8.5 percent.

From an economic development perspective, entrepreneurial education is a critical skill set focusing not
only on the skills needed to start a new business, but also on how to manage innovation and new
markets for existing companies. In today’s global economy, the ability to innovate and “be entrepreneurial”
is becoming a critical skill set for U.S. competitiveness as the developing world catches up in STEM‐
related skills and research activities. Entrepreneurial education at the postsecondary level also is a key
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means for advancing experiential learning for students, and connecting their skill sets with real‐world
problems and opportunities.
To date, Battelle is aware of many steps underway in advancing entrepreneurial education in Nebraska:






UNL has created a website with information on resources for entrepreneurs
(www.nebraskaentrepreneur.com).
Invest Nebraska runs 6 business competition programs, and UNL also runs business competition
programs in concert with its Center for Entrepreneurship.
In terms of entrepreneurial education, Central Community College offers an 18 semester hour
certificate in entrepreneurship; Creighton offers an entrepreneurship degree; and the UNL
Center for Entrepreneurship provides an 8 course undergraduate curriculum and a 5 course
graduate level curriculum, emphasizing experiential learning, including participation in
statewide and national business competitions.
The Nebraska Department of Education provides statewide curriculum support, technical
assistance, and professional development for entrepreneurship educators and advocates
through its career and technical education efforts.

These efforts, however, are not scaled to the level of all postsecondary education, and it is not clear how
focused they are on creating potential high‐growth companies in Nebraska.
Proposed Activities: To gain more economic development value and to create a stronger base of
entrepreneurial education, it is proposed that:


Funding be made available to target entrepreneurial education to graduate students and post‐
doctoral STEM students in Nebraska, with the goal of translating key research advances into
viable business plans. Excellent examples of entrepreneurial education programs are the USC
Stevens Institute and the University of Pittsburgh Limbach Center.



A University of Nebraska system‐wide minor in entrepreneurship targeted to STEM fields be
created, with a capstone project that requires participation in a business plan competition.



A demonstration of Gallup’s Entrepreneurial Development and Accelerant System (EDAS) be
undertaken that would involve a talent‐based development program whereby Gallup‐trained
and certified mentors will work closely with individual entrepreneurs to accelerate their growth
with the ultimate goal of positively influencing the growth of their entrepreneurial ventures.
Each mentor will be responsible for developing and impacting approximately 10 entrepreneurs.

Resources Required: Provide up to $500,000 toward entrepreneurial education for advancing potential
high‐growth businesses in Nebraska.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: Department of Economic Development.
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Create targeted skill centers at postsecondary institutions for documented skillshortage areas.
Rationale: As the Nebraska Industry Cluster Initiative advances, there may be opportunities to go
beyond shared training into what is heralded as a new breed of industry‐driven technology and
workforce development centers that concentrate on the distinctive nature of work within an industry
cluster. According to the National Governors Association Cluster Strategies report, such centers offer a
resource to industry that can understand a cluster’s particular needs and interests, solve problems,
assure a continued flow of qualified workers, and serve as a source of skill upgrading for the incumbent
workforce. It also allows students access to better and deeper programs (“know what”), better
employment information and more rungs on career ladders (“know who”), deeper understanding of
industry context (“know why”), and more informal learning opportunities (“know how”). Community
colleges are often the site for such industry‐driven technology and workforce development centers, but
four‐year colleges and universities also can be key sites or partners. Examples include Indian Hills
Community College in Iowa focusing on fermentation pilot facilities for the bioagriculture industry; the
Lamar Institute of Technology in Texas focusing on process technologies for the chemical industry; and
Catawba Community College in North Carolina focused on the testing, design, and technology used in
the hosiery industry.
Proposed Activities: For specific industry cluster needs for workforce and skills development in which
groups of employers are interested in addressing common skill needs through commitments to hire
graduates, skill centers should be established with start‐up grants involving:




Funds to equip laboratories
Funds to train faculty
Funds to recruit students.

It is expected that each target industry skill center will require state funding of up to $250,000 with
industry matching funds required on a cash or in‐kind basis.
Each industry cluster skill center would be required to establish statewide partnerships with industry as
well as with other educational providers, whether secondary schools as feeders for students or other
postsecondary institutions, to provide the ability for collaborative training with the skill center offering
hands‐on, short‐term courses and distance learning opportunities.
Resources Required: $500,000.
Time Frame: Near‐Term.
Lead Organization: The Nebraska Department of Labor in collaboration with the State Agency Resource
Cluster Teams.
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Provide for incentives in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
occupations for graduates in highwage, highskilled fields to work in Nebraska in target
industry clusters for which there is a critical skill shortage (similar to Rural Health
Opportunities Program—RHOP).
Rationale: Nebraska needs to raise the level of its high‐skilled business, engineering, information
technology, and scientific workforce across many of its key industry clusters in order to move up the
value‐added curve and meet a higher level of global competitiveness. Incentives for recruiting workers
in high‐demand, skill‐shortage areas have been used effectively from recruitment of medical staff to
rural areas to supporting the generation of information technology workers during the “dot com” boom
years. For instance, Nebraska’s Rural Health office has successfully recruited physicians, nurses, and
dentists to rural areas of Nebraska using loan forgiveness as a key economic incentive.
More recently, some states are targeting the use of incentives to recruit high‐skilled workers critical to
raising the competitiveness of key industry clusters. One excellent example is Oklahoma’s Aerospace
Engineering Tax Credits that, until its recent suspension due to budget constraints, provided tax credits
of $5,000 a year for up to five years to engineers who were hired after Jan. 1, 2009. The companies
hiring the engineers received a tax credit equal to 10 percent of the compensation paid to an engineer
of at least $50,000 during the first five years of his or her employment if the engineer graduated from an
Oklahoma college or university. If the engineer graduated from a college outside of Oklahoma, the
employer received a tax credit equal to 5 percent of the compensation paid to the employee during the
first five years. In addition, the law granted Oklahoma aerospace companies a tax credit in the amount
of 50 percent of the tuition reimbursed to a new engineering graduate for the first four years of his or
her employment. The tax credit was limited to 50 percent of the average annual tuition paid by an
engineering student at a public university in Oklahoma.
Proposed Activities: Provide for a personal income tax credit and employer tax credit, modeled after
the Oklahoma Aerospace Engineering Tax Credit, to all bachelor’s level and above degree graduate
engineers, information technology professionals, and scientists, who are hired after January 1, 2012 by a
firm in a targeted industry cluster in Nebraska. Such positions would need to be full time and above a
certain salary level (e.g., $40,000 and include health insurance benefits). On the personal income tax
side, a credit of $5,000 a year for five years would be provided. On the employer side, there would be a
100 percent credit against the payroll withholding tax for hiring a Nebraska graduate and 50 percent for
hiring a non‐Nebraska graduate.
Resources Required: Based on a certified skill‐shortage area, the incentives cap would be established in
concert with an industry cluster and be estimated based upon chronic vacancies, and projected annual hiring
of engineers, information technology professionals, and scientists in Nebraska needed to fill these vacancies.
Time Frame: Near‐Term.
Lead Organization: Nebraska Department of Revenue with support from Departments of Labor and
Economic Development.
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Nebraska Innovation Initiative
Strategic Need for Nebraska:
As mentioned earlier, there is a glaring shortage of technology‐based development programs in
Nebraska oriented to assisting high growth potential businesses, raising risk capital, and translating
promising research discoveries into new companies and products. Adding to this problem are that very
few Nebraska businesses are collaborating with, or benefiting from, higher education in the state on
R&D and other activities.
Objectives and Proposed Actions for the Nebraska Innovation Initiative:
Among the specific objectives being advanced under the Nebraska Innovation Initiative are:


Improve the translation of Nebraska’s R&D base into new products and new companies.



Support development of growth‐oriented start‐up companies.



Upgrade the value‐added activities and modernize Nebraska’s existing industry clusters.

Specific actions recommended include:


Expand Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) outreach efforts.



Enact an angel investment tax credit.



Provide a financing mechanism for modernization and expansion to manufacturing companies
tied to investments in improved productivity and higher wages—modernization fund.



Develop applied industry‐university research matching grants for next‐generation product and
process innovations.



Revise Nebraska Advantage Tiers to provide incentives for manufacturing firms to modernize
their business operations in a manner that generates increases in sales and raises wage levels.



Update efforts in modernization and technology advancement for manufacturing companies to
also include a matching fund for product design, prototyping, and testing activities.



Adopt and support minimum standards for broadband Internet service that continually exceed
any Federal standards to help grow the mobile and entrepreneurial economy.



Establish a statewide commercialization service to mentor and advise technology‐oriented
entrepreneurs and early‐stage companies.



Establish a private sector‐driven Nebraska Innovation and Technology Development
Organization.



Create a private sector‐driven venture financing entity for equity, near‐equity, modernization,
and working capital.
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Details on Proposed Actions:
Expand Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) outreach efforts.
Rationale: The federal Small Business Innovation Research program and its smaller Small Business
Technology Transfer programs (SBIR and STTR) represent over $2.5 billion in grant and contract
opportunities for small firms to develop innovative products and services in response to national needs.
Between 2005 and 2009, 18 Nebraska companies received approximately 50 SBIR/STTR awards. The
number of grant awards has increased in the last couple of years due, in part, to outreach activities
undertaken by the Nebraska Business Development Center (NBDC). Given the lack of early‐stage risk
capital in Nebraska, the SBIR program should be promoted and assistance should be provided to
applicants to increase their chance of success.
Proposed Activities: Establish a more aggressive effort with clear lines of accountability to increase the
flow and success rate of Nebraska small firms and entrepreneurs in competing for SBIR and STTR Phase I
funding with an eye toward commercialization. Provide for regular technical assistance and outreach,
including offering workshops on preparing SBIR applications, connecting companies with university
researchers and larger companies interested in the technology area, and offering a mentoring process
with those who have been successful in winning SBIR awards. In the first 2 years, this effort should
focus on targeting centers of research in both institutions and private firms, with the objective of
doubling the number of firms engaged (applying for Phase I funding) each year.
To assist firms with promising technologies to focus on viable market opportunities, a “go no‐go” report
fund of $50,000 should be established. This fund will enable entrepreneurs and innovative firms to
identify potential applications for promising technologies and innovations through small grants ($1,500‐
$2,500) to assess preliminary target applications and potential partners prior to the submission of a
Phase I proposal. The information and insights from these reports can then be used to reach a “go no‐
go” decision, and if a proposal is developed, the information also can be used in developing the firm’s
commercialization plan as part of the Phase I proposal. This program should also provide editing and
project development support, but stop short of writing proposals.
Resources Required: $300,000 annually.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: The Department of Economic Development in concert with the state’s new
organization for innovation and technology development.
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Enact an angel investment tax credit.
Rationale: Angel investors provide an important source of local investment capital for states and
regions. As formal venture capital has continued to move downstream in its investments, there is a
widening gap, creating a shortage of early‐stage capital. A formalized group of angel investors,
Nebraska Angels, has been formed to exchange information and coordinate due diligence about
investment opportunities in early‐stage and emerging growth companies with ties to the state of
Nebraska. This is an important first step, because entrepreneurs and early‐stage technology companies
interviewed indicated that it is very difficult to access early‐stage capital in Nebraska. While Nebraska
has wealthy individuals that could become angel investors, most are not experienced in technology
areas such as the biosciences or renewable energy and are therefore less likely to invest in industries
with which they are not familiar. One mechanism that states use to decrease the risk of investing in
technology ventures is to provide tax credits to individual angel investors.
Twenty‐one states offer angel investor tax credits.11 Credits can be offered to individual investors,
groups of angel investors, or to private venture funds. Wisconsin, for example, enacted a major package
of venture investment tax credits in 2004, under which a qualifying individual, angel network (group of
accredited investors organized for the sole purpose of investing in a single qualified new business
venture)—and a venture capital investor in Qualified Small Business Ventures (as certified by the
Wisconsin Department of Commerce) may receive tax credits of 25 percent. Qualified businesses
include firms involved in manufacturing, biotechnology, nanotechnology, communications, and
processing and assembling plants, including medical devices, pharmaceuticals, computer software and
hardware, semi‐conductors, and any other innovative technology products using manufacturing
methods enabled by proprietary technology.
To be certified in Wisconsin as a Qualified New Business Venture by the Department of Commerce,
businesses must be able to answer “Yes” to the following six questions:
1. Are you seeking private equity funding for pre‐commercialization activities related to the
development of a proprietary new product or process in Wisconsin?
2. Have you been in business for no more than 10 consecutive years?
3. Are your principal administrative offices located in Wisconsin and does at least 80 percent of
your payroll go to people employed in Wisconsin?
4. Do you have less than 100 full‐time equivalent (FTE) employees?
5. Do at least 51 percent of your employees work in Wisconsin?
6. Since its inception, has your business received, in aggregate, no more than $10 million of private
equity investment in cash?

11

Battelle/BIO State Bioscience Initiatives 2010. Prepared by Battelle for the Biotechnology Industry Organization, May 2010.
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The Wisconsin Department of Commerce also is responsible for certifying venture funds that are eligible
to participate in the program. In certifying funds, the Department considers:


The fund manager's experience in managing venture capital funds and/or investing in high‐
growth, early‐stage businesses;



The past performance of investment funds managed and/or businesses assisted by the fund
manager;



The fund's focus and strategy, management team experience, services it will provide to portfolio
businesses, and ability to access follow‐on funding.

The 2009/2010 Wisconsin budget raised the program cap to $4 million in credit‐eligible investment per
qualifying venture, of which no more than $1 million can come from angel investors. As of 2011, the cap
will rise further to $8 million. The annual statewide pool of credits was tripled to $18.25 million for the
angel credit and $18.75 million for the venture credit.
The credit appears to be having an impact. In 2003, the average Wisconsin angel investment was
$158,000 in 11 deals; in 2008, the average Wisconsin angel investment was $283,000 in 53 deals.
Wisconsin angel investors invested $15 million in 2008 and $22.1 million in 2009 in Wisconsin
companies. Wisconsin had 6 angel networks in 2003; this number had grown to 22 angel groups by
2009, 14 of which made investments in 2009.
Proposed Activities: It is proposed that Nebraska enact legislation creating an angel investor tax credit.
The credit would be given to individual investors and/or angel investor networks who invest in Nebraska
companies in the state’s targeted industry clusters.
It is recommended that an angel Investment tax credit of 25 percent to 35 percent be considered.
It also is recommended that the Nebraska Department of Development be involved in certifying eligible
companies, as is done in Wisconsin, to ensure that there is no abuse of the program. Among the key
eligibility criteria suggested would be: firm based in a targeted primary industry cluster; firm in existence
for less than 3 years; firm headquartered and with more than 50 percent of employees in Nebraska; firm
not having received more than $10 million in investment from non‐founders; and firm using funds for
technology commercialization.
Other key program dimensions that would need to be considered in designing the tax credit include:


Cap on total credit or total investment eligible for credit by an investor in one year



Criteria for qualified or eligible investors



How long investments must remain at risk in order to qualify for credit



Over how long a period a credit may be claimed.

Resources Required: The angel investment tax credit can be capped on an annual basis.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: Department of Economic Development.
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Provide a financing mechanism for modernization and expansion to manufacturing companies
tied to investments in improved productivity and higher wagesmodernization fund.

Rationale: Across the nation, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has advanced a
network of manufacturing modernization programs through its Manufacturing Extension Partnership
(MEP), which require state and industry matching funds. Since its establishment of a national network
of MEP centers in the mid 1990’s, much of the emphasis of this program has been on initiatives to
reduce the cost of manufacturing in the U.S. through the application of quality and continuous
improvement programs such as lean manufacturing and ISO 9000 standards. The expectation has been
that as a manufacturer reduces its cost of making and delivering a product, while reducing delivery and
cycle times, it should be able to attract new business.
The NIST MEP program provides resources and a system for reaching out to small‐ and medium‐sized
manufacturers through experienced field staff. Currently, Nebraska MEP operates as a “matrixed
organization” with its Director situated within DED. In addition to DED, three of four partner
organizations that formed the Nebraska MEP in 1994 are still involved as exclusive subcontractors:
NBDC at UNO; UNL’s Food Processing Center; and Central Community College. Manufacturing industry
interviews showed limited to no awareness or utilization of the MEP as a service provider,
notwithstanding a newly developed vision statement whereby “NE MEP is the manufacturing sector’s
most significant resource.”
Proposed Activities: It is critical that the Nebraska MEP effort be significantly revamped. The core
approaches that need to be emphasized in revamping the NE MEP effort are: 1) Pro‐active outreach to
manufacturing with specific goals to target industry clusters; 2) Establishing specific assessments of
company needs and impacts with specific performance measures to result from the consulting services;
and 3) Ensuring the quality and performance of the continuous improvement, sales and marketing,
organizational development, and new product development consulting services provided through
monitoring customer satisfaction and tracking of specific performance metrics established in the
assessment phase.
One recommended option is to have the NE MEP effort be operated by a newly established Nebraska
Innovation and Technology Development Organization (NITDO), the creation of which is another
recommended Nebraska Innovation Initiative discussed later. This would enable a closer tie between
technology development and technology deployment, and close ties to the more intensive SBIR
outreach effort and the new statewide commercialization service. It also would ensure accountability in
having a single office operate the NE MEP effort, which is focused on one‐on‐one assistance to
businesses.
Resources Required: A one‐time $15 million modernization fund is proposed as a financing mechanism
for broad modernization and expansion activities to manufacturing companies tied to investments in
improved productivity and higher wages.
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Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: Nebraska Department of Economic Development and the new innovation and
technology development organization.

Develop applied industryuniversity research matching grants for nextgeneration product
and process innovations.
Rationale: A key challenge for Nebraska in both growing its technology‐based economy and moving its
existing companies up the value‐added chain is dealing with the circumstance that Nebraska’s higher
education institutions do not have a strong history of collaborating and connecting with Nebraska
industry. For Nebraska to become a leader in the innovation economy, it needs to build sustained
relationships between its companies and the state’s research institutions. An effective way to
accomplish this is to provide funding for collaborative university/industry applied research projects.
Such projects help build relationships between researchers and companies and provide support for
activities that help to move technology to the point where private investment capital can be obtained.
As of 2008, 28 states have matching grant programs that provide an incentive for firms to support
research projects at local colleges and universities. Most of these programs solicit applications on a
competitive basis and make awards to projects that are both technically sound and likely to have a
positive economic development impact. All of the programs require the company to share the cost of
the research project, which is conducted by faculty and students on behalf of the company. The level of
cost share can vary. Some programs vary the matching requirement based on the size of the company.
An example of an effective industry‐university matching grant program is Utah’s Centers of Excellence
Program. The Utah program is somewhat misnamed as it is really a project grant program, not a centers
program. Nevertheless, it represents an example of a challenge grant program intended to create
enduring academic/industrial partnerships that lead to ongoing support and commercialization of
intellectual property within the state. The program will provide $100,000 for an initial year. If progress
is made and milestones are met, the company can apply for additional funding up to a total of $500,000.
The funds are used to support a researcher at one of Utah’s universities. A key element of the program
is that it also provides business assistance. Under the Business Team program, seasoned technology
executives, serial entrepreneurs, and market experts are recruited through a statewide RFP to meet the
specific needs of each Center. Funding is provided to pay for approximately 250 hours of assistance per
year for each Center to help move the technologies out of the university and into private industry.
Originally, the program only supported faculty at Utah universities, helping them to advance their
research program in a way that attracts interested industrial partners from within the state. In 2007,
the program was amended to allow awards to start‐up companies licensing intellectual property from
state colleges and universities and established companies licensing technology to create a new product
or product lines. State funding must be matched by industrial partners on a 1 to 1 basis. Between 1986
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and 2006, a total of 111 projects were funded with $52 million in state funding matched by $272 million
in industry funding. The Center program is credited with the creation of 126 new companies, 55 of
which are still operating in Utah, employing 2,035 with average annual salaries of $65,000.
Nebraska currently has a very limited R&D Partnership Program funded by the federal EPSCoR program
that can provide up to $25,000 to support industry‐university collaborative projects. But this EPSCoR‐
funded effort appears to assist only 1 or 2 projects a year.
Proposed Activities: It is proposed that the Authority award grants on a competitive basis of up to
$100,000 that would be matched with an equal contribution from Nebraska companies to fund research
conducted by faculty at Nebraska colleges and universities.
Resources Required: No new resources required.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: The Department of Economic Development in concert with the state’s new
innovation and technology development organization.

Revise Nebraska Advantage Tiers to provide incentives for manufacturing firms to modernize
their business operations in a manner that generates increases in sales and raises wage levels.
Rationale: Industry investments in modernization are influenced (as many industry activities are) by the
availability of tax incentives. Nebraska Advantage is the state’s foundational effort in economic
development upon which the proposed Nebraska Competitive Growth Initiatives are tailored to
complement. In particular, Nebraska Advantage will remain the state’s comprehensive economic
incentives program that addresses attraction of out‐of‐state businesses to Nebraska, existing business
expansion, and new business start‐ups.
One shortfall of Nebraska Advantage, however, is its incentives toward modernization. Currently, only
Tier Five of the Nebraska Advantage incentives addresses modernization, but it requires a $32 million
level of investment well out of the reach of most primary industry companies.
Proposed Activities: Revise the existing tier(s) in Nebraska Advantage to target firms that invest in new
equipment and plants that are focused on raising productivity and wage levels. Consider $1,000,000‐
$3,000,000 with 3 percent investment credit/3 percent job credit on additional wages paid above the
past three‐year average to $3,000,000+ with 10 percent investment/5 percent job credit on additional
wages paid above past three‐year average.
Resources Required: No general fund appropriations required.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: The Department of Economic Development in concert with the Department of Revenue.
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Update efforts in modernization and technology advancement for manufacturing companies to
also include a matching fund for product design, prototyping, and testing activities.
Rationale: Building on the modernization fund proposed for the Nebraska MEP program in an earlier
discussed Nebraska Innovation Initiative, advances in new product and process development should be
encouraged on an ongoing basis. A matching grant program would stimulate those activities.
Proposed Activities: It is proposed that grants of up to $100,000 be used to fund activities needed to
support new product development, such as product design, prototype development, and testing
activities. The funding, which would require a 1:1 match from the company, would be used to fund
research and other activities conducted by faculty and staff at colleges, universities, and community
colleges. The UNL Food Processing Center is a resource that is currently part of the MEP and should be
retained in this new context. The Bioprocessing Center at UNL, although not serving in this capacity at
the moment, could undertake projects for bioscience companies.
Resources Required: $400,000, with annual renewal dependent on interest and demand for grant
assistance.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: Nebraska Department of Economic Development and the new innovation and
technology development organization.

Adopt and support minimum standards for broadband Internet service that continually exceed
any Federal standards to help grow the mobile and entrepreneurial economy.
Rationale: Today, Nebraskans make extensive use of broadband services with the Internet economy. In
2008, the Federal Communications Commission reported that 59 percent of Nebraskan households
subscribed to high‐speed Internet services, which is on par with the national average of 60 percent. A
more recent 2010 study by the University of Nebraska found that subscription to high‐speed Internet
service had increased in Nebraska to 76 percent, a significant gain from just two years earlier.
But Nebraska falls far short in its connection speeds for broadband services. The 2008 FCC study found
that connections above 6 megabits were not available in Nebraska, while nearly one‐third of all
subscribers nationally had access to 6 megabits or higher. This difference in the speed of broadband is
critical because it translates into the types of applications and services that can be provided over the
Internet. Slower speed translates into lack of very important Internet services as shown in the following
chart.
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Bandwidth Requirements for Broadband Applications
Application
Medium‐Resolution Videoconferencing (640x480P)
Streaming Video (720P)
Standard‐Definition Digital Television (720x480 Interlaced)
Basic HD Videoconferencing (1280x720 resolution)
Telepresence: High Resolution HD Videoconferencing (1920x1080 resolution)
Video Home Security Service
High‐Definition (HD) Digital Television (1440x1080 Interlaced)
Telepresence: Very High‐Resolution HD Videoconferencing (5760x1080)

Upstream Speed
384‐1200 Kbps

1.2‐4 Mbps
5 Mbps
10 Mbps

Downstream Speed
384‐1200 Kbps
1.2 Mbps
4 Mbps
1.2‐4 Mbps
5 Mbps

15 Mbps

15 Mbps
15 Mbps

Source: The Information Technology and Innovation Foundation.

The emergence of next‐generation broadband is expected to dramatically transform the way companies
use the Internet to conduct business. These new next‐generation broadband Internet services will
include high‐definition video streaming, cloud computing involving on‐demand network access to
shared computer resources, remote computer aided design (CAD), remote network managed services,
and virtual collaboration spaces. New commercial applications resulting from next‐generation
broadband Internet access include: internet telephones and videophones; improved teleconferencing;
remote diagnosis and medical services; interactive distance education; and digitally‐controlled home
appliances. According to the Information Technology and Innovation Foundation (ITIF), next‐generation
broadband Internet will require download speeds of at least 20 megabits per second (Mbps), and
preferably 50 Mbps or more, and upload speeds of 10 Mbps or greater.12 Next‐generation broadband
networks already exist in countries such as Japan, Singapore, South Korea, and Sweden.
For rural communities, next‐generation broadband Internet has important implications for enabling its
residents to have access to broader job opportunities to help grow population and allow people to
choose where they want to live. Business services such as video editing, market consulting, engineering
and drafting, scientific sample analysis, and software development can all be done remotely with next‐
generation broadband. It also is an enabling technology for rural workers who need access to data
stored on corporate networks, corporate servers, or in the computing cloud.
Already we can see the shift toward what might be termed the “mobile economy” because of the
availability of broadband Internet services. A 2009 survey by Gartner indicated that 48 percent of
employers were planning to incorporate work‐at‐home schedules. With the advent of next generation
broadband, the possibilities of working from home will only increase—but only if a worker has access to
high‐speed broadband.
Other important applications of next‐generation broadband Internet services address the provision of
health care services through remote diagnosis, monitoring, and even medical treatment; enhanced
distance learning involving virtual classrooms and access to lab facilities; and broader government
services, such as first‐responder networks, intelligent transportation services, and general access to
government agencies.

12

ITIF. The Need for Speed: The Importance of Next‐Generation Broadband Networks. March, 2009.
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Proposed Activities: Nebraska needs to stay abreast of ever‐changing requirements for broadband
Internet services. It first needs to meet at least the national average speeds of 5 megabits. Then it
needs the ability to meet the demand for higher speeds to access critical business functions.
One major concern for Nebraska is ensuring that the FCC adopts required broadband services that are
based on what is needed for accessing the key business functions and not compromised by the current
lack of service. FCC’s proposed minimum standards are only due to increase to 4 megabits downstream
and 1 megabit upstream—far below the requirements of next‐generation broadband Internet services.
Nebraska, with its Congressional delegation, needs to help in shaping more real world standards by the FCC.
An important first step in advancing Nebraska’s broadband capacity is to actually benchmark how
various communities in the state are positioned for broadband services. The Nebraska Public Service
Commission planned efforts to map broadband capacity in the state needs to go forward. This will
provide the starting point for setting out an investment program to raise the access to high‐speed
broadband Internet across the state.
Resources Required: To be determined. No new resources are needed for benchmarking, but longer‐
term resources may be needed to implement additional broadband speeds.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: State of Nebraska.

Establish a statewide commercialization service to mentor and advise technologyoriented
entrepreneurs and earlystage companies.
Rationale: The greatest challenge to growing Nebraska’s innovation economy identified in interviews
with both entrepreneurs and key stakeholders is the lack of in‐depth support for individuals who are
trying to launch new technology‐based ventures. Because Nebraska doesn’t have a recent history of
entrepreneurial activity, the state lacks experienced serial entrepreneurs. While opportunities are being
identified by researchers and entrepreneurs, there are few sources they can turn to for assistance and
mentoring, the kinds of activities provided by an organization like Ben Franklin Technology Partners
described previously. A cornerstone for technology‐based economic development is ensuring a high‐
quality deal flow of potential high‐growth businesses.
One excellent example of a commercialization assistance program is the highly successful i2E (Turning
Innovation into Enterprise) program in Oklahoma, which is a nonprofit center funded by the Oklahoma
Center for the Advancement of Science and Technology, a state agency. I2E assists Oklahoma
technology start‐ups through a highly structured, six‐stage commercialization model with access to
entrepreneurial mentors and a network of qualified professional service experts. Significantly, i2E also
administers two financing programs, the Technology Business Financing Program, which provides
funding for commercialization activities, and the Oklahoma Seed Capital Fund, which provides access for
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qualified companies to its own statewide network of angels. i2E reports that it has assisted more than
550 companies since 1998, with 300 companies making it through the structured process, of which 100
have secured more than $261 million in state, informal, and formal investment capital.
In June 2010, i2E announced that it had been awarded $1 million by the U.S. Department of Commerce
Economic Development Administration to fund the Oklahoma City Technology Business Launch
program. The program features several components, including an Executive in Residence program that
will make available to leaders of start‐up companies executives with seasoned experience as CEOs, chief
financial officers, and marketing officers. The federal grant will be matched with another $1 million
collectively from the Greater Oklahoma City Chamber, the City of Oklahoma City, the Oklahoma Medical
Research Foundation, the Oklahoma Business Roundtable, and the Presbyterian Health Foundation.
Proposed Activities: It is proposed that the technology development organization advanced in
Nebraska provide comprehensive, intensive, in‐depth commercialization services and support to
technology entrepreneurs and early‐stage companies.
The commercialization services would include:









Organizational documentation, preliminary technology and market assessments,
and start‐up strategic planning
Management and in‐depth business planning support to technology entrepreneurs
and start‐up companies
Linking companies to mentors
Conducting due diligence
Providing consultation and ongoing entrepreneurial education
Preparing companies to seek venture financing
Linking companies to sources of capital
Supporting development of angel networks.

Resources Required: It is proposed that $500,000 be budgeted to launch the commercialization center.
Funding would increase over time based on demand and performance.
Time Frame: Immediate.
Lead Organization: Department of Economic Development and new innovation and technology
development organization.
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Establish a private sectordriven Nebraska Innovation and Technology Development
Organization.
Rationale: Supporting an innovation‐driven economy requires that a state have sources of new
knowledge and ideas, talent, available risk capital, and an entrepreneurial culture. The analysis of
Nebraska’s innovation assets found that while the state’s higher education and companies are
conducting R&D and making new discoveries, these discoveries are not resulting in the level of
innovation and commercialization that is both desired and possible. In order to create a climate more
supportive of innovation, Nebraska needs to encourage and embrace entrepreneurship, accelerate and
facilitate commercialization, and encourage greater collaboration among its companies and university
and other research drivers.
To accomplish this, Nebraska needs to implement a set of initiatives aimed specifically at growing the
state’s technology‐based economy. Programs and services are needed to encourage R&D,
commercialize new discoveries, create new firms, and apply technology in established companies.
Technology‐based economic development programs seek to provide access to risk capital, support to
researchers, and business and planning assistance to technology entrepreneurs and start‐up and
emerging companies. Most states have a state‐level entity that can be part of a state department of
economic development, or a separate stand‐alone organization that is responsible for advancing the
state’s innovation economy. Nebraska does not currently have such an organization.
State technology‐based economic development organizations can take a number of forms. Some are a
division of the state’s Department of Economic Development or Commerce, such as the Ohio
Technology Division that staffs the Ohio Third Frontier. Others are structured as independent state
agencies, such as the Oklahoma Center for the Advancement of Science and Technology (OCAST), and
still others are structured as state‐supported private, nonprofit corporations, like the Maine Technology
Institute (MTI). What is most important is that all are industry‐driven, public/private partnerships, often
guided by a public/private board.
There are advantages and disadvantages of the various organizational structures. If technology‐based
economic development is a function of an existing state agency, there is greater opportunity to
coordinate with the state’s traditional economic development activities and have innovation activities
that are addressing state goals. A location within state government ensures accountability and makes
the innovation activities part of the overall state budget process.
The major reasons for creating a private nonprofit organization to serve as the state’s innovation entity
include:




The entity is more likely to be truly industry‐driven.
It will be able to recruit high‐level talent, which is sometimes difficult, given the constraints of
state pay scales.
Such organizations tend to be more agile and less bureaucratic than state government.
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If structured as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, it will be able to raise funding from private
sources, such as foundations.
It is more protected from political pressure.
It can manage capital programs, which play a very important role in technology‐based economic
development.
It can be maintained during changes in leadership at the state level.

Ohio and Pennsylvania have among the longest track records in technology‐based economic
development. In both cases, the state Department of Economic Development administers the state’s
technology‐based economic development programs; but in both cases, most of the actual activities are
administered by regional nonprofit organizations funded by the state. Pennsylvania’s programs are
carried out by the Ben Franklin Technology Partners (BFTP), four regional nonprofit public/private
partnerships. Each partnership makes direct investments in technology‐oriented companies to fund
commercialization activities and helps companies to access additional sources of financing. In its early
days, BFTP invested in private venture capital funds in order to catalyze the growth of the state’s
venture capital industry. BFTP also provides a wide range of mentoring, business, and technology
development services. This includes business plan reviews, technology assessments, intellectual
property counsel, marketing advice, operations and fundraising strategies, and the establishment,
management, and support of business incubators and accelerators. BFTP facilitates partnerships among
numerous entrepreneurs, angel investors and venture capitalists, business incubators, university‐based
centers of excellence, business assistance and economic development organizations, and university,
corporate, and federal research labs.
Maine created a state‐funded nonprofit corporation, the Maine Technology Institute (MTI), which offers
early‐stage capital and commercialization assistance for the research and development of innovative
technology‐based projects that create new products, processes and services, generating high‐quality
jobs across the state. MTI is guided by a public/private board of directors that includes industry
representatives from each of the state’s targeted industry clusters, representatives from academia, and
state government officials.
Proposed Activities: It is proposed that Nebraska identify or create an entity, whether a new office in
the Department of Economic Development or a non‐profit organization, to serve as a focal point for
developing the state’s innovation economy and to implement policies and programs proposed under
this Innovation initiative. The mission of the organization—here called the Nebraska Innovation and
Technology Development Organization (NITDO)—will be to advance emerging, high‐growth technology
and knowledge‐based ventures, and to ensure that Nebraska’s existing companies are able to grow and
remain globally competitive. The organization should also have strong private sector support and input.
Functions: It is proposed that Nebraska’s new technology development organization be identified or
created to develop and implement a set of policies and programs to build Nebraska’s technology‐based
and innovation‐driven economy.
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Its focus would be to assist individual new ventures and existing companies on a one‐by‐one basis.
It would:


Act as a catalyst facilitating collaborative relationships between academic researchers and
companies



Help facilitate commercialization of technology generated by the state’s research institutions



Provide investment capital, mentoring, and in‐depth assistance to start‐up and emerging
companies



Help existing companies to access the expertise and financing they need to develop new
products and enter new markets.

It would also be charged with:


Providing in‐depth commercialization services, mentoring, and business development assistance
to technology‐oriented entrepreneurs and start‐up and emerging companies



Overseeing Nebraska’s efforts in modernization and technology advancement for existing
manufacturing companies
Administering an applied industry‐university research matching grant program
Implementing an SBIR outreach and technical assistance program
Creating a venture financing mechanism to address companies’ needs for equity, near‐equity,
modernization, and working capital.





Each of these activities is described in greater detail in the other recommended Innovation Initiative
actions in this report.
Resources Required: It is estimated that $750,000 would be required annually to fund the
organization’s operations. Program support would come, in part, from re‐programmed dollars from
existing programs.
Time Frame: Near‐Term.
Lead Organization: Department of Economic Development.

Create a private sectordriven venture financing entity for equity, nearequity, modernization,
and working capital.
Rationale: Most people realize that the discovery of new knowledge resulting in the development of
new technologies is a very expensive process, running in some cases into millions of dollars. What many
people do not realize is that the costs associated with developing and taking a technology product or
service to market also are very substantial. Major expenses incurred after the research has been
completed include the costs of assessing the market to determine the competition, the likely market,
and the price points for competitive advantage; developing a prototype; preparing a marketing and sales
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plan; and scaling up for manufacturing. Finally, actual product distribution, sales, and marketing must
be undertaken. Sufficient capital must be available to fund these activities in order for business growth
and economic development to occur.
Entrepreneurs and emerging companies reported that obtaining capital is one of the greatest challenges
that they face in Nebraska. The state, similar to other states that are in the early stages of growing their
technology sectors, has not yet developed a local venture capital market, and it is difficult for companies
to obtain capital from outside the state. In fact, just $287 million was invested in 15 Nebraska
companies by private venture capital funds between 2005 and 2009, with the vast majority of these
funds invested in acquisitions and mergers rather than in seed, start‐up, or expansion deals. In order to
meet the capital needs of both start‐up and emerging companies and established companies that are
expanding or moving into new product lines or markets, mechanisms will be needed to provide access
to pre‐seed ($25,000–$250,000), seed ($250,000–$2 million), start‐up ($2–$5 million), and expansion
(>$5 million) capital.
Proposed Activities: Consider and select for implementation a number of potential venture financing
vehicles. There is not one single type of financing program that will fully address the needs of emerging
and modernizing businesses across Nebraska. Also, there is an opportunity to take advantage of specific
federal financing mechanisms.
Among the options to consider are:


Launching an SBIC to provide a mix of equity and near‐equity financing to emerging new high‐
growth companies in Nebraska as well as to those seeking to modernize and/or mobilize to
enter new markets. SBICs are privately organized and managed venture capital firms licensed
by the U.S. SBA to make equity capital or long‐term loans to companies. Under SBIC rules the
fund can draw down $2 for every $1 of private capital raised.



Attracting a private venture capital partner in which newly created entity would be a limited
partner.



For lower‐income communities in Nebraska, pursuing New Market Tax Credits to create a
Community Development Entity targeting both existing businesses that are modernizing and
emerging businesses with strong growth prospects. The New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC)
program permits taxpayers to receive credits against Federal income taxes for making qualified
equity investments in designated Community Development Entities (CDEs). Substantially all of
the qualified equity investment must be targeted by the CDE to low‐income communities.

Resources Required: One‐time state resources of up to $50 million, which can be spread over several years.
Time Frame: Long‐Term.
Lead Organization: The Department of Economic Development in concert with the state’s new
innovation and technology development organization.
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5.4 Sources of Funding
Given the tight fiscal situation in Nebraska, it is important to consider where the funding will come from
for such a comprehensive economic development approach. Much of the funding for the proposed
initiatives and specific actions can be accomplished by reallocating funding from ongoing programs that
are not serving to advance the state’s critical economic development needs and by tapping existing
sources of revenues.
Strong consideration should be given to reallocating funding from the following economic development
programs:


Redeploy use of a variety of programs, such as Microenterprise Development Fund, Value‐
Added Grants, Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCoR), and
Nebraska Heritage Fund, among others.



Support venture financing with de‐federalized Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
reuse funds.



Reallocate a portion of existing Nebraska Advantage tax credits to provide for upfront assistance
for identified projects.



Redeploy use of Nebraska Training and Support Trust Fund.



Redeploy state general appropriations for university research initiatives towards applied R&D
with industry and talent connections.



Consider broadening Affordable Housing Trust Fund to allow for support and development of
business/industrial buildings and sites.

In terms of existing revenue sources to tap, consideration should be given to:


Seek dedicated source(s) from existing state taxes, utilities fees, other fees, and settlements
generated by industry activities, including from the cigarette tax and documentary stamp tax.



Consider broadening use of Lottery Funds for educational purposes to cover Nebraska Talent
Advantage functions and other talent actions.



Consider use of Nebraska Investment Finance Authority (NIFA) to fund modernization fund.

It also is critical that Nebraska aggressively pursue federal opportunities for cluster initiative support
from agencies such as the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Economic Development Administration, the
U.S. Small Business Administration, and the National Science Foundation. If these sources of funding are
pursued, it is likely that the impact of the proposed new initiatives and actions would be quite small on
the state’s overall general fund.
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Pursuing this Nebraska Competitive Growth Initiative development program in a fiscally sound manner
will provide a strong complement to the state’s ongoing Nebraska Advantage tax incentive program by
providing new economic development tools to advance the state’s ability to compete on the basis of
technology modernization and innovation, as well as high‐skilled talent—key ingredients for success in
today’s global knowledge‐based economy.
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Appendix A
Listing of Advisory Committee Members and Focus Group Participants
Advisory Committee Members
Competitive Advantage Assessment Teams
INTERNAL TEAM
Gary Hamer

Deputy Director, Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Tom Doering

Director‐Research, Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Dan Curran

Director‐Business Development, Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Tim O’Brien

Business Recruitment/Development Manager, Nebraska Department of
Economic Development

Lara Huskey

Director‐Community & Rural Development, Nebraska Department of
Economic Development

Joan Modrell

Director‐Office of Employment & Training, Nebraska Department of Labor

Phil Baker

Research Administrator, Nebraska Department of Labor

EXTERNAL TEAM
Richard Baier

Director, Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Cathy Lang

Commissioner, Nebraska Department of Labor

Paul Eurek

Chief Executive Officer, Xpansion

Jeff Scherer

Chief Financial Officer, Smeal Fire Apparatus

Barry Kennedy

President, Nebraska Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Scott Strain

Senior Director of Research, Greater Omaha Chamber of Commerce

Jason Smith

Vice President, Lincoln Partnership for Economic Development

Pete Kotsiopulos

Vice President of University Affairs, University of Nebraska

Roger Christianson

Manager for Economic Development, Omaha Public Power District

Dennis Hall

Economic Development Manager, Nebraska Public Power District

Lance Hedquist

City Administrator, City of South Sioux City

Jennifer Wolf

Executive Director, Dawson Area Development

Doug Ewald

Tax Commissioner, Nebraska Department of Revenue

Gary Warren

President, Services and Corporate Development, Hamilton Telecommunications

Todd Johnson

Vice President, Global Initiatives, Gallup
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Focus Group Participants
Expansion Focus Group Session, April 22, 2010
(Representing Battelle: Mitch Horowitz)
Jennifer Wolf

Dawson Area Development Corporation

Lance Hedquist

City of South Sioux City

Tim O’Brien

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Tom Doering

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Linda Black

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Sheryl Hiatt

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Phil Phillips

Omaha Chamber of Commerce

Joe Ferguson

Northeast Community College

M.L. Martin

Rancher, Greater Nebraska Workforce Investment Board

Jason Esser

Omaha Public Power District

Jill Smith

BD Diagnostics

Marc Sckolnick

Lincoln Electric System Expansion

Phil Baker

Nebraska Department of Labor

Ken Lemke

Nebraska Public Power District

Bob Doty

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Innovation Focus Group Session, April 22, 2010
(Representing Battelle: Marianne Clarke)
Gary Warren

Hamilton Telecommunications

Pete Kotsiopulos

University of Nebraska‐Lincoln

Gary Hamer

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Steve Williams

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Darrell Ullman

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Dan Hoffman

Invest Nebraska

Steve Kiene

Nebraska Global

John Gustafson

Ideation Ventures

Tom Chapman

Omaha Chamber of Commerce

Todd Johnson

Gallup

Tim Burkink

University of Nebraska‐Kearney

David Conrad

University of Nebraska‐Lincoln

Mike Dixon

University of Nebraska Medical Center

Amy Recker

Bio Nebraska

Scott Mingus

Charter Hill Partners
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Cathy Lang

Nebraska Department of Labor

Business Attraction Focus Group Session, April 22, 2010
(Representing Battelle: Simon Tripp; Ryan Helwig)
Barry Kennedy

Nebraska Chamber of Commerce

Jason Smith

Lincoln Chamber of Commerce

Scott Strain

Omaha Chamber of Commerce

Tony Raimondo, Jr.

Behlen Manufacturing

Dan McNamara

City of South Sioux City

Dee Haussler

Hastings Economic Development Corporation

Rex Nelson

McCook Economic Development Corporation

Kay Sudbeck

Speedway Motors

Dennis Hall

Nebraska Public Power District

Dan Curran

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Cheryl Brandenburgh

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Joe Chapuran

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Patty Wood

Nebraska Department of Economic Development

Doug Ewald

Nebraska Department of Revenue
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Appendix B
Detailed Industries Comprising Primary Industry Clusters
NAICS
Code

NAICS Title/Description

Nebraska Industry Cluster

33311

Agricultural Implement Manufacturing

Agricultural Machinery

333294

Food Product Machinery Manufacturing

Agricultural Machinery

423820

Farm and Garden Machinery and Equipment Merchant Wholesalers

Agricultural Machinery

111

Crop Production

Agriculture & Food Processing

112

Animal Production

Agriculture & Food Processing

1151

Support Activities for Crop Production

Agriculture & Food Processing

1152

Support Activities for Animal Production

Agriculture & Food Processing

3222

Converted Paper Product Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

4245

Farm Product Raw Material Merchant Wholesalers

Agriculture & Food Processing

32611

Plastics Packaging Materials and Unlaminated Film and Sheet Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

32616

Plastics Bottle Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

33243

Metal Can, Box, and Other Metal Container (Light Gauge) Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

42441

General Line Grocery Merchant Wholesalers

Agriculture & Food Processing

42491

Farm Supplies Merchant Wholesalers

Agriculture & Food Processing

311111

Dog and Cat Food Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311119

Other Animal Food Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311211

Flour Milling

Agriculture & Food Processing

311212

Rice Milling

Agriculture & Food Processing

311213

Malt Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311225

Fats and Oils Refining and Blending

Agriculture & Food Processing

311230

Breakfast Cereal Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311311

Sugarcane Mills

Agriculture & Food Processing

311312

Cane Sugar Refining

Agriculture & Food Processing

311313

Beet Sugar Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311320

Chocolate and Confectionery Manufacturing from Cacao Beans

Agriculture & Food Processing

311330

Confectionery Manufacturing from Purchased Chocolate

Agriculture & Food Processing

311340

Nonchocolate Confectionery Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311411

Frozen Fruit, Juice, and Vegetable Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311412

Frozen Specialty Food Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311421

Fruit and Vegetable Canning

Agriculture & Food Processing

311422

Specialty Canning

Agriculture & Food Processing

311423

Dried and Dehydrated Food Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311511

Fluid Milk Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing
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NAICS
Code

NAICS Title/Description

Nebraska Industry Cluster

311512

Creamery Butter Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311513

Cheese Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311514

Dry, Condensed, and Evaporated Dairy Product Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311520

Ice Cream and Frozen Dessert Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311611

Animal (except Poultry) Slaughtering

Agriculture & Food Processing

311612

Meat Processed from Carcasses

Agriculture & Food Processing

311613

Rendering and Meat Byproduct Processing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311615

Poultry Processing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311711

Seafood Canning

Agriculture & Food Processing

311712

Fresh and Frozen Seafood Processing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311811

Retail Bakeries

Agriculture & Food Processing

311812

Commercial Bakeries

Agriculture & Food Processing

311813

Frozen Cakes, Pies, and Other Pastries Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311821

Cookie and Cracker Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311822

Flour Mixes and Dough Manufacturing from Purchased Flour

Agriculture & Food Processing

311823

Dry Pasta Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311830

Tortilla Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311911

Roasted Nuts and Peanut Butter Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311919

Other Snack Food Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311920

Coffee and Tea Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311930

Flavoring Syrup and Concentrate Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311941

Mayonnaise, Dressing, and Other Prepared Sauce Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311942

Spice and Extract Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311991

Perishable Prepared Food Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

311999

All Other Miscellaneous Food Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

326199

All Other Plastics Product Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

327213

Glass Container Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

333993

Packaging Machinery Manufacturing

Agriculture & Food Processing

541940

Veterinary Services

Agriculture & Food Processing

311221

Wet Corn Milling

Biosciences

311222

Soybean Processing

Biosciences

311223

Other Oilseed Processing

Biosciences

325193**

Ethyl Alcohol Manufacturing

Biosciences; Renewable Energy

325199

All Other Basic Organic Chemical Manufacturing

Biosciences

325221

Cellulosic Organic Fiber Manufacturing

Biosciences

325311

Nitrogenous Fertilizer Manufacturing

Biosciences

325312

Phosphatic Fertilizer Manufacturing

Biosciences

325314

Fertilizer (Mixing Only) Manufacturing

Biosciences

325320

Pesticide and Other Agricultural Chemical Manufacturing

Biosciences
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NAICS
Code

NAICS Title/Description

Nebraska Industry Cluster

325411

Medicinal and Botanical Manufacturing

Biosciences

325412

Pharmaceutical Preparation Manufacturing

Biosciences

325413

In‐Vitro Diagnostic Substance Manufacturing

Biosciences

325414

Biological Product (except Diagnostic) Manufacturing

Biosciences

334510

Electromedical and Electrotherapeutic Apparatus Manufacturing

Biosciences

334516

Analytical Laboratory Instrument Manufacturing

Biosciences

334517

Irradiation Apparatus Manufacturing

Biosciences

339112

Surgical and Medical Instrument Manufacturing

Biosciences

339113

Surgical Appliance and Supplies Manufacturing

Biosciences

339114

Dental Equipment and Supplies Manufacturing

Biosciences

339115

Ophthalmic Goods Manufacturing

Biosciences

339116

Dental Laboratories

Biosciences

541380*

Testing Laboratories

Biosciences

541711

Research and Development in Biotechnology

Biosciences

541712*

Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences
(except Biotechnology)

Biosciences

621511

Medical Laboratories

Biosciences

621512

Diagnostic Imaging Centers

Biosciences

5418

Advertising, Public Relations, and Related Services

Business Management & Administrative Services

55111

Management of Companies and Enterprises

Business Management & Administrative Services

56141

Document Preparation Services

Business Management & Administrative Services

56142

Telephone Call Centers

Business Management & Administrative Services

56143

Business Service Centers

Business Management & Administrative Services

56144

Collection Agencies

Business Management & Administrative Services

56145

Credit Bureaus

Business Management & Administrative Services

56149

Other Business Support Services

Business Management & Administrative Services

511140

Directory and Mailing List Publishers

Business Management & Administrative Services

541110

Offices of Lawyers

Business Management & Administrative Services

541120

Offices of Notaries

Business Management & Administrative Services

541191

Title Abstract and Settlement Offices

Business Management & Administrative Services

541199

All Other Legal Services

Business Management & Administrative Services

541430

Graphic Design Services

Business Management & Administrative Services

541613

Marketing Consulting Services

Business Management & Administrative Services

541910

Marketing Research and Public Opinion Polling

Business Management & Administrative Services

561110

Office Administrative Services

Business Management & Administrative Services

561210

Facilities Support Services

Business Management & Administrative Services

521110

Monetary Authorities‐Central Bank

Financial Services

522110

Commercial Banking

Financial Services

522120

Savings Institutions

Financial Services
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NAICS
Code

NAICS Title/Description

Nebraska Industry Cluster

522130

Credit Unions

Financial Services

522190

Other Depository Credit Intermediation

Financial Services

522210

Credit Card Issuing

Financial Services

522220

Sales Financing

Financial Services

522291

Consumer Lending

Financial Services

522292

Real Estate Credit

Financial Services

522293

International Trade Financing

Financial Services

522294

Secondary Market Financing

Financial Services

522298

All Other Nondepository Credit Intermediation

Financial Services

522310

Mortgage and Nonmortgage Loan Brokers

Financial Services

522320

Financial Transactions Processing, Reserve, and Clearinghouse Activities

Financial Services

522390

Other Activities Related to Credit Intermediation

Financial Services

523110

Investment Banking and Securities Dealing

Financial Services

523120

Securities Brokerage

Financial Services

523130

Commodity Contracts Dealing

Financial Services

523140

Commodity Contracts Brokerage

Financial Services

523210

Securities and Commodity Exchanges

Financial Services

523910

Miscellaneous Intermediation

Financial Services

523920

Portfolio Management

Financial Services

523930

Investment Advice

Financial Services

523991

Trust, Fiduciary, and Custody Activities

Financial Services

523999

Miscellaneous Financial Investment Activities

Financial Services

524113

Direct Life Insurance Carriers

Financial Services

524114

Direct Health and Medical Insurance Carriers

Financial Services

524126

Direct Property and Casualty Insurance Carriers

Financial Services

524127

Direct Title Insurance Carriers

Financial Services

524128

Other Direct Insurance (except Life, Health, and Medical) Carriers

Financial Services

524130

Reinsurance Carriers

Financial Services

524210

Insurance Agencies and Brokerages

Financial Services

524291

Claims Adjusting

Financial Services

524292

Third Party Administration of Insurance and Pension Funds

Financial Services

524298

All Other Insurance Related Activities

Financial Services

525110

Pension Funds

Financial Services

525120

Health and Welfare Funds

Financial Services

525190

Other Insurance Funds

Financial Services

525910

Open‐End Investment Funds

Financial Services

525920

Trusts, Estates, and Agency Accounts

Financial Services

525990

Other Financial Vehicles

Financial Services

621410

Family Planning Centers

Health Services
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NAICS
Code

NAICS Title/Description

Nebraska Industry Cluster

621420

Outpatient Mental Health and Substance Abuse Centers

Health Services

621491

HMO Medical Centers

Health Services

621492

Kidney Dialysis Centers

Health Services

621493

Freestanding Ambulatory Surgical and Emergency Centers

Health Services

621498

All Other Outpatient Care Centers

Health Services

621610

Home Health Care Services

Health Services

621910

Ambulance Services

Health Services

621991

Blood and Organ Banks

Health Services

621999

All Other Miscellaneous Ambulatory Health Care Services

Health Services

622110

General Medical and Surgical Hospitals

Health Services

622210

Psychiatric and Substance Abuse Hospitals

Health Services

622310

Specialty (except Psychiatric and Substance Abuse) Hospitals

Health Services

623110

Nursing Care Facilities

Health Services

623210

Residential Mental Retardation Facilities

Health Services

623220

Residential Mental Health and Substance Abuse Facilities

Health Services

487110

Scenic and Sightseeing Transportation, Land

Hospitality & Tourism

487210

Scenic and Sightseeing Transportation, Water

Hospitality & Tourism

487990

Scenic and Sightseeing Transportation, Other

Hospitality & Tourism

561510

Travel Agencies

Hospitality & Tourism

561520

Tour Operators

Hospitality & Tourism

561591

Convention and Visitors Bureaus

Hospitality & Tourism

561599

All Other Travel Arrangement and Reservation Services

Hospitality & Tourism

561920

Convention and Trade Show Organizers

Hospitality & Tourism

712110

Museums

Hospitality & Tourism

712120

Historical Sites

Hospitality & Tourism

712130

Zoos and Botanical Gardens

Hospitality & Tourism

712190

Nature Parks and Other Similar Institutions

Hospitality & Tourism

713110

Amusement and Theme Parks

Hospitality & Tourism

713120

Amusement Arcades

Hospitality & Tourism

713210

Casinos (except Casino Hotels)

Hospitality & Tourism

713290

Other Gambling Industries

Hospitality & Tourism

713910

Golf Courses and Country Clubs

Hospitality & Tourism

721110

Hotels (except Casino Hotels) and Motels

Hospitality & Tourism

721120

Casino Hotels

Hospitality & Tourism

721191

Bed‐and‐Breakfast Inns

Hospitality & Tourism

721199

All Other Traveler Accommodation

Hospitality & Tourism

3323

Architectural and Structural Metals Manufacturing

Precision Metals Manufacturing

3327

Machine Shops; Turned Product; and Screw, Nut, and Bolt Manufacturing

Precision Metals Manufacturing

3328

Coating, Engraving, Heat Treating, and Allied Activities

Precision Metals Manufacturing
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NAICS
Code

NAICS Title/Description

Nebraska Industry Cluster

3329

Other Fabricated Metal Product Manufacturing

Precision Metals Manufacturing

3335

Metalworking Machinery Manufacturing

Precision Metals Manufacturing

3362

Motor Vehicle Body and Trailer Manufacturing

Precision Metals Manufacturing

3363

Motor Vehicle Parts Manufacturing

Precision Metals Manufacturing

3369

Other Transportation Equipment Manufacturing

Precision Metals Manufacturing

541330

Engineering Services

Research, Development, & Engineering Services

541380*

Testing Laboratories

Research, Development, & Engineering Services

541710*

Research, Development, & Engineering Services

511210

Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences
Research and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences
(except Biotechnology)
Software Publishers

518210

Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services

Software & Computer Services

541511

Custom Computer Programming Services

Software & Computer Services

541512

Computer Systems Design Services

Software & Computer Services

541513

Computer Facilities Management Services

Software & Computer Services

541519

Other Computer Related Services

Software & Computer Services

33392

Material Handling Equipment Manufacturing

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

481111

Scheduled Passenger Air Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

481112

Scheduled Freight Air Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

481211

Nonscheduled Chartered Passenger Air Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

481212

Nonscheduled Chartered Freight Air Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

481219

Other Nonscheduled Air Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

482111

Line‐Haul Railroads

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

482112

Short Line Railroads

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

483111

Deep Sea Freight Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

483112

Deep Sea Passenger Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

483113

Coastal and Great Lakes Freight Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

483114

Coastal and Great Lakes Passenger Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

483211

Inland Water Freight Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

483212

Inland Water Passenger Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

484110

General Freight Trucking, Local

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

484121

General Freight Trucking, Long‐Distance, Truckload

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

484122

General Freight Trucking, Long‐Distance, Less Than Truckload

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

484220

Specialized Freight (except Used Goods) Trucking, Local

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

484230

Specialized Freight (except Used Goods) Trucking, Long‐Distance

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488111

Air Traffic Control

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488119

Other Airport Operations

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488190

Other Support Activities for Air Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488210

Support Activities for Rail Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

541712*
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NAICS
Code

NAICS Title/Description

Nebraska Industry Cluster

488310

Port and Harbor Operations

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488320

Marine Cargo Handling

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488330

Navigational Services to Shipping

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488390

Other Support Activities for Water Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488490

Other Support Activities for Road Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488510

Freight Transportation Arrangement

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488991

Packing and Crating

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

488999

All Other Support Activities for Transportation

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

492110

Couriers and Express Delivery Services

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

493110

General Warehousing and Storage

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

493120

Refrigerated Warehousing and Storage

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

493130

Farm Product Warehousing and Storage

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

493190

Other Warehousing and Storage

Transportation, Warehousing and Distribution Logistics

*In the biosciences, includes only the portion of these industries engaged in relevant life science research and testing activities.
In research, development, and engineering services, includes the remainder.
**NAICS 325193, ethanol manufacturing, was examined as both part of the biosciences and the sole suitable NAICS industry for
the renewable energy cluster.
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Appendix C
Detailed Profiles of Nebraska’s Economic Base Industry Clusters
As indicated in Section 3, an important component of any economic development strategy is tailoring
development efforts to the specific dynamics of its industry clusters. While each of the 12 primary
industry clusters in Nebraska is an important economic driver for the state, they vary considerably in
how they are positioned for economic development. There is no single metric to assess the economic
development position or specific development approaches of these clusters—some offer stronger
growth prospects, others more opportunity for high‐quality jobs, and still others greater presence across
the state.
From the competitive assessment analysis conducted by Battelle, there are several dimensions to be
considered for assessing how to address each of these industry clusters from an economic development
perspective, including:










The economic performance of each industry cluster considering:
o

Industry employment trends based on level of specialization, growth in jobs, and changes in
competitive share compared with the U.S.

o

Relative growth in economic output compared with the U.S.

The geographic pattern and distribution across metropolitan counties, counties with First Class
Cities, and all other counties in the state based on:
o

Having a “specialized” industry concentration, measured as being 20+ percent more
concentrated in cluster jobs than the nation.

o

Having high‐growth trends as measured by both gains in jobs and in competitive share.

How each industry cluster stands in technology potential considering:
o

Presence of identified core competencies in technology development based on analysis of
patents and publications.

o

Level of technology deployment as measured by relative productivity (value‐added output
per employee) levels compared with the U.S.

How each industry cluster stands in its use of high‐skilled workers considering:
o

Extent of high‐skilled workers employed in the industry nationally.

o

Relative position of Nebraska in high‐skilled workers compared with the U.S.

Long‐term growth prospects for the industry cluster based on the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
and Nebraska Department of Labor industry forecasts.
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In this appendix, Battelle presents profiles for each of the 12 primary industry clusters following the
assessment directions set out in Section 3. In addition, Battelle considers two other important
dimensions from an economic development perspective:


Identification of potential industry niches based on analysis of detailed industry performance
within each cluster, presence of core technology competencies, high‐growth industries, and
intelligence gathered from Battelle’s review of market research studies



Recommended approaches for how to advance economic development activities in support of
these primary industry clusters.

1.1

Profile and Development Strategy for Agricultural Machinery

Industry Cluster Performance: Retention Target with high level of industry specialization but
declining employment and lagging growth in economic output.
In industry cluster employment trends, agricultural machinery stands out because of its high level of
industry specialization in Nebraska, being over 7 times more concentrated than the U.S. national
average.
Nebraska is home to many of the nation’s leading agricultural machinery companies, including:





Behlen
Chief Industries
Valmont Industries
Midwest Livestock Systems

However, agricultural machinery is a mature industry cluster, which is emphasizing productivity gains
over employment growth, leading to declining employment nationally over the last business growth
cycle, down 4.5 percent, with Nebraska jobs also declining by a similar level.
More disconcerting is that Nebraska did not keep pace with the growth in value‐added output nationally
for agricultural machinery. At the national level, agricultural machinery grew by 56 percent in economic
output, measured by the value‐added from production activities, from 2001 to 2007. This makes
agricultural machinery a high new wealth generating industry far surpassing the overall U.S. industry
output gains of 36 percent across all private sector industries.
In Nebraska, the gains in economic output for agricultural machinery were only 26 percent—so just half
the pace of the U.S.
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Nebraska
Employment,
2008
10,058

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Agricultural Machinery
Employment Change, Last Business
Industry
Change in
Economic Output Growth,
Growth Cycle 2001–2007
Specialization,
Competitive Share
2001–2007
2008
Nebraska
U.S.
Nebraska
U.S.
7.43
‐4.4%
‐4.5%
+0.1%
26%
56%

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Statewide Industry Cluster
The agricultural machinery cluster has a strong statewide presence in being specialized across metro
areas, counties with first class cities, and in all other counties. Each of these regional groupings,
however, has faced either declining or slow growth in employment—in line with the overall
employment situation facing agricultural machinery statewide and nationwide.
Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Agricultural Machinery
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class Cities
Counties
First Class Cities
Counties
2.48
14.45
17.70
‐37.5%
3.8%
‐23.8%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Agricultural Machinery Cluster Employment in Nebraska
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Technology Potential: High Level of Productivity
The agricultural machinery cluster, as a mature industry sector, depends upon deployment of
technology. Nebraska does well in the level of productivity in its agricultural machinery cluster
compared with the nation. There are not, however, substantial technology drivers in Nebraska for
agricultural machinery. There was little university activity found in this area, industry patents were
limited, and no entrepreneurial activity was identified.

Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
None
Identified

Metrics for Technology Potential for Agricultural Machinery
Core Competency Factors
Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment: Limited
Overall Assessment:
High Productivity
Identified
Publications
SBIR/VC
Identified
Nebraska
U.S.
Patents by
companies
Strengths in
Classification,
University
2005 to 2009
Interviews
Limited (34)
None
None
None
$117,828
$103,135
Identified
Identified
Identified

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Talent Potential & Performance: Low Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Lagging
The agricultural machinery cluster nationally employs just 18 percent of its workforce in high‐skilled
occupations across scientists, engineers and architects, management, computer and math and financial
operations.
Nebraska falls well short of the national total at just 68 percent of the U.S. level, suggesting much of the
work conducted in Nebraska is more production‐oriented.
Metrics for Talent Potential and Performance for Agricultural Machinery
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in High‐Skill
Occupations
18%
0.68
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.
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Share of Employment in Agricultural Machinery Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

3.4%

5.9%

Business and Financial Operations

2.8%

3.8%

Computer and Mathematical

1.6%

3.0%

Architecture and Engineering

4.2%

5.0%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

0.3%

0.4%

Legal

0.0%

0.0%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

0.1%

0.1%

Community and Social Services

0.0%

0.0%

Education, Training, and Library

0.0%

0.0%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

0.2%

0.5%

Healthcare Support

0.0%

0.0%

Protective Service

0.1%

0.1%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

0.0%

0.0%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

0.6%

0.5%

Personal Care and Service

0.0%

0.0%

Sales and Related

12.3%

14.5%

Office and Administrative Support

12.7%

17.6%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

0.0%

0.0%

Construction and Extraction

0.7%

1.0%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

9.5%

7.3%

Production

41.1%

30.1%

Transportation and Material Moving

10.0%

10.3%

Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for
Nebraska may not sum to 100%, as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.

Forecast for Employment Growth: Slow Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, both the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the State of Nebraska Labor
Market Information Office are projecting slow or no growth for the agricultural machinery cluster.
These slow growth projections are consistent with the employment trends over the last business cycle
and suggest that deployment of technology for the agricultural machinery cluster is replacing workers,
since this is a high growth cluster in economic output.
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Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Agricultural Machinery
U.S. BLS 2008–2018Forecast of Average
NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
Annual Growth in Employment
Annual Growth in Employment
0.3%
0.0%
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Agricultural Machinery
For the agricultural machinery cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry performance of detailed
industries, high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies, detailed industries with
healthy employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds only limited niches for
agricultural machinery related to:





Farm Machinery
Irrigation and Water Resources
Biomass Harvesting
Engine Technologies

INDUSTRY:

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength
with at least 500 Jobs
and 10
Establishments)
 Farm Machinery &
Equipment

Technology
Deployment
(Higher
Productivity than
Nation)

Core Technology
Competencies

Forecasted Detail
Industry Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or
>3% AGGR in
Output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to Connect
with Nebraska)

None

 Irrigation &
Water
Resources

 Agricultural
Machinery
Manufacturing
(output)

 Biomass Harvesting and
Processing Equipment
 Integrative Equipment
Systems (computer
monitoring, GPS
locators, robotic
management)
 Engine technologies

Development Pathway: Retention Through Continued Modernization, Higher Value
Activities, and Export Growth
For the agricultural machinery cluster, the economic development focus should be strongly placed on
retention through the modernization of existing firms and moving these firms into higher value
activities. Innovative centers for development and testing of new technology deployments would help in
promoting Nebraska as a cutting edge location. Incentives and assistance to continue to grow export
markets will be critical for this primary industry cluster.
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1.2

Profile and Development Strategy for Agriculture & Food
Processing

Industry Cluster Performance: Retention Target with high level of industry specialization
but declining employment.
Agriculture and food processing represents the largest of the 12 state industry clusters in employment
and a highly specialized set of industries with more than twice the concentration of jobs in Nebraska
relative to the U.S. (Location Quotient is 2.26).
Nebraska is home to many of the nation’s largest and leading agriculture and food processing
companies, including:




ConAgra Foods
Tyson Foods
Nestlé Purina

Agriculture and food processing in Nebraska and nationwide represents a mature industry cluster with
economic gains increasingly driven by increased efficiency and productivity. In Nebraska, the cluster has
exemplified this trend by increasing its value‐added output by more than 50 percent (in nominal terms)
since 2001, well outpacing growth by the national sector.
Nebraska
Employment,
2008
61,961

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Agriculture & Food Processing
Industry
Employment Change,
Change in
Economic Output Growth,
Specialization,
Last Business Growth Cycle
Competitive
2001–2007
2008
2001–2007
Share
Nebraska
U.S.
Nebraska
U.S.
2.26
‐4.8%
‐4.3%
‐0.5%
54%
17%

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Statewide Industry Cluster
Agriculture and food processing has a very strong presence across all regions of Nebraska with
specialized employment concentrations in metro areas, counties with first class cities, and all other
counties. Each of these regional groupings in the state, however, has faced either declining or slow
growth in employment—in line with the overall employment situation facing agriculture and food
processing in Nebraska and nationwide.
Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Agriculture & Food Processing
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class Cities
Counties
First Class Cities
Counties
1.31
3.68
5.47
‐11.1%
‐4.9%
2.0%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.
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Agriculture and Food Processing Employment in Nebraska

Technology Potential: High Level of Productivity and Productivity Growth;
Substantial Competencies
Agriculture and food processing, as a mature industry sector, depends upon productivity and production
gains from deployment of technology. Nebraska does very well in both the level of productivity in its
cluster and the recent growth rate of productivity compared with the nation. In addition, there is a
substantial presence of technology competencies and drivers in Nebraska with substantial presence of
university activity, and in the cluster analysis, patents, and publications.

Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
Substantial

Metrics for Technology Potential for Agriculture & Food Processing
Core Competency Factors
Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment: Substantial
Overall Assessment: High
Productivity
Identified
Publications
SBIR/VC
Identified
Nebraska
U.S.
Patents by
companies
Strengths in
Classification,
University
2005 to 2009
Interviews
Substantial
Substantial
None
Substantial
$84,717
$58,609
Identified

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.
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Talent Potential & Performance: Low Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Lagging
The agriculture and food processing cluster nationally employs just 12 percent of its workforce in
high‐skilled occupations across scientists, engineers and architects, management, computer and math,
financial operations, legal, and healthcare.
Nebraska falls well short of the U.S. total at just 56 percent of the U.S. level, suggesting much of the
work conducted in Nebraska is more production‐oriented.
Metrics for Talent Potential & Performance for Agriculture & Food Processing
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in
High‐Skill Occupations
12%
0.56
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Share of Employment in Agriculture and Food Processing Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

2.2%

3.8%

Business and Financial Operations

2.0%

2.6%

Computer and Mathematical

0.8%

1.7%

Architecture and Engineering

0.7%

1.9%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

0.4%

1.0%

Legal

0.3%

0.7%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

0.4%

0.3%

Community and Social Services

0.0%

0.0%

Education, Training, and Library

0.0%

0.0%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

0.3%

0.7%

Healthcare Support

0.1%

0.1%

Protective Service

0.1%

0.1%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

0.0%

1.0%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

0.6%

1.1%

Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Personal Care and Service

0.0%

0.2%

Sales and Related

4.9%

5.5%

Office and Administrative Support

9.5%

10.8%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

3.3%

7.7%

Construction and Extraction

0.3%

0.5%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

5.0%

4.6%

Production

50.2%

39.3%

Transportation and Material Moving

18.1%

16.1%

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for Nebraska
may not sum to 100% as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.
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Forecast for Employment Growth: Slow Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, both the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the State of Nebraska Labor
Market Information Office are projecting slow growth for the agriculture and food processing cluster.
These slow growth projections are consistent with the employment trends during the last business cycle
and suggest that deployment of technology for the agriculture and food processing cluster is replacing
workers, since this is a high‐growth cluster in economic output.
Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Agriculture & Food Processing
U.S. BLS 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
Annual Growth in Employment
Annual Growth in Employment
0.2%
0.4%
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Agriculture & Food Processing
For the agriculture and food processing cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry performance of
detailed industries, high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies, detailed
industries with healthy employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds numerous
niches for the cluster presented in the table below.
INDUSTRY:
Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength
with at least 500 Jobs
and 10 Establishments)

AGRICULTURAL & FOOD PROCESSING
Technology
Core Technology
Deployment
Competencies
(Higher Productivity
than Nation)

 Meat Processing

 Grain Farming

 Animal Health

 Animal Production

 Animal Production,
Slaughtering,
Rendering &
Processing

 Cattle Development

 Farm Product
Wholesaling
 Plastic Packaging
 Dog & Cat Food
 Soil Preparation,
Planting and
Cultivation

 Cattle Ranching

 Food Safety
 Oilseed Refining
and Processing

 Oilseed Farming
 Soybean and Other
Oilseed Processing
 Fats and Oils
Refining
 Dairy Cattle and
Milk Production
 Poultry and Egg
Production
 Vegetable and
Melon Farming
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Forecasted Detail
Industry Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or >3%
AGGR in Output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to
Connect with
Nebraska)



Animal Food
Manufacturing
(output)

 Functional Foods
and Ingredients



Plastics packaging
(output)

 Food Safety



Grain and Oilseed
Milling (output)

 Nutraceuticals
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Development Pathway: Focus on Retention and Innovation
Similar to the agricultural machinery cluster, the economic development focus of the agriculture and
food processing cluster should emphasize the retention and modernization of existing firms. But there is
also a strong innovation play for Nebraska in agriculture and food processing, given the market
opportunities in food safety, functional foods, and nutraceuticals and the state’s strong core technology
competencies in these areas.

1.3

Profile and Development Strategy for Biosciences

Industry Cluster Performance: Current Strength with industry specialization and employment
that is not only growing but outpacing the high‐growth national sector.
In the biosciences, Nebraska has a specialized and growing industry cluster that, though modest in size,
outpaced national cluster job growth during the economic expansion.
Nebraska is home to a varied set of bioscience companies, including:





Novozymes
Cargill
Becton Dickinson
Intervet Schering‐Plough

The biosciences have consistently generated state jobs and gained competitive share at the national
level. In addition, the cluster in Nebraska has outpaced the national cluster in output growth, suggesting
the state sector is gaining in its production of more high‐value products and service delivery.
Nebraska
Employment,
2008
11,350

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Biosciences
Change in
Industry
Employment Change, Last
Specialization,
Business Growth Cycle
Competitive
2008
2001–2007
Share
Nebraska
U.S.
1.21
20.6%
15.3%
5.3%

Economic Output Growth,
2001–2007
Nebraska
71%

U.S.
61%

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Statewide Industry Cluster
The biosciences cluster is well distributed across the state with above‐average concentrations in each
major region. The cluster is specialized in First Class Cities counties but that region is the only one to see
job declines in recent years. Employment gains in metro areas and in all other counties have been
significant.
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Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Biosciences
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class Cities
Counties
First Class Cities
Counties
1.02
1.47
1.09
15.8%
‐8.2%
66.4%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Bioscience Cluster Employment in Nebraska

Technology Potential: Substantial Core Competencies but Lower Productivity
The biosciences rely on cutting edge R&D and technological innovation to thrive. Nebraska has a
substantial presence across each of the core competency factors, including patents, research
publications, SBIR awards, and VC investments. Nebraska lags the U.S., however, in the level of
productivity in its biosciences cluster.
Metrics for Technology Potential for Biosciences
Core Competency Factors
Overall Assessment: Substantial
Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
Substantial

Identified
Patents by
Classification,
2005 to 2009
Substantial

Publications

SBIR/VC
companies

Substantial

Substantial

Identified
Strengths in
University
Interviews
Substantial

Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment: Low
Productivity
Nebraska
U.S.

$103,968

$136,500

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.
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Talent Potential & Performance: High‐Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Lagging
The biosciences are a relatively high‐skilled cluster nationally, employing 38 percent of its workforce in
high‐skilled occupations spanning scientists, engineers and architects, management, computer and
math, financial operations, legal, and healthcare.
Nebraska, however, falls well short of the share of high‐skilled workers at just 59 percent of the U.S. level,
suggesting much of the work conducted in Nebraska is more production‐oriented or less driven by innovation.
Metrics for Talent Potential & Performance for Biosciences
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in
High‐Skill Occupations
38%
0.59
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Share of Employment in Biosciences Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

4.0%

6.5%

Business and Financial Operations

4.1%

5.6%

Computer and Mathematical

2.2%

5.5%

Architecture and Engineering

3.4%

6.8%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

2.9%

4.7%

Legal

0.8%

2.0%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

4.5%

6.4%

Community and Social Services

0.3%

0.5%

Education, Training, and Library

0.0%

0.1%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

1.0%

1.7%

Healthcare Support

1.6%

3.6%

Protective Service

0.0%

0.1%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

0.0%

0.1%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

0.6%

0.5%

Personal Care and Service

0.1%

0.8%

Sales and Related

2.6%

3.3%

12.4%

17.3%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

0.1%

0.0%

Construction and Extraction

1.4%

0.6%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

4.6%

3.1%

43.7%

26.8%

7.1%

3.8%

Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Office and Administrative Support

Production
Transportation and Material Moving

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for Nebraska
may not sum to 100%, as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.
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Forecast for Employment Growth: Modest Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, both the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the State of Nebraska Labor
Market Information Office are projecting modest to slow growth for the biosciences cluster. Modest
growth projections are generally consistent with the employment gains in the industry over the last
business cycle, though they suggest a slowdown to some degree in what has generally been a cluster
with rapid job growth.
Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Biosciences
U.S. BLS 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
Annual Growth in Employment
Annual Growth in Employment
0.4%
1.0%
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Biosciences
For the biosciences cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry performance of detailed industries, high
productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies, detailed industries with healthy
employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds varied niches for the cluster presented
in the table below.
INDUSTRY:

BIOSCIENCES

Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength with
at least 500 Jobs and 10
Establishments)

Technology
Deployment
(Higher Productivity
than Nation)

 Surgical & Medical
Instruments

None

Core Technology
Competencies

 Ethanol Production

Forecasted Detail
Industry Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or >3%
AGGR in Output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to
Connect with
Nebraska)

 Pharmaceutical
mfg (output)

 Contract Research

 Medical devices
(employment &
output)

 Biologics
 Basic Organic
Chemicals

 Bio‐based
polymers,
chemicals and
materials
 Nutrition & Obesity
 Animal
Health/Virology

 Fertilizers

 Nano‐Medicine

Development Pathway: Focus on Innovation and Higher Value Added through
Talent Development
The biosciences is a fast‐growing industry in Nebraska with strong core technology competencies and
significant high growth potential market opportunities. So, it is a clear innovation focus for Nebraska in
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economic development. However, the existing base of industry should not be overlooked, with the
challenge being how to move into higher value added activities, particularly in the biomedical arena.
This can partly be addressed through innovation, but also reflects on the ability to provide a high‐skilled
labor pool in the biosciences for Nebraska that can ensure its existing companies see the state as a place
to do more high value activities.

1.4

Profile and Development Strategy for Business Management &
Administrative Services

Industry Cluster Performance: Retention Target with high level of industry specialization and
growing employment but lagging national job growth.
Business management and administrative services is a large, specialized, and growing sector for
Nebraska, though it has lagged national employment gains in recent years.
Nebraska is home to numerous corporate headquarters (HQ) and companies providing administrative
services, including:




Mutual of Omaha (HQ)
Union Pacific Railroad (HQ)
Berkshire Hathaway (HQ)

Nebraska’s industry cluster has advanced its economic output at a faster rate than the national cluster
increasing by 71 percent (in nominal terms) compared with a 50 percent gain. This suggests strength in
the state cluster with increasing wealth generation despite not quite matching the national employment
gains.
Nebraska
Employment,
2008
43,557

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Business Management & Admin. Services
Industry
Employment Change, Last
Change in
Economic Output Growth,
Specialization,
Business Growth Cycle
Competitive
2001–2007
2008
2001–2007
Share
Nebraska
U.S.
Nebraska
U.S.
1.22
6.3%
9.1%
‐2.8%
71%
50%

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Metropolitan Industry Cluster
The business management and administrative services cluster has a clear and strong presence in metro
Nebraska with highly concentrated employment there. The two other major state regions have,
however, added cluster jobs in recent years, while the metro region has shed jobs.
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Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Business Management & Admin. Services
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class Cities
Counties
First Class Cities
Counties
1.49
0.70
0.56
‐6.8%
16.9%
25.5%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Business Management and Administrative Services Cluster Employment in Nebraska

Technology Potential: High Level of Productivity
The business management and administrative services cluster is a major user of software and
information technologies, and its productivity and growth are highly dependent upon successful
deployment of technology. While the cluster in Nebraska has done well in growing its value added
output, it lags when compared with national cluster productivity or value‐added per worker. In
addition, there are not substantial technology competencies driving the Nebraska cluster.

Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
None
Identified

Metrics for Technology Potential for Business Management & Admin. Services
Core Competency Factors
Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment: n/a
Overall Assessment:
Low Productivity
Identified
Publications
SBIR/VC
Identified
Nebraska
U.S.
Patents by
companies
Strengths in
Classification,
University
2005 to 2009
Interviews
None Identified
None
None
None
$89,350
$111,466
Identified
Identified
Identified

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.
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Talent Potential & Performance: High Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Lagging
The national business management and administrative services cluster employs 44 percent of its
workforce in high‐skilled occupations across scientists, engineers and architects, management,
computer and math, financial operations, legal, and healthcare.
Nebraska falls short of the U.S. total at just 79 percent of the national share, suggesting the state cluster
is utilizing relatively fewer employees in key high‐skill occupations.
Metrics for Talent Potential & Performance for Business Management & Admin. Services
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in
High‐Skill Occupations
44%
0.79
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Share of Employment in Business Management & Admin. Services Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

7.0%

9.7%

10.4%

12.0%

Computer and Mathematical

8.3%

9.5%

Architecture and Engineering

3.3%

5.6%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

1.8%

2.5%

Legal

2.1%

3.4%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

2.1%

1.8%

Community and Social Services

0.2%

0.4%

Education, Training, and Library

0.0%

0.3%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

2.6%

2.5%

Healthcare Support

0.6%

0.8%

Protective Service

0.1%

2.6%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

0.3%

0.3%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

0.2%

6.1%

Personal Care and Service

0.2%

0.5%

Sales and Related

7.7%

5.3%

34.5%

25.5%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

0.2%

0.0%

Construction and Extraction

1.0%

1.2%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

1.5%

1.8%

Production

3.8%

3.6%

Transportation and Material Moving

3.7%

4.1%

Business and Financial Operations

Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Office and Administrative Support

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for Nebraska
may not sum to 100%, as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.
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Forecast for Employment Growth: High Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, both the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the State of Nebraska Labor
Market Information Office are projecting high employment growth for the business management and
administrative services cluster. These high‐growth projections are consistent with the employment
trends over the last business cycle and how the cluster has outpaced overall private sector job growth.
Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Business Management & Admin. Services
U.S. BLS 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average Annual
Annual Growth in Employment
Growth in Employment
1.4%
2.2%
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Business Management & Administrative Services
For the business management and administrative services cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry
performance of detailed industries, high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies,
detailed industries with healthy employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds limited
niches for the cluster presented in the table below.
INDUSTRY:

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength with at
Least 500 jobs and 10
Establishments)
 Corporate and regional
headquarters

Technology
Deployment
(Higher
Productivity
than Nation)

Core Technology
Competencies

None

 Call Centers
 Marketing Research &
Consulting

Forecasted Detail
Industry Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or >3%
AGGR in Output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to Connect
with Nebraska)

 Management
consulting services
(employment &
output)

 Major Linkage to
Software and Computer
Services

 Advertising and
Related Services
(output)

 Collection Agencies

 Office Administrative
Services
(employment &
output)

 Title Abstract &
Settlement Offices

 Facilities Support
Services
(employment)
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Development Pathway: Focus on Business Attraction and Expansion Tied to Higher Value
Activities
The business management and administrative services cluster is growing in Nebraska, but has not kept
pace with the U.S. growth rate. This suggests that Nebraska has potential to grow even further in this
cluster through attraction, particularly in light of healthy employment growth expected. At the same
time, Nebraska also has room to work in expanding its existing cluster base into higher value activities,
which would likely require more focus on information technology, given its importance to this cluster.

1.5

Profile and Development Strategy for Financial Services

Industry Cluster Performance: Current Strength with high level of industry specialization and
employment growth outpacing the national cluster.
The financial services cluster in Nebraska is large, specialized, and growing, with job gains during the
economic expansion outpacing those at the national level.
Nebraska is home to many of the nation’s largest and leading financial services companies, including:





First National of Nebraska
Mutual of Omaha
Pacific Life
Ameritas Holding Co.

As with employment, Nebraska financial services firms have slightly outpaced their national
counterparts in growing their economic output and contributions to GSP. Nebraska has increased
output in financial services, in nominal terms, by 41 percent since 2001 compared with 40 percent
growth for the national cluster.
Nebraska
Employment,
2008
54,660

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Financial Services
Employment Change, Last
Economic Output Growth,
Industry
Change in
Business Growth Cycle
2001–2007
Specialization,
Competitive
2001–2007
2008
Share
Nebraska
U.S.
Nebraska
U.S.
1.38
9.5%
6.4%
3.1%
41%
40%

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.
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Geographic Patterns: Metropolitan Industry Cluster
The financial services cluster has a strong metro area presence, where it is highly specialized and clearly
centered in and around Omaha. In addition, it is well concentrated in the all other counties region.
Large job gains across the state and primarily in the metro region reflect the recent growth trends seen
statewide and at the national level.
Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Financial Services
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class Cities
Counties
First Class Cities
Counties
1.65
0.79
1.13
10.6%
9.8%
‐6.4%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Financial Services Cluster Employment in Nebraska

Technology Potential: Low Level of Productivity
Much like business management, the financial services cluster is a major user of information
technologies and customized software, and relies heavily on the deployment of these technologies.
Nebraska lags the national cluster in its level of value‐added per worker in financial services, suggesting
its technology deployment is relatively weak. There are not substantial technology drivers in the state
specific to financial services. There have, though, been some limited SBIR awards granted to companies
in this cluster.
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Metrics for Technology Potential for Financial Services
Core Competency Factors
Overall Assessment: Limited
Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
None
Identified

Identified
Patents by
Classification,
2005 to 2009
None Identified

Publications

SBIR/VC
companies

None
Identified

Limited

Identified
Strengths in
University
Interviews
None
Identified

Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment:
Low Productivity
Nebraska
U.S.

$95,825

$134,949

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Talent Potential & Performance: High Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Leading
The national financial services cluster employs one‐third of its workforce in high‐skilled occupations
across scientists, engineers and architects, management, computer and math, financial operations, legal
and healthcare.
Nebraska exceeds the nation with 105 percent of the U.S. share, suggesting much of the work
conducted in financial services in Nebraska requires high skills and is driving cluster innovation and
recent growth in value added.
Metrics for Talent Potential & Performance for Financial Services
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in
High‐Skill Occupations
33%
1.05
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.
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Share of Employment in Financial Services Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

5.3%

7.9%

21.3%

18.4%

Computer and Mathematical

6.8%

5.2%

Architecture and Engineering

0.0%

0.1%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

0.8%

0.5%

Legal

0.6%

0.9%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

0.3%

0.5%

Community and Social Services

0.0%

0.1%

Education, Training, and Library

0.0%

0.0%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

0.6%

0.3%

Healthcare Support

0.0%

0.0%

Protective Service

0.0%

0.2%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

0.0%

0.0%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

0.4%

0.2%

Business and Financial Operations

Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Personal Care and Service

0.0%

0.0%

Sales and Related

10.4%

12.6%

Office and Administrative Support

52.0%

48.5%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

0.0%

0.0%

Construction and Extraction

0.0%

0.0%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

0.2%

0.2%

Production

0.0%

0.1%

Transportation and Material Moving

0.1%

0.1%

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for Nebraska
may not sum to 100%, as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.

Forecast for Employment Growth: Mixed Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, the State of Nebraska Labor Market Information Office is projecting above‐
average employment growth in the financial services cluster. This differs considerably from the
projections put forth by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, which expects almost a one‐percent lower
annual growth rate, on average. The Nebraska LMI projections are more in line with recent strong
growth trends in the industry through the previous business cycle.
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Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Financial Services
U.S. BLS 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
Annual Growth in Employment
Annual Growth in Employment
0.4%
1.3%
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Financial Services
For the financial services cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry performance of detailed industries,
high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies, detailed industries with healthy
employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds only limited niches for the cluster
presented in the table below.
INDUSTRY:

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength with
at least 500 Jobs and 10
Establishments)
 Commercial Banking
and Savings
Institutions

Technology
Deployment
(Higher
Productivity than
Nation)

Core
Technology
Competencies

None

Forecasted Detail Industry
Growth
(>1% AGGR in Employment
or >3% AGGR in Output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to
Connect with
Nebraska)

 Credit Intermediation
(output)

 Major Linkage to
Software and
Computer
Services—can
target IT financial
service firms

 Securities, Commodity
Contracts and Other
Financial Investments
(employment and output)

 Insurance Agencies
 Life Insurance
Carriers

 Insurance Agencies
(employment)

 Financial
Transactions
Processing

 Trading Platforms
 Annuities

 Credit Intermediation
 Commodity Contracts
Brokerage

Development Pathway: Focus on Attraction and Expansion, with Emphasis on Higher Value
Activities for Existing Businesses
The financial services cluster has become a core strength driving Nebraska’s economy. It has been and
remains an attraction target, but a concern is that future growth prospects for the industry are not as
strong as its recent past performance. On the other hand, more and more financial service operations
located in higher cost locations might see a great benefit to locating in Nebraska as a way to benefit
their bottom lines in a period of limited growth. Future attraction efforts might need to emphasize
Nebraska as offering high quality at a more affordable cost. It also is critical that Nebraska work with its
existing industry base of financial service firms to expand operations, particularly in higher value‐added
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activities. This will likely require tying more into information technology—and it suggests a need for the
state to strengthen its core technology competencies and educational programs in information
technology to serve the financial services industry.

1.6

Profile and Development Strategy for Health Services

Industry Cluster Performance: Emerging Opportunity with an average employment
concentration but a growing job base.
Health services in Nebraska represent a large and growing cluster with a relative concentration of jobs
right at the national average (Location Quotient is 1.01). State job growth has not, however, kept pace
with the national cluster. The state and national growth context for the cluster make it an important
current and future workforce driver.
Nebraska health services institutions and service providers include:





Dialysis Center of Lincoln
Alegent Health
Nebraska Medical Center
Tabitha, Inc.

Nebraska’s health services cluster has lagged the U.S. in terms of growth in its economic output in
recent years, increasing by 39 percent versus 54 percent for the national cluster.
Nebraska
Employment,
2008
57,804

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Health Services
Employment Change, Last
Industry
Change in
Business Growth Cycle
Specialization,
Competitive
2001–2007
2008
Share
Nebraska
U.S.
1.01
8.0%
14.0%
‐6.0%

Economic Output Growth,
2001–2007
Nebraska
39%

U.S.
54%

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Statewide Industry Cluster
The health services cluster has a relatively even statewide presence, though it is not yet specialized in
any of Nebraska’s major regions. This lack of highly concentrated jobs is not surprising in health
services, however, as this cluster is very much driven by population and not typically highly
concentrated in most states or regions. Each of these regional groupings in the state has added jobs in
recent years, consistent with the job growth witnessed nationally and across the state.
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Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Health Services
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class Cities
Counties
First Class Cities
Counties
0.96
1.09
1.07
17.3%
26.5%
13.6%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Health Services Cluster Employment in Nebraska

Technology Potential: Low Level of Productivity
The health services cluster, as a service‐driven sector, depends very much on the successful deployment
of technologies. Nebraska does not fare well in the level of productivity in its health services cluster
compared with the nation. On average, its value‐added per worker lags the U.S. by roughly $8,000. The
service‐driven nature of the sector, although it relies on underlying biomedical innovation, means the
assessment of core competency factors are generally not applicable.
Metrics for Technology Potential for Health Services
Core Competency Factors
Overall Assessment: n/a
Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
None
Identified

Identified
Patents by
Classification,
2005 to 2009
None Identified

Publications

SBIR/VC
companies

None
Identified

None
Identified

Identified
Strengths in
University
Interviews
None
Identified

Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment:
Low Productivity
Nebraska
U.S.

$41,883

$50,074

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.
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Talent Potential & Performance: High Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Matching
The health services cluster nationally employs nearly half of its workforce in high‐skill occupations (47
percent) across scientists, engineers and architects, management, computer and math, financial
operations, legal, and healthcare.
Nebraska falls right in line with this national share, suggesting the nature of the cluster in the state
mirrors that at the national level in terms of occupational composition.
Metrics for Talent Potential & Performance for Health Services
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in High‐Skill
Occupations
47%
1.00
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Share of Employment in Health Services Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

3.4%

3.2%

Business and Financial Operations

1.4%

1.4%

Computer and Mathematical

0.8%

0.7%

Architecture and Engineering

0.0%

0.0%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

0.4%

0.5%

Legal

0.0%

0.0%

40.9%

41.2%

Community and Social Services

4.3%

3.7%

Education, Training, and Library

0.5%

0.4%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

0.3%

0.2%

19.5%

20.8%

Protective Service

0.4%

0.6%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

6.2%

4.1%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

4.2%

3.5%

Personal Care and Service

1.4%

2.5%

Sales and Related

0.2%

0.2%

12.9%

14.8%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

0.0%

0.0%

Construction and Extraction

0.2%

0.2%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

1.2%

1.0%

Production

1.0%

0.6%

Transportation and Material Moving

0.5%

0.4%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical
Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Healthcare Support

Office and Administrative Support

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for Nebraska
may not sum to 100%, as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.
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Forecast for Employment Growth: High Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, both the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the State of Nebraska Labor
Market Information Office expect the strong recent growth in health services to continue with above‐
average employment gains. These high growth projections are consistent with the employment trends
over the last business cycle and highlight the continued needs for healthcare for an aging population
and expanded service delivery.
Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Health Services
U.S. BLS 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
Annual Growth in Employment
Annual Growth in Employment
1.6%
1.7%
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Health Services
For the health services cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry performance of detailed industries,
high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies, detailed industries with healthy
employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds several niches for the cluster
presented in the table below.
INDUSTRY:

HEALTH SERVICES

Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength with
at least 500 Jobs and 10
Establishments)
 Nursing Care
Facilities
 Blood & Organ Banks
 Outpatient Care
Centers

Technology
Deployment
(Higher
Productivity than
Nation)

Core
Technology
Competencies

 Home Health
Care Services
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Forecasted Detail Industry
Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or >3% AGGR
in Output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to
Connect with
Nebraska)

 Outpatient, laboratory
and other ambulatory
care services
(employment & output)
 Nursing Care
(employment)
 Hospitals (employment
& output)
 Home Health Care
Services

 Clinical research
 Telemedicine
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Development Pathway: Focus on Expansion
As an emerging industry cluster with strong employment growth potential, health services is a prime
target with a focus on expansion of existing health care systems. Clinical excellence is the key driver of
success, particularly to attract out‐of‐state patients. Continued emphasis on aiding regional medical
centers in providing access to the best in clinical care through telemedicine can offer Nebraska
significant dividends.

1.7

Profile and Development Strategy for Hospitality & Tourism

Industry Cluster Performance: Emerging Opportunity with recent modest
employment growth.
Hospitality and tourism in Nebraska has grown at a modest 1 percent pace during the last business cycle
to more than 16,000 jobs.
Nebraska is home to numerous tourist attractions and hospitality companies, including:





Omaha Zoological Society
Joslyn Art Museum
Strategic Air and Space Museum
Carlson Hotels

Economic gains in the hospitality and tourism cluster require efficient operations around often tight
profit margins. In Nebraska, the industry has outpaced the national sector in economic growth since
2001 with a nominal increase of 46 percent.
Nebraska
Employment,
2008
16,395

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Hospitality & Tourism
Change in
Economic Output Growth,
Industry
Employment Change, Last
Specialization,
Business Growth Cycle
Competitive
2001–2007
2008
2001–2007
Share
Nebraska
U.S.
Nebraska
U.S.
0.84
1.0%
1.6%
‐0.6%
46%
42%

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Growing Statewide Presence
The hospitality and tourism cluster has a mixed presence across the major regions of Nebraska with no
region having a specialized concentration of jobs. Each of these regional groupings in the state has
grown the sector, which is in line with the overall employment trends nationwide.
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Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Hospitality & Tourism
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class Cities
Counties
First Class Cities
Counties
0.90
0.82
0.53
4.0%
19.4%
27.6%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Hospitality and Tourism Cluster Employment in Nebraska

Technology Potential: Low Level of Productivity
While the hospitality and tourism cluster is generally not driven by technological innovation, it does rely
on the successful deployment of information technologies to operate effectively and efficiently.
Nebraska lags in the level of productivity in its cluster compared to the nation. The service‐driven
nature of the sector, although it relies on software, means the assessment of core competency factors
are generally not applicable.

Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
None
Identified

Metrics for Technology Potential for Hospitality & Tourism
Core Competency Factors
Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment: n/a
Overall Assessment:
Low Productivity
Identified
Publications
SBIR/VC
Identified
Nebraska
U.S.
Patents by
companies
Strengths in
Classification,
University
2005 to 2009
Interviews
None Identified
None
None
None
$41,045
$62,875
Identified
Identified
Identified

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.
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Talent Potential & Performance: Low Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Matching
The hospitality and tourism cluster nationally only employs 6 percent of its workforce in high‐skilled
occupations across scientists, engineers and architects, management, computer and math, financial
operations, legal, and healthcare.
Nebraska meets this average national composition with the same share (99 percent of the U.S. share).
Metrics for Talent Potential & Performance for Hospitality & Tourism
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in
High‐Skill Occupations
6%
0.99
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Share of Employment in Hospitality and Tourism Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

2.6%

3.6%

Business and Financial Operations

1.7%

1.6%

Computer and Mathematical

0.5%

0.3%

Architecture and Engineering

0.0%

0.1%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

0.5%

0.2%

Legal

0.0%

0.0%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

0.8%

0.3%

Community and Social Services

0.0%

0.0%

Education, Training, and Library

0.5%

0.9%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

0.9%

1.3%

Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Healthcare Support

0.2%

0.4%

Protective Service

1.2%

3.3%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

17.7%

20.8%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

22.3%

23.2%

Personal Care and Service

10.1%

13.1%

6.4%

4.7%

21.9%

16.5%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

0.1%

0.1%

Construction and Extraction

0.8%

0.5%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

3.4%

4.1%

Production

3.2%

2.2%

Transportation and Material Moving

1.6%

2.6%

Sales and Related
Office and Administrative Support

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for Nebraska
may not sum to 100%, as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.
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Forecast for Employment Growth: Slow to Moderate Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, both the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the State of Nebraska Labor
Market Information Office are projecting generally slow growth for the hospitality and tourism cluster.
These slow growth employment projections are consistent with the employment trends over the last
business cycle.
Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Hospitality & Tourism
U.S. BLS 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
Annual Growth in Employment
Annual Growth in Employment
0.7%
0.9%
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Hospitality & Tourism
For the hospitality and tourism cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry performance of detailed
industries, high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies, detailed industries with
healthy employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds several niches for the cluster
presented in the table below.
INDUSTRY:

HOSPITALITY & TOURISM

Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength
with at least 500 Jobs
and 10 Establishments)
 Travel Agencies

Technology
Deployment
(Higher
Productivity than
Nation)

Core Technology
Competencies

None

 Golf Courses &
Country Clubs

Forecasted Detail
Industry Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or >3%
AGGR in Output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to Connect
with Nebraska)

 Museums and
Historical Sites
(employment)

 “Eco” touring/solutions
 Reservation systems

 Amusement and
Recreation
(employment)

 Zoos & Botanical
Gardens

 Scenic and Sightseeing
Transportation and
Services (employment)

Development Pathway: Focus on Expansion through Improved Venues
Nebraska cannot depend upon the growth of its hospitality and tourism cluster simply from small‐scale,
microenterprise related efforts. Needed to drive more tourist interest in Nebraska are improved
venues. This is particularly important for the more rural parts of Nebraska.
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Among suggested opportunities include:


Sandhills‐based private recreation area for all‐terrain vehicle (ATV) trails and activities.
There is an overall shortage of trails and areas for ATV enthusiasts. Many have to drive several
hours to places outside of Nebraska to ride vehicles on trails that cover a large expanse. The best‐
known ATV area in the Midwest is probably Little Sahara State Park in Oklahoma (Utah also has
several areas with trails). According to ATV owners, Little Sahara does very well with regard to
permit sales and revenues. Nebraska has some opportunity for this in the Sandhills region. An ATV
recreation area or park could be a public‐private partnership that may be self‐sustaining and create
additional opportunities for economic development through lodging, retail sales, and services.
A difficulty is that a number of conservation groups oppose these types of recreation areas because
the ATVs are very hard on the landscape.



Sandhills State Park type of destination. Another recreation/tourism possibility for the Sandhills
relates to its being a unique geological area with a number of rare ecosystems. Preserving a large
area of this land as a national or state park would significantly increase tourism traffic (this has been
the case for the Niobrara River near Valentine, NE after it was designated a National Scenic River).
Economic development opportunities would come through lodging, retail sales, and services.



Lake shoreline development. Nebraska has some large state‐owned reservoirs that have little or no
shoreline development (save for boat access and maybe a marina). The state‐owned land that
surrounds the reservoirs is managed as natural habitat and protected from commercial and private
development. Excellent opportunities exist for lakeside cabin development (both seasonal rental
and private ownership), resort development, and private recreation services for consumers. For big
bodies of water (Lake McConaughy and Calamus Reservoir), ideas have included designating areas
for private development, while preserving other areas to protect natural habitat (a 50‐50 or 60‐40
mix possibly). To make up for the loss of state‐owned natural habitat, there could be acquisition of
land away from the lake but still in the same ecosystem/geography to keep the overall habitat
preservation acres the same as before development. Plans to develop areas along the shorelines
include resort(s), private cabins, rental cabins, and recreation services (boat rentals, shops,
restaurants, golf, etc.).
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1.8 Profile and Development Strategy for Precision Metals
Manufacturing
Industry Cluster Performance: Current Strength with a specialized industry concentration and
gains in employment outpacing the national cluster.
Nebraska’s precision metals cluster has a concentration of employment that is essentially specialized
(Location Quotient is 1.15) and grew during the most recent business cycle while the national sector
contracted.
Nebraska is home to many precision metals companies, including:





Metal Quest
Kaufman Trailers
Kawasaki Motors Mfg.
Nucor

The precision metals industry is a mature cluster that must emphasize productivity gains. Employment
has declined nationally but did grow in recent years in Nebraska. The cluster has also successfully
outpaced the national cluster in economic output growth.
Nebraska
Employment,
2008
16,498

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Precision Metals
Industry
Employment Change, Last
Change in
Specialization,
Business Growth Cycle
Competitive
2008
2001–2007
Share
Nebraska
U.S.
1.15
4.6%
‐10.2%
14.9%

Economic Output Growth,
2001–2007
Nebraska
34%

U.S.
13%

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Rural Industry Cluster
Precision metals, from a cluster concentration perspective, is primarily a rural cluster with specialized
employment in both counties with First Class Cities and in all other counties. However, the cluster is
gaining jobs in metro areas and all other counties, but losing jobs in First Class Cities counties. This
mixed picture of job gains and losses is indicative of a cluster in transition at the national level.
Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Precision Metals
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class
Counties
First Class
Counties
Cities
Cities
0.75
2.10
1.51
10.4%
‐8.2%
37.9%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.
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Precision Metals Cluster Employment in Nebraska

Technology Potential: Low Level of Productivity; Limited Core Competencies
The precision metals cluster is a more mature industry sector that depends upon deployment of
technology. Nebraska lags in the level of productivity of its precision metals cluster compared to the
nation. Core technology competencies in Nebraska for the cluster are limited presence in the cluster
analysis of grants and patents, significant patent activity, and some limited SBIR awards to cluster
companies.
Metrics for Technology Potential for Precision Metals
Core Competency Factors
Overall Assessment: Limited
Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
Limited

Identified
Patents by
Classification,
2005 to 2009
Significant

Publications

SBIR/VC
companies

None
Identified

Limited

Identified
Strengths in
University
Interviews
None
Identified

Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment: Low
Productivity
Nebraska
U.S.

$74,528

$87,460

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Talent Potential & Performance: Low Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Lagging
The precision metals cluster nationally only employs 17 percent of its workforce in high‐skilled
occupations across scientists, engineers and architects, management, computer and math, financial
operations, legal, and healthcare.
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Nebraska falls well short of the U.S. total at just 60 percent of the U.S. level, suggesting much of the
work conducted in Nebraska is more production‐oriented.
Metrics for Talent Potential & Performance for Precision Metals
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in
High‐Skill Occupations
17%
0.60
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Share of Employment in Precision Metals Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

3.0%

4.7%

Business and Financial Operations

2.3%

3.5%

Computer and Mathematical

0.7%

1.4%

Architecture and Engineering

3.7%

6.7%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

0.1%

0.2%

Legal

0.0%

0.0%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

0.1%

0.1%

Community and Social Services

0.0%

0.0%

Education, Training, and Library

0.0%

0.0%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

0.6%

0.2%

Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Healthcare Support

0.0%

0.0%

Protective Service

0.0%

0.1%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

0.0%

0.0%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

0.4%

0.5%

Personal Care and Service

0.0%

0.0%

Sales and Related

2.8%

2.0%

Office and Administrative Support

7.7%

9.0%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

0.0%

0.0%

Construction and Extraction

1.3%

1.2%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

4.1%

4.7%

67.4%

58.6%

5.7%

5.4%

Production
Transportation and Material Moving

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for Nebraska
may not sum to 100% as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.
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Forecast for Employment Growth: Flat or Declining Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics projects a decline in industry
employment in precision metals consistent with overall national job losses in recent years. The State of
Nebraska Labor Market Information Office projects no growth for the state cluster. If these projections
hold true, the cluster must focus more on continued productivity gains to advance economic growth and
keep the industry viable than growth via additional hires.
Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Precision Metals
U.S. BLS 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
Annual Growth in Employment
‐0.7%

NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
Annual Growth in Employment
0.0%

Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Precision Metals
For the precision metals cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry performance of detailed industries,
high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies, detailed industries with healthy
employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds only limited niches for the cluster
presented in the table below.
INDUSTRY:

PRECISION METALS MFG

Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength with
at least 500 Jobs and 10
Establishments)
 Transportation
Equipment

Technology
Deployment
(Higher
Productivity than
Nation)

 Architectural &
Structural Metals

Core
Technology
Competencies

 Travel Trailer
and Camper
Manufacturing

 Motor Vehicle Parts

Forecasted Detail
Industry Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or >3%
AGGR in Output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to Connect
with Nebraska)

 Other Transportation
Equipment
Manufacturing (non‐
motor vehicle)—
employment and
output

 Connections to
Renewable Energy

 Truck Trailers

Development Pathway: Focus on Retention and Expansion through Supply Chain Connections
The precision metals cluster is a very important rural industry driver for Nebraska, which has bucked
declining national employment trends. The retention and expansion of precision metal activities in
Nebraska requires careful attention. Of critical importance is identifying how the cluster can continue to
be utilized in transportation equipment and transportation activities taking place in Nebraska, while also
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creating opportunities in growing renewable energy fields. Overall, the focus is on precision metals as
part of supply chains for growth.

1.9

Profile and Development Strategy for Renewable Energy

Industry Cluster Performance: Current Strength with high level of industry specialization and
strong recent employment gains.
Difficult to quantify under existing federal industry classification, renewable energy represents a current
strength for Nebraska with an extremely specialized and growing employment base in the production of
ethanol and biofuels. In fact, the state’s concentration of jobs in this sector is more than 28 times the
national average concentration.
Nebraska is home to several renewable energy companies, including:





Abengoa Bioenergy
Siouxland Ethanol
Cargill
Calenergy Operating Corp.
Nebraska
Employment,
2008
1,770

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Renewable Energy (Biofuels)
Industry
Employment Change, Last
Change in
Economic Output Growth,
Specialization,
Business Growth Cycle
Competitive
2001–2007
2008
2001–2007
Share
Nebraska
U.S.
Nebraska
U.S.
28.45
547.2%
116.2%
431.0%
n/a
n/a

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Statewide Industry Cluster
Renewable energy is decidedly more concentrated in counties with First Class Cities and the all other
counties region than in the metro areas. From 2001 through 2007, the gains in employment in this
cluster were especially impressive in the all other counties region, with over a six‐fold increase.
Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Renewable Energy (Biofuels)
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class Cities
Counties
First Class Cities
Counties
2.69
27.92
48.05
n/a
115.0%
620.7%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.
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Renewable Energy Cluster (Biofuels) Employment in Nebraska

Technology Potential: Significant Core Competencies
The renewable energy cluster is a new and evolving cluster of industries heavily dependent on
innovative new technologies that promote efficiency and drive down operating costs. Core competency
analysis reveals a generally limited presence of renewable energy research from the state’s colleges and
universities in terms of the grant and patent cluster analysis, research publications, and innovative
companies receiving SBIR awards.
Metrics for Technology Potential for Renewable Energy
Core Competency Factors

Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
Limited

Overall Assessment: Significant
Identified
Publications
SBIR/VC
Patents by
companies
Classification,
2005 to 2009
None Identified
Limited
Limited

Identified
Strengths in
University
Interviews
Substantial

Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment: n/a
Nebraska
U.S.

n/a

n/a

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Renewable Energy
For the renewable energy cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry performance of detailed industries,
high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies, detailed industries with healthy
employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds target niches for the cluster presented
in the following table.
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INDUSTRY:

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength with
at least 500 Jobs and 10
Establishments)
 Biofuels/Biomass
 Geothermal Energy
 Wind Energy

Technology Deployment
(Higher Productivity than
Nation)

Core
Technology
Competencies

N/A

Forecasted Detail
Industry Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or
>3% AGGR in
Output)
N/A

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to
Connect with Nebraska)
 Biofuels/Biomass
 Wind Energy

Development Pathway: Innovation and Deployment
Renewable energy is expected to be a fast‐growing opportunity, and Nebraska has been a leader in the
biofuels area. As an emerging industry, there is still significant innovation taking place, which will drive
how this industry unfolds, though it is clear we are entering a new era of energy development that will
be marked by more diversified, distributed sources of energy. Nebraska must keep on top of how this
fast‐changing world of energy is unfolding and seek a broad portfolio of opportunities rather than
focusing too narrowly. The existing base of biofuels production in Nebraska needs to focus on ways in
which to deploy new processing technologies as varied feedstocks emerge. The deployment of wind
energy is expected to advance in Nebraska, but finding ways to connect beyond just power generation
will be important.

1.10 Profile and Development Strategy for Research, Development &
Engineering Services
Industry Cluster Performance: Emerging Strength with strong employment growth in recent years.
The research, development, and engineering services cluster in Nebraska represents a modest sized
sector but an emerging strength for the state. The cluster experienced strong job growth during the
previous economic expansion, far outpacing the national cluster.
Nebraska is home to several R&D and engineering services companies, including:




Midwest Laboratories
HDR Architecture
Olsson Associates
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In addition to strong job growth, the Nebraska research, development, and engineering services cluster
has outgrown the U.S. in recent years in economic growth—increasing by 38 percent since 2001
compared with 21 percent growth in the national cluster.
Nebraska
Employment,
2008
4,892

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Research, Development & Engineering Services
Industry
Employment Change, Last
Change in
Economic Output Growth,
Specialization,
Business Growth Cycle
Competitive
2001–2007
2008
2001–2007
Share
Nebraska
U.S.
Nebraska
U.S.
0.56
34.2%
5.5%
28.7%
38%
21%

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Emerging Metro
The relatively small research, development, and engineering services cluster is not highly concentrated
in any of the three major regions in Nebraska, though it is fairly concentrated in the metro areas.
Cluster job growth has originated from each of the regions, although primarily generated in and around
the state’s metro areas.
Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Research, Development & Engineering Services
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001‐2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class
Counties
First Class
Counties
Cities
Cities
0.74
0.27
0.14
42.6%
63.3%
322.2%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Research, Development, and Engineering Services Cluster Employment in Nebraska
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Technology Potential: Moderate Level of Productivity; Substantial Core Competencies
The research, development, and engineering services cluster is an innovative cluster driven both by new
technologies and the effective deployment of existing technologies. Nebraska is fairly close in the level
of productivity in its cluster compared to the nation. In addition, there is substantial university research
and presence in this cluster with respect to the cluster grants analysis and research publications. There
also is a substantial industry presence in terms of generating intellectual property in the form of patents.

Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
Substantial

Metrics for Technology Potential for Research, Development & Engineering Services
Core Competency Factors
Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment: Substantial
Overall Assessment: Moderate
Productivity
Identified
Publications
SBIR/VC
Identified
Nebraska
U.S.
Patents by
companies
Strengths in
Classification,
University
2005 to 2009
Interviews
Substantial
Substantial
Limited
Substantial
$70,977
$76,656

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Talent Potential & Performance: High Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Lagging
The research, development, and engineering services cluster nationally employs 61 percent of its
workforce in high‐skilled occupations, across scientists, engineers and architects, management,
computer and math, financial operations, legal, and healthcare.
Nebraska comes close but falls short of the national composition at 86 percent of the U.S. level.
Metrics for Talent Potential & Performance for Research, Development & Engineering Services
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in
High‐Skill Occupations
61%
0.86
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.
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Share of Employment in Research, Development, and Engineering Services Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

5.0%

7.1%

Business and Financial Operations

12.2%

12.3%

Computer and Mathematical

13.4%

14.3%

Architecture and Engineering

10.0%

12.2%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

2.4%

4.8%

Legal

6.6%

7.9%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

2.8%

2.1%

Community and Social Services

0.0%

0.1%

Education, Training, and Library

0.1%

0.2%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

3.8%

4.3%

Healthcare Support

1.4%

0.9%

Protective Service

0.0%

0.2%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

0.0%

0.1%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

0.3%

0.5%

Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Personal Care and Service

0.7%

0.4%

Sales and Related

5.9%

4.5%

31.6%

23.9%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

0.4%

0.1%

Construction and Extraction

0.3%

0.8%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

1.3%

1.0%

Production

0.8%

1.5%

Transportation and Material Moving

1.0%

0.7%

Office and Administrative Support

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for Nebraska
may not sum to 100%, as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.

Forecast for Employment Growth: High Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, both the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the State of Nebraska Labor
Market Information Office are projecting high employment growth for the research, development, and
engineering services cluster. These high growth projections are consistent with the recent employment
trends over the last business cycle and suggest continued expectations for job growth in the cluster.
Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Research, Development & Engineering Services
U.S. BLS 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average Annual
Annual Growth in Employment
Growth in Employment
2.0%
2.8%
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.
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Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Research, Development & Engineering Services
For the research, development, and engineering services cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry
performance of detailed industries, high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies,
detailed industries with healthy employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds limited
niches for the cluster presented in the table below.
INDUSTRY:

R&D AND ENGINEERING SERVICES

Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength
with at least 500 Jobs
and 10 Establishments)
None

Technology
Deployment
(Higher
Productivity than
Nation)

Core Technology
Competencies

N/A

Forecasted Detail
Industry Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or >3%
AGGR in Output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to Connect
with Nebraska)

 Scientific, research
and development
services
(employment and
output)

 Advanced
Instrumentation/
Imaging
 Nano‐based Thin Films

Development Pathway: Focus on Innovation
R&D and engineering services, while still a small industry cluster, has experienced fast growth. There
are clearly areas of university research excellence that can be further exploited, particularly in
nanotechnology‐related fields involving instrumentation and thin films. This requires substantial
commercialization focus.

1.11 Profile and Development Strategy for Software &
Computer Services
Industry Cluster Performance: Retention Target with high level of industry specialization but
declining employment.
The software and computer services cluster is sizable and nearly specialized in its relative employment
concentration, but the cluster contracted significantly during the previous business cycle.
Nebraska is home to a varied set of software and computer services companies, including:





Fiserv
Xpanxion
Yahoo!
First Data Resources
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Economic growth in software and computer services has been virtually nonexistent in Nebraska since
2001 with nominal growth increasing just 1 percent and behind the national cluster which grew only by
4 percent.
Nebraska
Employment,
2008
15,239

Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Software & Computer Services
Industry
Employment Change, Last
Change in
Economic Output Growth,
Specialization,
Business Growth Cycle
Competitive
2001–2007
2008
2001–2007
Share
Nebraska
U.S.
Nebraska
U.S.
1.14
‐16.2%
1.3%
‐17.5%
1%
4%

Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Metropolitan Industry Cluster
The software and computer services cluster has a strong concentration and specialized presence in
metro area counties. Job losses over the business cycle were primarily in these same metro counties.
Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Software & Computer Services
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class Cities
Counties
First Class Cities
Counties
1.67
0.13
0.09
‐16.2%
21.9%
115.1%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Software and Computer Service Cluster Employment in Nebraska
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Technology Potential: Low Level of Productivity; Substantial Core Competencies
Nebraska lags considerably in the level of productivity in its software and computer services cluster
compared to the nation. This raises concerns over the levels of innovation and technology deployment
and weaknesses in value‐added in the cluster. There are, however, substantial technology drivers in
Nebraska for the cluster. There is significant university activity in this area as well as significant levels of
intellectual property generated in the form of industry patents in addition to substantial levels of
entrepreneurial activity identified.

Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
Significant

Metrics for Technology Potential for Software & Computer Services
Core Competency Factors
Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment: Substantial
Overall Assessment:
Low Productivity
Identified
Publications
SBIR/VC
Identified
Nebraska
U.S.
Patents by
companies
Strengths in
Classification,
University
2005 to 2009
Interviews
Substantial
Significant
Substantial
Substantial
$87,072
$106,787

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Talent Potential & Performance: High Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Lagging
The software and computer services cluster nationally employs 56 percent of its workforce in high‐
skilled occupations across scientists, engineers and architects, management, computer and math,
financial operations, legal, and healthcare.
Nebraska falls well short of the U.S. total at just 65 percent of the national level, suggesting much of the
work conducted in Nebraska is more production oriented.
Metrics for Talent Potential & Performance for Software & Computer Services
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in
High‐Skill Occupations
56%
0.65
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.
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Share of Employment in Software and Computer Services Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

3.2%

7.5%

11.0%

10.8%

Computer and Mathematical

8.6%

17.5%

Architecture and Engineering

6.2%

9.2%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

1.5%

3.8%

Legal

4.1%

5.9%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical

1.7%

1.5%

Community and Social Services

0.0%

0.1%

Education, Training, and Library

0.0%

0.2%

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

3.1%

6.0%

Healthcare Support

0.8%

0.7%

Protective Service

0.0%

0.1%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

0.0%

0.1%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

0.2%

0.4%

Personal Care and Service

0.4%

0.3%

Business and Financial Operations

Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Sales and Related

4.7%

5.8%

32.1%

24.7%

Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

0.3%

0.0%

Construction and Extraction

0.2%

0.6%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

0.8%

1.0%

Production

0.7%

2.2%

Transportation and Material Moving

1.0%

1.4%

Office and Administrative Support

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for Nebraska
may not sum to 100%, as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.

Forecast for Employment Growth: High Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, both the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the State of Nebraska Labor
Market Information Office are projecting high employment growth for the software and computer
services cluster. These high growth projections are somewhat inconsistent with the employment trends
over the last business cycle and suggest the cluster may return to hiring at a faster rate over the longer
term.
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Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Software & Computer Services
U.S. BLS 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
Annual Growth in Employment
Annual Growth in Employment
2.1%
3.8%
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Software & Computer Services
For the software and computer services cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry performance of
detailed industries, high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies, detailed
industries with healthy employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds several niches
for the cluster presented in the table below.
INDUSTRY:

SOFTWARE & COMPUTER SERVICES

Target Industry
Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength
with at least 500 Jobs
and 10 Establishments)
 Computer Facilities
Management
 Data Processing,
Hosting, & Related
Services

Technology
Deployment
(Higher
Productivity
than Nation)

Core Technology
Competencies

 Data
Processing,
Hosting, ISP,
Web Search
Portals and
Related
Services

Forecasted Detail
Industry Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or
>3% AGGR in
Output)
 Software
Publishers
(employment &
output)
 Data Processing,
Hosting and
Related Services
(employment &
output)
 Computer
Systems Design
(employment &
output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to Connect with
Nebraska)
 Cloud Computing
 Computer Security
 Data Management/ Mining

Development Pathway: Focus on Attraction and Innovation
While Nebraska can point to recent successes with attracting data centers to the state, the key theme in
the software and computer services cluster has been the decline of its industry base. This cluster
remains a strong growth area of the national economy, and Nebraska needs to look forward rather than
backwards. So business attraction needs to be the primary focus, particularly in the emerging world of
cloud computing. Nebraska also has shown surprising strength in innovative new company start‐ups in
software and computer services, and offers core technology competencies in this field that must
continue to be a focus of commercialization. Financial services and business management and
administrative services should be considered as key markets for the future growth of software and
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computer services, with more attention on advancing key areas of interest, such as data management
and mining, computer security, and customer relationship management.

1.12 Profile and Development Strategy for Transportation,
Warehousing, and Distribution Logistics
Industry Cluster Performance: Current Strength with high level of industry specialization and
growing employment.
Transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics represents a current and historical strength in
Nebraska with a highly specialized cluster characterized by strong recent job growth.
Nebraska is home to several large and leading transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics
companies, including:





Union Pacific Railroad
Crete Carrier
Werner Enterprises
MainFreight USA

Transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics is a mature industry that relies on effective
deployment of technologies to advance the cluster. In economic growth, the state cluster has outpaced
the nation since 2001, in nominal terms growing by 60 percent compared with just 39 percent growth
for the U.S.
Metrics for Industry Cluster Performance for Transportation, Warehousing, & Distribution Logistics
Employment Change, Last
Economic Output Growth,
Industry
Change in
Nebraska
Business Growth Cycle
2001–2007
Specialization,
Competitive
Employment,
2001–2007
2008
Share
2008
Nebraska
U.S.
Nebraska
U.S.
52,379
1.98
27.4%
3.3%
24.1%
60%
39%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN, and IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.

Geographic Patterns: Statewide Industry Cluster
The transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics cluster has a strong statewide presence with
a specialized concentration in both metro areas and the all other counties region. Large job gains have
been primarily in the metro areas.
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Metrics for Geographic Patterns for Transportation, Warehousing, & Distribution Logistics
Degree of Specialization by County Groupings, 2008
Employment Change by County Groupings,
2001–2007
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
Metro Areas
Counties with
All Other
First Class Cities
Counties
First Class Cities
Counties
1.69
1.01
1.19
65.1%
‐0.5%
16.0%
Source: Battelle analysis of BLS, QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Transportation, Warehousing, and Distribution Logistics Cluster Employment in Nebraska

Technology Potential: High Level of Productivity; Significant Core Competencies
Nebraska does well in the level of productivity in the transportation, warehousing, and distribution
logistics cluster compared to the nation. In addition, there are significant core competency factors
present in Nebraska to advance the sector including significant patents and substantial university
strengths.

Presence in
Cluster
Analysis
Limited

Metrics for Technology Potential for Transportation, Warehousing, & Distribution Logistics
Core Competency Factors
Productivity/Technology
Deployment Measure of Value‐
Added per Employee, 2008
Overall Assessment: Significant
Overall Assessment:
High Productivity
Identified
Publications
SBIR/VC
Identified
Nebraska
U.S.
Patents by
companies
Strengths in
Classification,
University
2005 to 2009
Interviews
Significant
None
None
Substantial
$95,035
$79,198
Identified
Identified

Source: Battelle analysis of Thomson‐Reuters Delphion Patent Analysis database; Thomson‐Reuters Web of Knowledge database; U.S. Small
Business Administration’s Tech‐Net database; Thomson‐Reuters VentureOne; IMPLAN Input/Output Models for NE and U.S.
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Talent Potential & Performance: Low Skilled Cluster, Nebraska Lagging
The transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics cluster nationally only employs 6 percent of
its workforce in high‐skilled occupations across scientists, engineers and architects, management,
computer and math, financial operations, legal, and healthcare.
Nebraska falls well short of the U.S. total at just 40 percent of the U.S. level, suggesting much of the
work conducted in Nebraska is more production‐oriented.
Metrics for Talent Potential and Performance for Transportation,
Warehousing, & Distribution Logistics
High‐Skill Occupational Share for U.S.
Nebraska’s Relative Position in
High‐Skill Occupations
6%
0.40
Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN.

Share of Employment in Transportation, Warehousing, and Distribution Logistics Cluster by Major Occupation, 2008

Major Occupational Groups

Nebraska

United
States

High Skill Occupational Groups
Management

1.1%

2.8%

Business and Financial Operations

1.0%

2.1%

Computer and Mathematical

0.1%

0.5%

Architecture and Engineering

0.2%

0.5%

Life, Physical, and Social Science

0.0%

0.1%

Legal

0.0%

0.0%

0.1%

0.1%

Community and Social Services

0.0%

0.0%

Education, Training, and Library

0.0%

0.0%

Healthcare Practitioners and Technical
Lower Skill Occupational Groups

Arts, Design, Entertainment, Sports, and Media

0.0%

0.1%

Healthcare Support

0.0%

0.0%

Protective Service

0.0%

0.3%

Food Preparation and Serving‐Related

0.0%

0.1%

Building and Grounds Cleaning and Maintenance

0.2%

0.5%

Personal Care and Service

0.0%

3.4%

Sales and Related

1.6%

1.9%

11.5%

21.6%

Office and Administrative Support
Farming, Fishing, and Forestry

0.0%

0.1%

Construction and Extraction

0.5%

0.2%

Installation, Maintenance, and Repair

3.9%

5.5%

Production

3.7%

2.5%

74.7%

57.8%

Transportation and Material Moving

Source: Battelle analysis of Nebraska DOL, Occupational Employment Statistics and BLS QCEW data from IMPLAN. Note: estimates for Nebraska
may not sum to 100%, as data for some major occupations by industry are not published by NE DOL.
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Forecast for Employment Growth: Moderate Employment Growth Projections
Over the 2008–2018 period, both the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics and the State of Nebraska Labor
Market Information Office are projecting moderate growth for the transportation, warehousing, and
distribution logistics cluster. These moderate growth projections are consistent with the employment
gains over the last business cycle and suggest a continued need to drive growth through hiring as well as
through productivity gains.
Metrics for Employment Growth Forecast for Transportation,
Warehousing, & Distribution Logistics
U.S. BLS 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
NE LMI 2008–2018 Forecast of Average
Annual Growth in Employment
Annual Growth in Employment
0.9%
1.6%
Source: Battelle analysis of Industry Employment Projections, Nebraska Dept. of Labor and U.S. BLS.

Industry Niches: Focused Niches Found for Transportation, Warehousing, & Distribution
Logistics
For the transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics cluster, Battelle’s analysis of the industry
performance of detailed industries, high productivity detailed industries, core technology competencies,
detailed industries with healthy employment forecasts, and emerging market opportunities finds several
niches for the cluster presented in the table below.
INDUSTRY:

TRANSPORTATION, WAREHOUSING & DISTRIBUTION LOGISTICS

Target Industry Assessment
(Current Strength or
Emerging Strength with at
least 500 Jobs and 10
Establishments)
 Long Distance Freight
Trucking
 Line Haul Railroads
 Specialized Freight
Trucking
 Material Handling
Equipment
 Support Activities for Rail
Transportation
 Refrigerated Warehousing
& Storage

Technology
Deployment
(Higher Productivity
than Nation)

Core Technology
Competencies

 Transport by Rail
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Forecasted Detail
Industry Growth
(>1% AGGR in
Employment or >3%
AGGR in Output)
 Truck
Transportation
(employment and
output)

Emerging Market
Opportunities
(Battelle Ideas to
Connect with
Nebraska)
 Intermodal
Transportation
Hubs
 Advanced Logistics
 Innovative Rail
Systems (control
technologies for
safety, remote
operating systems)
 Hybrid locomotive
technologies

Growing Jobs, Industries, and Talent: A Competitive Advantage Assessment and Strategy for Nebraska

Development Pathway: Focus on Expansion and Attraction
Transportation, warehousing, and distribution logistics is a strong driver of economic growth for
Nebraska and remains a major opportunity for continued expansion and attraction. Focusing on how
Nebraska can offer more services and value for this industry cluster is important. Of particular
importance is the need for intermodal facilities, and Nebraska needs to stay competitive in that regard.
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